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FORTEWORiT

This teecnical report. is a .omp.lation of papers prepared for the
ItEA sponsored Panel Meeting on the 1 l"tilization of Low Energy Accelerators"
which was held fim RO September to A October I.7A in Zagreb, Yugoslavia.
These napers do not include all the proceedings of the meeting but they
a.re presented here with the hope that they will prove useful to workers in
small institutions who have programs with low energ, accelerators.

The uses of low enerpg accelerators have rapidly expanded from the
original anplication in nuclear physics to other physical, biolofical and
technical fields. The scope of the 7r.greb meeting was therefore directed
to those general areas, which were thought to be of particular interest to
nuclear physicists who wish to diversify and participate in interdisciplinary
programs.

Partilclar attention was made during the panel meeting to define the
cost and equipment needs for carrying out useful research work. With perhaps
one exception, radial damaege in metals (paper no. 3),the papers present
promising opportuniti. s for small-scale and inexpnns.ve research programs
in the various resea-nh areas.

The Panel .. s held in 7agreb at the kind invitation of the Yugoslavian

Government. A.precition is expressed to the scientific community who hosted
this meei -ing and di so mnch 1 o assure its success.
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Practical and Research Aspects of Beam-Foil Spectroscopy

S. Bashkin
University of Arizona, Tucson, Arizona 85721

Abstract

The application of a heavy-ion accelerator to research in beam-foil
spectroscopy requires certain capital equipment which is somewhat unor-
thodox when viewed from the standpoint of conventional, low-energy nu-
clear physics. It is necessary that people who wish to expand their
accelerator work to include beam-foil studies understand the nature and
cost of such major apparatus. We will survey the equipment needs,
starting with the particle analyzer at the output of the accelerator and
including the equipment used in a variety of beam-foil experiments.
Electronic and computer devices will not be discussed since they are es-
sentially identical with those employed in nuclear studies. Consider-
able attention will be given to optical spectrometers and spectrographs
including simple instruments which might be used by a laboratory just
getting started in beam-foil research, or which has limited financial
resources. Attention will be given to the production and use of the ex-
citer foils.

We will then discuss some typical beam-foil experiments having to
do with the excitation, detection, and analysis of spectral lines from
electronic levels in multiply-ionized atoms, and also with the measure-
ment of the mean lives of such levels.

Finally, we will review some of the special properties of the beam-
foil light source as regards the population of the magnetic sub-states
of a given level. Recent work on the character of the emitted light
will be presented. That work will deal specifically with the origin of
the polarization of the light. The relevant experiments involve varying
the angle between the plane of the exciter foil and the particle
velocity.

This paper discusses both the practical requirements which enter
into converting an accelerator laboratory to the purposes of beam-foil
spectroscopy and about some of the research which can be carried out
with such a facility. In Fig. 1, I show a schematic representation of
a beam-foil laboratory. In this case the beam is extracted from a
small Van de Graaff accelerator and is then mass-analyzed by a magnet.
It is at the magnet that one first notices a real difference between a
beam-foil laboratory and one devoted to nuclear physics. For example,
if one had a 2 MV Van de Graaff which was used for nuclear physics,
probably the heaviest particle one would accelerate would be 7 Li. Con-
sequently the bending magnet would be fairly small. On the other hand,
in beam-foil spectroscopy, we deal with the very heaviest nuclides. In
my own laboratory, we have accelerated uranium. Furthermore, the par-
ticles we accelerate are often in molecular form. Thus, when we accel-
erated uranium, we used uranium hexafluoride. As a consequence, the
beam which emerges from the machine is apt to be quite massive and one
has the problem of getting reasonable mass analysis and mass resolution
for quite heavy components. We will see in a few moments how my labora-
tory has dealt with this problem.

In addition to selecting a single component from the incident beam,
the magnet allows us to direct that component into a particular direc-
tion, and, in Fig. 1, we indicate a number of beam pipes down which the
energetic particles can be sent. At the end of each beam pipe is a tar-
get chamber which is always essentially the same in that it is some sort
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of can in which the target is a thin film of carbon. By thin, I mean
that the target thickness is of the order of 5-20 micrograms per square
centimeter or perhaps 250 to 1000 R thick. The incident beam passes
throueh the carbon foil end undergoes changes in its stage of ionization
and in electronic excitation. If electronic states are excited by the
collisions which the particles experienced on going through the foil,
they will relax to lower states by the emission of light. We use some
kind of optical device to analyze and otherwise treat that light.

Let us suppose that a particular spectral line has been generated.
Because the excitation occurred right at the foil, the intensity of that
line will be highest at that position. However, as the particles move
downstream, there will be fewer and fewer states which can emit that
spectral line. Therefore the intensity declines as we look further and
further downstresm and we can measure that variation of line intensity
with distance. Since the particles are traveling with constant speed,
that means that we can find the variation of line intensity with time.
In other words, we determine the way in which the level population
varies with time, and it is from this information that one can find the
mean life of the decasyitg level. A lot of beam-foil research is devoted
to the measurement of the mean lives of excited states.

One can also see from Fig. 1 that the target chamber is at ground
electrical potential and room temperature. Therefore the radiating beam
is accessible in the serne that one can easily apply external electric
or magnetic fields and the imposition of such fields has had interesting
results, some of which I shall mention later on.

Figure 2 shews a photograph of our laboratory, in which the accel-
erator is a 2 M1 Van de Graaff. We bought this machine in 1963 for
$38,500. I believe that the current price is around twice that. The
macbhne has been in steady operation, often running 24 hours a day,
seven days a week, for two or three months. We have accelerated a
great variety of chemically nasty substances including boron trichloride,
silane, sulfur hexafluoride, uranium hexafluoride, etc. Nonetheless, we
are still using the same accelerator tube with which the machine was
originally equipped and we have no problem at all in running the machine
at full voltage or with good stability. Figure 2 also shows the mass
analyzing magnet which wre nr use. You can see a set of beam tubes coming
out in various directions. The original magnet cost us about $10,000,
the price including the vacuum chamber and power supply, but not the
pumps. It was bought fres Spectrostagnetics. We found, however, that the
magnet was inadequate when it came to strdying the properties of very
heavy substances. Consequently we replaced it with a different magnet,
which is also shown in Fig. 2. With this magnet, it is possible for us
to deflect Ar+ with an energr of 2 Mse through an angle of 60*. We also
have a total of 16 target arms, eight on either side of the central posi-
tion. We are currently using seven or eight of those arna, and one of
the arms has two different experimental setups on it. This magnet, with
its vacuum chamber and power supply, cost about $30,000 four years age.
It was also bought from Spectremagnetics. You can see, therefore, that
in beam-foil research, the cost of the mgnet may well approximate the
cost of the accelerator. With so many target arms available, it is
practical for us to have a variety of experiments mounted simultaneously
so that one can easily switch from one type of investigation to another.
All one need do is change the kind of particle which is extracted from
the incident beam and direct it into an appropriate target chamber.

Figure 3 shers ene of the analytical devices that we use. This is
a bent crystal x-ray spectroeter with its own vacuum system. This
spectrometer cost us $3,000. It was purchased from Phillips, but it
had to be modifie4 before we could get a good vacuum inside. What we
did was paint the interior with a high vacuum epoxy, which effectively
sealed the countless pores in the aluminum casting. The spectrometer
is connected through a small aperture to a target chaber. with a separ-
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ate vacuum system. In this way we can make high resolution studies of
the x-rays that are generated when heavy ions of different kinds are
allowed to bombard either thin foils or solid targets. In fact we have
a second target chamber identical with this one which is mounted on the
same arm. However, in that case the x-rays are viewed with a Si(Li)
solid st s'.e detector. Consequently we can compare the high resolution
results, where one has relatively small throughput, with those obtained
from a fairly low resolution device which has large collecting power.
The detector used in the case of the x-ray spectrometer is either a
windowless photomultiplier or a gas-filled proportional counter.

Now I mentioned that it is a convenient matter to apply external
fields to the radiating beam. Figure 4 shows one arrangement we have
used for this purpose. Here you can see that the target chamber is
surrounded by Helmholtz coils which we program so as to produce the kind
of time dependent magnetic field we want to use. In this case the ra-
diations are detected with a photomultiplier tube after analysis by a
Perkin-Elmer spectrometer which was initially intended to be used in
the infrared but which we use in the visible.

I don't know the cost of the Perkin-Elmer spectrameter for the
simple reason that I did not buy it. I borrowed it. This illustrates
another happy feature of beam-foil research, namely, that frequently,
optical equipment of quite good quality is available because it was ob-
tained a long time ago by physicists, chemists, engineers, or other
groups whose interests have changed, so that they no longer need their
spectrometers.

Figure 5 shows still another beam-foil chamber, this time connected
to a Jarrell-Ash 1-meter, normal-incidence, vacuum spectrometer. This
instrument probably cost in the neighborhood of $20 to $25,000 dollars,
but again I was fortunate in being able to borrow it from another labora-
tory. This arrangement, as in the case of the x-ray equipment, shows
that it is a simple matter to connect the vacuum system of the target
chamber to the vacuum system of the spectrometer so that one can work
with radiation in the vacuum uv without having to worry about any inter-
vening windows.

The normal-incidence, vacuum spectrometer allows us to look at ra-
diations down to about 500 K. However, a wealth of information is con-
tained in the spectral region shorter than that, especially when one
deals with very heavy ions. In order to extend'our wavelength range
further we turn to the equipment that is shown in Fig. 6.

Here we have a Seya-Hamioka spectrometer, again a vacuum instrument.
This one allows us to work down to wavelengths of the order of 300 R.

Not all of our work is done on spectra. In Fig. 7, for example, we
show a different kind of chamber in wich we have mounted a foil and,
following that, a set of plates between which an electric field may be
established. The beam, on passing between those plates, is then de-
flected along a path which depends upon the charge of the particles.
Consequently we end up with a number of discrete paths because the beam
contains a number of different stages of ionization, A rotating Faraday
cup is mounted on an arm centered on the foil. By swinging that around,
one can detect the number of particles in each of the charge states. In
this way, we measure charge distribution as a function of particle type,
particle energy, foil type, foil thickness, etc.. One can also use such
an arrangement in order to measure energy losses in foils. This target
chamber, like all of the other target chambers I have shown, was built
in our own machine shop. I should perhaps point out that much of our
experimental equipment is built by the faculty and staff doing the ex-
periments so that the cost is minimal. Sometimes, as in the case of the
charge distribution chamber, the apparatus is too large for the Van de
Graaff people to handle with our limited shop facilities, and we have to
let the main physics machine shop do the work. That of course gets to
be more expensive.
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It often happens that those who are interested in trying beam-foil
spectroscopy are deterred by considerations of the foils. They don't
know how to mount them or how to make them or how to obtain them. I
ought to mention that these are really insignificant problems and I show
in Fig, 8 a typic 1 foil mount. You can se that this is a fairly small
system, rather simple in design, and it does not take a great deal of
work to prepare it. The size is illustrated very nicely by the fact
that this equipment fits nicely on a page of the Journal of the Optical
Society of America. As to the foils, they can be purchased from various
commercial companies, and they can also be easily made by anyone who has
a vacuum evaporator. What we do is take microscope slides, cover them
with a thin layer of soap, allow the soap to dry, polish the soap off
until none can be seen, and then deposit carbon on the soaped side,
using a carbon arc made with rods of spectroscopically pure carbon.
After the evaporation has gone for time long enough to give the appro-
priate thickness, the slides are removed from the vacuum evaporator and
scratched with any convenient sharp object into pieces of the right size
and shape. Then a slide is slowly dipped into water, the pieces of car-
bon float off, and one can pick then up on a frame which is then
mounted in the target chamber. (At this point the lecture was inter-
rupted while an actual demonstration was given of how carbon foils are
stripped and mounted.)

Turning to some of the data which can be obtained in the beam-foil
method, we used to use a spectrograph in which the ultimate detector was
the photographic plate. We easily saw many, many spectral lines, and
it was clearly possible to make good measurements of wavelengths with
this technique. One could also deduce from the variation in length of
the spectral lines something about the mean lives of the emitting levels.
However, it was also clear that every plate was badly overexposed for
most of the lines and anyone who is familiar with the photographic process
realizes that the connection between intensity and plate darkening is far
from linear. Consequently, it was difficult to get quantitative informa-
tion from the beam-foil source about either wavelengths or lifetimes. We
therefore turned +o photoelectric recording for most of our work.

Figure 9 illustrates some of the photoelectrically recorded data
which have been obtained with the element lead. These data come from
the Stockholm laboratory. They not only show that many spectral lines
have been seen, but they illustrate the important fact that essentially
every element in the periodic table can be excited with the beam-foil
source. I might say that these data were obtained with a rather low
resolution optical spectrometer which is useful in the visible part of
the spectrum. We have several such spectrometers, built either by Jarrell-
Ash or Heath, and I should say that for groups starting out, the investment
of $1200 or $1500 in a simple spectrometer such as was used for taking the
data on the metals I have mentioned is an excellent idea.

There is one very important handicap to the beam-foil light source.
The Doppler effect introduces line broadening, which makes high resolution
spectroscopy essentially impossible. However, one can improve the line
shape by using the technique of refocusing which was developed by Stoner
and Leavitt. Without going into the details at this time I will simply
say that it is useful to have a spectrometer in which the exit slit or
the grating can be moved in or out because such movement allows one to
reduce the line width by as much as a factor of 5. In selecting a spec-
trometer, therefore, one would like to pick one which has this feature.

Figure 10 shows how the proper adjustment of the spectrometer slits
make it possible to improve the line shapes and consequently improve the
quality of the data which can be obtained. Here you see two different
spectra of oxygen, one set of data having been taken with a refocused
spectrometer. The improvement in line shape is obvious and one really
should not do beam-foil work without taking advantage of the refocusing
technique. It is quite simple to use.
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The reason for taking spectral data is illustrated in Fig. 11.
Here you see that the spectral lines we have detected have been organ-
ized into a level scheme, in this case for Cl VII, a system which was
almost completely unknown prior to the beam-foil experiments. As this
shows so well, the opportunity to investigate very high stages of ioni-
zation, 6+ in this particular instance, makes it possible to round out
our understanding of the level schemes for many stages of ionization
which were essentially inaccessible prior to the development of the
beam-foil method.

Now it happens that the beam-foil source also gives us many wave-
lengths which do not conform to the traditional kind of energy level
system. In such cases one has to find an alternative explanation for
the presence of those spectral lines. An example appears in Fig. 12.
Here we see some data for the case of helium. Helium is obviously the
simplest of the complicated atoms, having two electrons, and it is well
known that the first ionization potential for helium is around 24 elec-
tron volts, while the ionization potential for ionized helium is another
52 electron volts. However, what you see in Fig. 12 is a large number
of discrete energy levels which are far above the ionization energy for
helium. The energy scale on the left is in electron volts. In the
beam-foil light source, one sees many spectral lines for helium which
must be associated with transitions between levels that lie well above
the ionization limit and energetically speaking, are in the continuum.
These levels occur because both electrons in helium are simultaneously
excited. While the total energy in such a case exceeds the ionization
energy, so that these levels are capable of autoionizing, the fact is
that the quantum numbers are such that transitions into the continuum
via the ejection of an electron are forbidden. Consequently these lev-
els are constrained to decay by radiative transition to lower autoion-
izing levels. Such term systems have now been established for five or
six members of the He I isoelectronic sequence, and they represent an
important extension of our knowledge of the electronic structures of
the ions involved.

Early in this paper, I emphasized the interest in measuring life-
times of electronic levels. Some examples of lifetime data appear in
Fig. 13. These data on titanium were taken with a small energy acceler-
ator at the University of Aarhus in Denmark. At the top, one sees that
the decline in intensity is strictly logarithmic, and it is a simple
matter to use the slope of the straight line to determine the mean life
of the decaying level. On the other hand, the lower curve is obviously
much more complicated. The curvature is taken to mean that the state
of interest is being fed by cascades from some higher state; this has
the effect of changing the rate of decay with time from a pure exponen-
tial to a sum of exponentials. The analysis of this curve is then made
in terms of the sums of exponentials. One exponential is taken to rep-
resent the decay of the level of interest, the other exponential the
decay of the feeding state. I should say that there is still some un-
certainty as to the validity of this interpretation, and it would be
very helpful if other groups were to re-examine the detailed character
of these complicated curves in an attempt to understand better exactly
how they originate.

Finally, I would like to give an example of some very recent re-
search which shows that new things constantly make their appearance in
beam-foil research and also how the use of external fields enters into
the experiments.

Figure 14, which is taken by a paper from Church et al. [1l
shows a situation in which the foil is not perpendicular tothe beam,
but is tilted with respect to the beam. The spectrometer is also tilted
so that it looks at a thin slice of the beam parallel to the foil. The
first experiment of this kind was performed by Berry et 8l. [2], and my
own laboratory [33 has also contributed to studies with a similar ar-
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rangement. You will notice that in Church's experiment, a magnetic
field could be applied transverse to the beam. Berry's experiment did
not use any field at all, while, in our experiments, the magnetic field
could be either transverse or parallel to the beam. The Berry and Ha-
deishi experiments were carried out with hydrogen and helium at quite
low energies, that is to say of the order of i,= or 20 keV. Our ex-
periments were done in oxygen and argon at energies in the neighborhood
of 1 MeV.

Figure 15 shows some of the Arizona data with the magnetic field
perpendicular to the beam and to the direction of observation. What you
see is that the intensity of the spectral line oscillates as a function
of the magnetic field. The oscillation occurs because the excited lev-
el behaves like a little magnetic dipole which precesses under the
influence of the magnetic field. The detecting system includes a polar-
izer, and the precession of the magnetic dipole then appears as a periodic
alternation in intensity of the light with a given direction of polariza-
tion. The magnetic dipole effect comes from the fact that the beam-foil
interaction does not populate all the magnetic substates of a given
leiel to the same extent. This imbalance, which has been knmn for a
ic-SOer of years, has usually been associated with alignment, that is
Po say, with equal populations of the magnetic substates which differ
cily in the sign of ma If that were the case here, the oscillatory
freucecy would be twice the Lraor frequency, r.. However, analysis
sbo~s that both 0L and 2. are present. ZxperimSntally the difference
between these two oscillatory frequencies can be found because a linear
polariser can pass only the component with 2l., while a circular polar-
izer can pass both . and 2Q. A comparison therefore of the difference
ia transmissions of the two Different kinds of polarizers makes it possi-
ble to detect the presence of both frequencies. The frequency f. can
arise if only a single magnetic substate is produced, for example, one
-ith a value . This is polarization. The lower curve of Fig. 15 makes

it clear that £oth , and 2r. are present. In Fig. 16, we see the result
of using a magnetic Yield whtch is parallel to the beam. In such a case
there is no motional electric field and the wgnetic field cannot mix
the magnetic substates. All it can do is produce a Zeeman splitting
of the substates. The fact that, as the curves show, the oscillatory
prtterns persist with frequency 2tr and indeed have a much higher
amplitude than in the case with the field perpendicular to the particle
velocity shows that the polarization is generated in the foil itself.
It appears from this work that the use of magnetic fields perpendicular
to the beam, an arrangement characteristic of many previous experiments
where the foil itself was perpendicular to the beam, destroys the in-
trinsic polarization of the excited levels and converts that polariza-
tion into alignment. At the present time there is no adequate explanation
ao to how the differential population of the magnetic substates occurs
in the beam-foil interaction.

Tn conclusion, I should like to point out that many interesting ex-
perimonts can be done, as I have demonstrated, with low energy accelera-
to-,. I should also like to remark that the best sources of information
'n the great body of beam-foil research that has so far been published
ara the Proceedings of the three International Conferences on Beam-Foil
Sp[e'roscopy. I refer all interested persons to those Proceedings 4-63
asc -i ood introduction into the variety of experiments and the opportu-
nities for new work in the field of beam-foil spectroscopy.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1. Schemaatic representation of a beam-foil laboratory.

Fig. 2. The University of Arizona 2 W Van de Graaft Laboratory with
the present analyzing magnet.

Fig. 3. The bent-crystal x-ray spectrometer.

Pig. 4. Helmholtz coils around a target chamber. The spectrometer
shown at the left of the chamber was built by Perkin-Elmer.
An Intertechnique DIDAC-4OOO is seen behind the spectraoeter.

Fig. 5. A beam-foil chamber connected to a 1-meter, vacuum, normal-
incidence spectrometer made by Jarrell-Ash.

Fig. 6. The Seya-Nasioka spectrometer.

Fig. 7. Electrostatic analyze± izor foil-transmitted particles.

Fig. 8. A typical foil mount.

Fig. 9. Spectrum of lead.

Fig. 10. 0 III spectral lines with and without use of the refocusing
technique.

Fig. 11. Energy-level scheme for CA VII.

Fig. 12. Multi-electron levels for Re Z.

Fig. 13. Decay data for levels in Ti II. The two curves in the upper
pert of the figure were obtained at different particle energies.

Fig. 1k. Tilted foil experiment from Ref. 1.

Fig. 15. Oscillations due to tilted foil; L - v from Ref. 3.

Fig. 16. Oscillations due to tilted foil; t U v from Ref. 3.
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ION-RRADIATION - IMPLANTATION AND - CHANNELLING EFFECTS
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Summary

This review treats three particular but related aspects of the interactions with

solids of ions having energies of a few times 104 eV to a few MeV. The aspects considered

are respectively ion-irradiation, ion-implantation and ion-channelling effects, with

descriptions of basic experimental and theoretical results, practical requirements and

applications. Suggestions are made concerning research areas of special present and

future interest in this field.

1. Introduction

This paper will review major aspects of three topics, ion-irradiation, ion-implantation

and ion-channelling, and will in particular emphasise the practical considerations that

need to be taken into account when planning experimental work in these areas. It will be

assumed that the laboratory has available an accelerator capable of producing a beam of

protons and probably of other ions having energies somewhere between 5OkeV and 5MeV,

and that the system has an electromagnetic ion-mass analyser. The interactions of ions

of such energies with solids have been discussed in detail in many research papers and

appropriate references will be given later in this paper. Here it is useful to note five

books (1 - 5) which cover many aspects of these topics.

The topics form part of the realm of the physics, chemistry and technology of solids,

with ideas of solid state physics being especially important; however in various ways,

atomic physics, nuclear physics and electronics are closely involved in the experiments,

theory and applications. Thus for both teaching and research purposes, studies concerning

the interactions of ion beams with solids are of great interest and value in respect of the

wide ranges of techniques and physical principles that are involved.

At this stage the three main topics of the review, - irradiation, implantation and

channelling, - need outline definitions. By "ion-irradiation effects" in a solid we mean

those changes in the properties and nature of the solid which have been caused by the
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high-speed motion of the ion through the solid; the displacement of atoms from their normal

sites by collision between the moving ion and the atoms of the solid (radiation damage) is

a most important example. In contrast the term "ion-implantation effects" is used to

refer to these changes in the properties and nature of a solid which are caused by the

presence of the irradiating ion as a stationary (or slowly diffusing) atom or ion in the

solid; here for example the chemical nature of the implanted atom may be significant.

It is found that for most changes in property induced by ion-bombardment the two kinds

of effect defined above can be distinguished, or for technological purposes, need to be

distinguished. Nevertheless there are situations in which the irradiation and implantation

effects interact with each other; for example stationary implanted atoms may trap mobile

displaced atoms formed by ion-atom collision and thus the irradiation processes are

affected by the simultaneous ion-implantation. Both irradiation and implantation effects

can be observed in both crystalline and non-crystalline (amorphous) solids.

The third topic of the review, that of "ion-channelling"' concerns the behaviour

of fast ions in crystalline solids only, where it is found that the regular lattice

arrangement of atoms in rows and planes can cause ions to follow well-defined oscillatory

trajectories between the rows and planes, with no low-impact-parameter interactions of

these ions with lattice atoms. This absence of close encounters of ions with atoms of

the crystalline lattice has many consequences and applications.

2. Ion energy losses and ion ranges

The rates of energy loss per unit distance of ions traversing solids and the consequent

ranges of the ions are important in all studies of the interaction of ions with solids. It is

usually considered that the ions lose their energy by two independent mechanisms of which

one is the transfer of energy from ions to whole atoms of the solid by elastic collisions

("energy into atomic processes"), and the other is the electronic excitation and ionisation

of the atoms ("energy into electronic processes"). The relative contributions of these two

mechanisms can be summarised by saying that for light ions and/or high energies the loss

of energy into electronic processes is dominant, whereas for heavier ions and/or low

energies the elastic energy losses are the larger. It is found that the energy going into

electronic processes has a maximum value when, approximately, the ion velocity is

equal to some appropriate average of the orbital electron velocities of the atom; this

average is weighted in favour of the outer electrons because there is less chance that

the ion will reach the inner orbitals. For protons traversing a solid the electronic loss
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mechanism dominates at all energies above a few keV, and the rate of proton energy loss

is usually 20-100 keV/micron.

Tabulated calculated values of the rates of energy loss and of the ranges for
(6)various ions in semiconductors and a few other solids have been given ( by Johnson

and Gibbons, and by Brice; these values are in reasonable agreement with available

experimental data, the Brice values probably being the more accurate. For protons and

other very light ions the Lindard-Scharff-Schiott theory on which the Johnson and Gibbons,

and Brice calculations are based seems not tb be accurate; for these ions it is better to

use data obtained from experimental results and, in this category, the tabulated values for

proton and He ion energy loss rates and ranges in many materials given by Northcliffe

and Schilling( 7) are especially valuable. Other useful listings and graphs of energy losses

and ranges for protons, deuterons and helium ions can be found in the American Institute

of Physics Handbook (8) and in the catalogues and instruction booklets for Ortec( 9 ) particle

detectors.

Table 1 shows some representative data for various ions in several materials. The

ranges usually change smoothly and gradually with the atomic numbers of ion and target

material (but see Thompson et al 1 ), and interpolation between elements can give useful

approximate data.

-2
The unit of distance mg.cm used in many tables of energy loss rates and ranges

is converted to a distance in microns by the relationship
-2 -3

1 mg. cm = 10/(density in g.cm ) microns.

3. Ion-irradiation effects

3.1 General

When a fast ion travels through a solid an elastic collision between the ion and any atom

of the solid may transfer enough energy to the atom for it to be displaced from its normal

site. The smallest energy transferred to the atom for which this can happen is called

the displacement energy Ed, and this is usually 10 - 30 eV. The immediate result is

a vacant atomic site (vacancy) and a stationary or moving interstitial atom, the "primary

recoil atom". By consideration of conservation of momentum and energy it is easily

shown that the maximum energy that the primary recoil atom can receive is

4MM2/(MI+M) 2+ - E1 where M and M2 are the masses of the incident projectile

and of the struck atom respectively, and E is the energy of the projectile ion.I
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The probability distribution for the recoil energies and the mean recoil energy E

depend on the radial dependence of the projectile - atom interaction potential. Details

of the calculations and results can be found in several ' 2 3) of the books previously

mentioned and also in books by Thompson 13 and Chadderton . For irradiation

with very light ions the interaction potential is approximately coulombic, and the result of

this is that the mean energy of primary recoil atoms is rather small, for example about

20CV for 1 MeV proton irradiation of aluminium. In contrast, for irradiation with ions of

medium and large masses the interaction potentials are usually of the screened- coulomb

type and the result is that the mean recoil energy becomes a significant fraction of the

maximum recoil energy.

As a primary recoil atom moves through the solid it also can collide with atoms of
(15)thL solid and cause further displacements. A model ( 5 due to Kinchin and Pease modified

by Sigmund gives the number of. displaced atoms per primary recoil as 0.4 E /.E, wherer dy
Ed is to be taken as the mean displacement energy over all relevant directions and where

also it is assumed that the energy loss of the various recoiling atoms into electronic

processes is insignificant,

For irradiation with heavier ions it is convenient to estimate the concentration of

displaced atoms by using( 6 ) the calculated energy loss of the incident ion into atomic

(<lastle collision) processes. Then in a thin layer of thickness Ax of the target the

displaced atom concentration Nd per unit area is given by

rdEi _A x
N 0.4 N d i E -

dx S ap d

whereas N. is the number of incident ions per unit area and x (Ei) is the rate of
1 n~ 1 ol~~~dx d

energy loss of the ion into atomic processes. ap

It has been suggested 1 7 that during very light ion irradiation of semiconductors

significant irradiation da:mage may be caused by the electronic excitation and ionisation

effects produced by these ions; the ion-energy dependence of defect production and the

depth distribution of the defects could in such a process be very different from that

"or defect production by elastic collision processes.

3.2 Aims of current studies

The ideas and formulae of section 3.2 give the start of a theoretical basis for estimating

the concentrations of the displaced atoms produced by ion-irradiation. In practice defect

annealing and defect clustering can almost always occur, and current work on this topic
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aims to determine the natures, spatial distributions and numbers of defects formed in 18
01.3, 08)

reality for different ions, ion energies, materials and temperatures. In metallic solids

and covalent semiconductors 1 8 27, 28) the simplest defects, vacancies and interstitials,

are thought to be immobile only at low temperatures. It is believed that in most metals

single vacancies become mobile at. temperatures above about 0 - 100°C and self-

interstitials migrate freely above 10 - 50°K; for semiconductors the situation is less

clear, but defect migration, annealing and clustering may still occur at 80K for

vacancies and even at 4°K for interstitials. Cryogenic apparatus is therefore often

required for experimental investigations of irradiation damage effects.

The kinds of defects that result from irradiation depend on the mass of the

irradiating projectile. Whereas irradiation with electrons and very light ions usually

produces point defects and simple clusters, irradiation with most ions leads to the formation

of fairly heavily disordered regions along the path of the incident projectile ( 1); this

is illustrated 2 0) in figure 1. Another very important feature of ion-irradiation is that

the defects are produced only within the relatively small distance near the surface of

the solid sample corresponding to the ranges of the ions in the material (see table 1), and

this means that even low irradiation doses can cause high defect concentrations near the

sample surface. The experimental methods used to study the defects formed by ion

irradiation need to take careful account of the thinness of the disordered region.

Four examples can be given to indicate areas of important technological interest

in ion irradiation damage effects:

(a). In nuclear reactors the fuel elements and structural components are subject to

intense irradiation, that by neutrons being the most significant. A problem that

has been fairly recently found is the expansion of metal components under neutron

irradiation at high temperatures associated with the formation of stable cavities

or "voids" by vacancy agglomeration; irradiation with ion beams from accelerators

is being used to study these effects(2 )

(b). The performance of semiconductor devices is adversely affected by the presence of

lattice defects, which cause changes in electronic carrier concentrations and
(22)

mobilities . Solar cells and other devises in earth satellites are often exposed

to ion (mainly proton) irradiation in space and their behaviour needs to be understood;

Figure 2 shows the effects of proton irradiation on the power output of a solar

cell diode (2 3 .
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(c). During ion-implantation doping of semiconductors and other materials (see section 4)

the incident ions can ca-use considerable irradiation damage and usually this damage

needs to be annealed by appropriate heat treatments.

(d). Ion-bombardment-induced changes in the refractive indices of glasses, due mainly

to irradiation damage effects, have potentially important applications for the fabrication

of optical wave-guides and other optical components ' 4) Some results are shown

in figure 3.

3.3 Experimental Methods

3.3.1 The ion accelerator and beam-line

In irradiation damage experiments involving ion beams the accelerator system itself

may in practice often be the simplest part of the equipment to obtain and operate. This is

because ion accelerators can be bought as working units, whereas the preparation of

the solid samples for the experiments may involve special techniques and skills, and

the equipment in which the sample is irradiated and measured often need to be especially

built or adapted. This is not to say that efficient operation of an ion accelerator for such

experiments is easy, but rather that given other necessary equipment a great deal of

interesting and valuable research and demonstration can be done with any basic ion accelerator.

The requirement for the accelerator system is that it should be able to produce an

ion beam of a particular ion mass, of energy known to a precision of about 1% and with

intensity of - 10 - 10 Amtp through a defining aperture of area 1 - 5 mm near the

sample. Whatever the type of ion-source in the accelerator it is always possible to
+ +- -t- +

obtain the ions such as H , He , N, Ne , Ar etc of gaseous elements by feeding the

appropriate gases into the ion source. It is expected that in many situations the

important features of ion-irradiation damage can be studied by use of these easily obtainable

ions. Nevertheless it can sometimes be valuable to irradiate with ions of the element or

elements of the sample solid in order to avoid impurity effects. Production of such ions

will be discussed in section 4.2.

Figure 4 shows a suitable arrangement of the accelerator and irradiation system for

ion-irradiation experiments. A horizontal accelerator is usually to be preferred to a

vertical one in respect of simplicity and economy in construction of the magnet and in the

possibility of easily allowing more than one beam direction. An electrostatic parallel-plate

beam deflector( -4 a few kV) is of value between the mass-analysing magnet and the

irradiation chamber to allow optimum directing of the beam, but a magnetic or electric
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field focussing lens in this position is not usually essential. The parallel-plate deflector

can serve, if necessary, to give scanning of the beam across the sample by application

of a saw-tooth voltage wave-form to the plates.

The residual pressure inside the beam-pipe between magnet and sample needs to

be low enough that effectively the ions suffer no collisions with gas molecules in that

region. The ion-molecule interaction cross-section is usually 10 1 6 - 10 5cm and

this means that .n a beam-pipe of length oi e metre the residua- pressure must be no
-4 , C

higher than 10 4 Torr. To achieve this, the beam-pipe must be adequately pumped and Its

internal diameter should be at least 5cm and preferably 10cm, so that it has sufficient

pumping conductance. Duraluminium pipes have lower outgassing rates and are cheaper

than brass pipes, but their use is convenient only if appropriate welding facilities are

available. If the length of the beam line between magnet and sample is considerably more

than one metre at least one vacuum pump of pumping speed 100 - 300 Is will be needed

in the length; a diffusion pump using polyphenyl ether (Santovac or Convalex 10) and a rotary

backing pump are normally used here. Vacuum seals between components can be of viton

rubber, P.T.F.E. (teflon) or indium wire. A vacuum gate valve (eg of bore 5cm or 2.5cm)

is of great value just before the sample irradiation chamber to allow air to be let into

this chamber while maintaining the beam line and accelerator under vacuum. Various
(25)commercial firms (25) supply beam-line components.

3.3.2. The irradiation chamber

The irradiation chamber will have some features that are always needed and

others that are particular to the kind of sample property measurement that is being made.

Figure 5 shows a simple but versatile irradiation chamber machined out of a solid 10cm

duraluminium cube. If the sample is to be at room temperature during irradiation, and

if examination and measurement are to take place subsequently outside the irradiation

chamber (for example by electron microscopy, optical absorption or, for semiconductors,

by four-point-probe electrical studies then it is possible to mount several samples

adjacent to each other on one rod which can be moved through a viton-rubber sliding

seal so that the samples can be irradiated in succession. If the sample needs to be

cooled or heated during irradiation and/or if the measurement has to be carried out in

situ (such as the measurement of electrical resistance changes during irradiation) then

it is simplest to mount only one sample at a time in the irradiation chamber. Many of the

methods used for studying the effects of ion-irradiation are the same as those for

vg electron and utronrraiation effects(18, 26 - 29) the most importantinvestigating electron and neutron-irradiation effects , the most important
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difference is that the ranges of the ions are usually small and consequently in many kinds

of measurement of ion production of defects a very thin sample must be used so that

the defects are produced fairly uniformly through the sample. A recent conference (3 0 )

contained various papers on ion-irradiation effects In metals. For semiconductors a

common method for obtaining an effectively thin sample for electrical measurements of

ion irradiation effects is to use a sample which contains a p-n junction just below the

surface; the depletion layer of the junction thtn insulates the surface region from the

bulk of the sample (see for example Mayer et al 2). A recently developed technique(31)

employs the bending of a fairly thin sample due to ion irradiation as a very sensitive

measurement of the density change in the irradiated region of the sample.

A requirement for ion irradiation experiments is a good vacuum in the irradiation
-6

chamber; this should be '10 Torr or better and must be effectively free of hydrocarbon

and hydrosilicon vapours in order to prevent deposition on the sample surface of contaminants

formed by chemical interaction of the ion beam with these vapours. The good vacuum is

obtained by using a pump of adequate pumping speed (usually300-600s-s ), a chamber

construction material of low surface outgassing-rate (eg duraluminium or stainless steel

which can have outgassing rates after pumping for a few hours of about 10 Torr-litre/
2

sec-cm ) and good vacuum seals. The vapour-free situation is achieved by means of a

well-designed oil diffusion pump with a properly cooled oil-vapour baffle, or of a turbo-

molecular pump; in each case a rotary backing pump is needed and an in-line oil

vapour trap (containing alumina or molecular sieve absorbant) between the two pumps

is essential.

A further requirement of most ion bomb. rdment experiments is an accurate

measurement of the ion dose per unit area received by the sample, and this is based

on integrating the ion current to the sample with respect to the irradiation time. The

precision of the measurement depends on four factors:

(a) Beam area; this is the area of the last beam aperture before the sample if the

beam is neither divergent nor convergent, and if little edge scattering occurs

at the aperture (see (b)).

(b) Charge per ion; this is known from the analysing magnetic field provided that

no ion/gas-molecule collisions occur after the magnet and that the area of the inside

edge of the last aperture is small compared to the aperture area itself (so that

edge scattering at the aperture is minimized).

(c) Secondary electron emission suppression; under positive ion irradiation, emission

and loss of secondary electrons from the irradiated sample surface cause the ion
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current to appear erraneously large. A common way to prevent this error is to

bias the sample positively to about 100 Volts with respect to the surrounding parts

of the irradiation chamber, either by putting a negatively biased tube in front of the

sample or by having a battery between the sample and the cdrrent meter. The

present reviewer has found an alternative method, in which the whole irradiation

chamber is electrically insulated from earth, to be more convenient in many

respects. This is the method shown in figures 4 and 20.

(d) Current meter/integration; these instruments are available commercially (eg from

Ortec, High Voltage Engineering etc) and need to have an output giving one pulse
- ' '' ^i6'"1 -8 -6

(counted by a scaler) for each unit of ion beam charge, such as 10 10, 10 C,

received by the sample. The input impedence of these instruments is high .(eg - 10 ohm

on the 10 Amp input range) and the insulation resistance to earth of the sample

system should be at least 1000 times greater in order to prevent leakage current error.

In many experiments it is necessary toheat or cool the sample during irradiation.

To avoid excessive outgassing, the heating is best confined to the sample itself and the small

block or rod, often of copper, on which the sample is mounted; these are insulated from

the remainder of the chamber by a piece of ceramic. A small resistive heater of 10 - 15watt

should be able to heat the sample to several hundred °C, and this heater power can be supplied

from a 12 volt car battery to allow high sample-earth inulation resistance to be maintained.

If liquid nitrogen is available, sample cooling to 800 K is easily achieved by a system like
3that shown in figure 6, where in the dewar of volume about 300 cm the liquid nitrogen should

last for at least an hour. Good thermal contact between the sample and its mounting is

obtained by an efficient mechanical clamp or, for low temperature work, by glucing the

sample to the mounting by a thin layer of graphite/alcohol or water suspension ("graphitedag")

or even of vacuum grease. The sample temperature is best measured by means of a chromel-

alumel or copper-constantan thermo-junction fixed onto or very close to the sample.

3.3 3 Ion doses for irradiation damage experiments

The choice among various kinds of ion irradiation experiment is determined by

the equipment available for measuring the effects of the irradiation damage, and the ion dose

needed depends on the measurement technique as well as, of course, on the irradiation

conditions. Considering a given effect produced by a certain dose of medium mass ions such

as Ar , the same effect would be produced, roughly speaking, by a dose of heavy ions which

was an order of magnitude smaller, or by a dose of light ions which was an order of

magnitude or more greater. For almost all measurement techniques doses of medium mass

ions of - 10 15/cm (1.6 /C/mm2 for singly-charged ions) produce considerable effects.
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Some kinds of measurement such as electrical resistance changes in both metals and
12 2

semiconductors, and thin sample bending can be sensitive to doses of only ' 102 ions/cm2 .

When considerable defect annealing occurs, as for instance with many or most metals irradiated

at room temperature, the doses needed are of course greater.

4 Ion implantation

4.1 General

Until recently only ion implantation into semiconductors had received significant

research attention, and this research has led to a whole new branch of semiconductor
(2, 3, 5)

technology developing the production of solid state devices by ion implantation methods3, 5)

Now however there is also much interest in the possible application of ion implantation of

other materials, particularly metals, and this is stimulating appropriate research.
(30, 34 - 38)

A series of research conferences ) has covered many aspects of the subject, and

separate review articles (for example (3 9) by Dearnaley and by Large) have been published.

The technological importance of ion implantation is that this is a very general

way of introdiicing any impurities into any solid with strict control of spatial distribution

and c6ncentration. Thus materials can be made that may be unobtainable by chemical

processes.: Admittedly the implanted region can be of only limited thickness (table 1)

but for many purposes this is not a problem. By using a succession of ion energies concentration/

depth profiles of any desired form can be produced. Furthermore the ion-implantation method

is amenable to automation by programmed control of the accelerator system producing the

ion beam. Ion implantation research aims to measure and understand the properties of the

implanted solids and to find the implantation conditions required for producing particular

property changes and devices.

4.2 Ion sources and implantation systems

Ion implantation is now a production method for semiconductor devices and
(3, 5)

sophisticated ion sources ' ) are being used with high current accelerators to allow

fast and automatic processing of semiconductor slices. Very often the ions of the desired

element are obtained by heating and vapourising the element or one of its salts and

allowing impact ionisation of the atoms of the vapour by electrons from a hot filament. It

is not the purpose of this article to discuss these special production machines; instead,

we wish to consider the use of a standard accelerator for ion-implantation research.

Let us suppose that the available accelerator has a radio-frequency ion source. As described

in section 3.3.1 various gases can be fed into the ion source to produce many kinds of ion.
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In addition to elemental gases such as H2, N2 and CI2 , gaseous compounds such as BF 3 ,

CH4, CO2 and HS, can be used. (to produce B , F , C etc). It is also feasible to
(40)

modify the r-f source slightly so that vapour from liquids such as PC13, Si C1 , SnCl4

or from solids such as A1C 3 , Cu Cl, GaF 3 and Se can be allowed into the source from

an attached heated section. Because these vapours may cause deterioration of the ion-

source their concentration should be kept to a minimum in the ion source, mixed with a

suitable less active gas. Oxygen can be used carefully to produce 0 , but there is

likely to be some deterioration of the ion-source in a few hours . For Van der Graaff or

other accelerators operating in pressurised tanks gases for the ion-source can be fed

from the low-voltage end along insulator tubes to the high voltage terminal. The gases and

vapours mentioned above can be used efficiently also in the other kinds of ion-source,

predominantly hot-filament types, that are employed on ion accelerators.

Any special ion source can be fitted to an accelerator provided that there are (25)

sufficient power and space available at the high-voltage terminal. Various manufacturers

can supply ion-sources capable of giving a wide variety of ions. Two well-known

sources are the oven-chamber type from Danphysik and the sputter-ion source from

C. and N. Ltd.

The requirements for the accelerator beam-line system and the irradiation

chamber for ion-implantation research are similar to those described previously in

sections 3.3.1 and 3.3.2; greater care must be taken however to have an adequate

ion-mass separation, because of the greater number of ion species that are likely

to be produced when non-elemental vapours are fed into the ion-source. A beam line

unit for two-dimensional scanning of the beam over distances of at least 30mm is

valuable for uniform implantation of semiconductor slices upon which many small

devices are to be made.

4.3 Ion implantation of semiconductors

4.3.1 General

Because silicon has been the favoured material for fabrication of solid-state

devices such as diodes, transistors and integrated circuits by standard growth and

diffusion techniques, it is silicon also that has been most studied in respect of ion

implantation. The principle of the use of implantation here is that the silicon can

be bombarded with ion beams of group HI elements (such as boron and gallium) or

of group V elements (such as phosphorus and arsenic) and these ions can under

suitable conditions become atoms occupying substitutional lattice sites in the silicon.
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At room temperature these substitutional dopant atoms act as acceptors (group m

elements) or as donors (group V elements), the silicon becoming respectively

p-type or n-type. Because dopant concentrations of only 10i8 are needed to affect

the electrical conductivity of the silicon the ion-implantation doses required are

usually small. The.ion-energies and doses needed can be estimated from the

projected range and range-spread data 6) (table 1) provided that the proportion of

the dopant atoms that take up substitutional sites is known, and it is this latter

question that has needed much investigation.

Of great significance is the fact that the implanting ions produce irradiation

damage lattice defects (section 3.1) and these defects must be removed by thermal

annealing so that the electrical properties of the semiconductor are determined by

the presence of the implanted atoms and not by the defects. HIeat treatment may also

be necessary to ensure that thermally-produced vacancies become available to

allow the implanted atoms to move into substitutional sites. It has been found;

for silicon that most efficient incorporation of boron implanted atoms into

substitutional positions at lowest temperatures occurs if the silicon crystalline samples

are so much disordered by the ion-irradiation that they become amorphous. Subsequent

heating at 600 - 650°C causes recrystallisation of the silicon and simultaneously

almost 100% of the boron atoms become substitiutional. The production of the

amorphous layer can be most easily achieved by having the silicon at about 80°K

during the implantation. However for each kind of implanting ion and each property

or device required the optimum conditions of implantation and annealing must be

found by experiment. For some purposes implantation at high-temperature (allowing

simultaneous implantation and defect annealing) may be desirable.

In suminlary, the situation concerning ion implantation of silicon is that the

irradiation and annealing conditions for producing various properties and devices are

now known, although not understood in every case, and that the ion-implantation method

is being used on a commercial scale. In contrast there are many problems still to

be solved in respect of ion-implantation of fI - V semiconductors such as GaAs and

GaP (where the important dopants should be the elements of groups II, IV and VI);

however there are indications that significant progress is being made (Dearnaley,

1974 ( ) and Welch et al. ( 4). Little advance has yet been made in the implantation

of II - VI semiconductors. Ion implantation of germanium has been studied and it

has been shown, for example, that boron implantation at room temperature produces

a low resistivity p-type implanted region even without heat treatment (42); it seems
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likeljy4 that this is due to boron atoms taking up substitutional sites during the

implantation, mad not due just to thei presence of lattice defects. Ion-implantation of
(44)

diaimond'his been investigated to some extent' but the electrical effects of the

lattice defects seem very significant. Much information concerning ion iiplantation

effects in semiconductors and theirapplications can be found in papers in Radiation

Effects, Journal of Applied Physics and Solid State Electronics.

4.3.2 Measurement techniques and applications for semiconductors

The techniques for measuring implantation effects in semiconductors for making

solid~state devices are very specialized, and it must be said that research in this field

in an accelerator laboratory can probably be carried out usefully and efficiently

only in association with a nearby semiconductor device laboratory or factory.

The special skills needed include cutting, polishing, and etching semiconductor samples,

the making of ohmic electrical contracts, the deposition of insulating layers of SiO2 ,

Si3N4 and AlS, photolithography and thermal annealing, all these processes needing

conditions of great cleanliness and high-purity of materials to prevent incorporation

of undesirable impurities into, the semiconductors.

tet us now consider the most important kind of measurement on an implanted

semiconductor, that of its electrical properties, where the concentration of electrical

carriers and their mobilities need to be determined. A common way to make such a

measurement is to cut or etch the semiconductor into a symmetrical shape like that
(45)

shown in figfre 7a ("Van der Pauw method")) . Electrical contacts are made to

the points A, B, C and D, and if a steady current I (50 - 100 g A) is sent between two

adjacent contacts then the voltage V -(-mV) between the other two contacts measured by means

of a'potentiometer or digital voltmeter, allows determination of the sheet resistivity ps

("ohms per square") of the sample by the formula Ps = (r/2n2) (V/I).

If the"region of the sample through which the current I passes has a thickness X

and a uiifoii voldtre resistivity p, 'then p is equal to p sX. If the sample of figure 7a

is placed'perpendicular to a magnetic field B (of several kilog'auss) and the current I

(50 - 100p)J'is sbnt'between opposite contacts then the'voltage V (-1 - 102 iV) measured

between the ofier two opposite"contacts ptrovides the determination of the sheet Hall

coefficient R (cm2 per coulomb) by the formula Rs = 10 V/(IB) where V, I and B

are measured in volts, amperes and gauss respectively.
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In both the resistivity and IIal measurements average values of V need

to be obtained by reversing the current I and sending it through different pairs of

contacts, and for the Hall measurement the Hall voltage V must be found as the difference

between with-field and without-field voltage values.

The electrical carrier concentration n (cm- 2 ) and the carrier mobility
2 (46)

P# (cm /V-s) are found from

RHs =(nse)- and Ps = (nse H ) 1

Figure 7b shows an alternative method (the four-point probe) for measuring the

sheet resistivities and Hall coefficients of semiconductor samples. Here four metallic

probes in a square array are brought down upon the surface of the sample, which is

usually in the form of a disc, and the four probes are used for the current I and voltage V

as in the Van der Pauw method. The formulae for obtaining p s and RH are the same as

for the Van der Pauw methods, but a correction factor, dependent on sample diameter

and probe spacing, is needed 4 7) in each formula since the four probes are not usually

at the sample edge. The various precautions needed in the use of four-point probes
(3) (48)

have been listed recently . The probes are obtainable commercially .

In using these methods greatest sensitivity to ion-implantation effects will be

obtained if the sheet resistivity and Hall coefficient are those for the implanted region

only and not for the whole sample. This can be accomplished 5 ) if, as can be arranged,

the implantation itself causes formation of a p-n junction in the semiconductor; for

example as a result of some heating of boron-implanted n-type silicon the implanted

region becomes p-type and the depletion layer in the junction isolates the implanted

region from the rest of the sample. Information about the variation of carrier

concentration and mobility through the thickness of an implanted regkn can be obtained

by the differential method in which measurements are made after successive systematic

removal of thin layers of the sample by mechanical polishing or chemical etching.

As an example of the kind of results obtained and of a particular important result

for silicon, figure 8 shows the changes in the sheet resistivity of a silicon surface caused

by isochronal heat treatments following boron implantation at about 20 C(9). It is seen

that the sheet resistivity which is initially high due to the presence of lattice defects

decreases gradually, and it is believed that this change is associated with the annealing

of the defects and the incorporation of the boron atoms into electrically active sites.

Knowledge of other properties of implanted semiconductors, in addition to

carrier concentration and mobility, are very often required. These include carrier

lifetimes, dopant energy levels and electroluminescence properties, and the standard
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methods for semiconductors can usually be employed. The semiconductor type can be
(50)

determined by the sign of the Hall effect or by a thermal probe . Of special import-

ance is the study of the lattice location of implanted atoms: this can be done by probing

the crystalline sample with a channelled prton or helium ion beam (see section 5.3).

When the basic information about an implanted semiconductor has been obtained
o2, 3, 5)

this can be used for the design of a variety of implanted devices ' Figure 9 shows

that silicon diodes made by boron implantation of n-type silicon at 77°K followed by heat

treatment can have lower reverse currents than diodes made by diffusion of boron into

the silicon 5 ) . The use of ion-implantationfor making a metal-oxide-semiconductor

field-effect transistor (MOSFET) is shown diagrammatically in figure 10; the great

advantage of ion-implantation over dopant diffusion for this purpose is that the ion-

implantationallows automatic alignment of the edges of the gate (control) electrode

with the edges of the source and drain electrodes, thus minimizing input capacitance and

allowing operation at much higher frequencies. In practice ion implantation of silicon

is used nowadays to make whole integrated circuits involving the active MOSFET's

and passive resistors and capacitors, rather than just the active components which

would need external connections to other parts.

4.4 Ion implantation of non-semiconductors

For ion implantation to change the properties of metals, oxides and other materials

which are not semiconductors the concentrations of the implanted atoms need almost

always to be considerably larger than for semiconductors, and usually must be of the

order of 1-10%. Nevertheless, the ion doses required are not excessivelylarge, ,105

-10 7/em depending on the standard deviation of the projected range (see table 1), and most

research accelerators could provide such implantations in reasonable times. (However,

for production of implanted components in quantity special accelerators and ion-sources

capable of producing beams of milliampere intensity are essential). The other important

difference between implantation of semiconductors and non-semiconductors is that the

measuring techniques and equipment for the non-semiconductors are not usually as

specialized and this means that experimental research in this field is more likely to be

possible for many laboratories.

The value here of ion implantation is that for many of their uses the properties

of the surface, such as hardness, friction, chemical and electrochemical activity, electron

work function, electron emission coefficients etc., are of dominart importance and

ion implantation can very often change these surface properties. For example, it has been

found (Hartley et al. (5), Dearnaley (1974) )) that implantation of steel with doses of
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610 -10 ions/cm of metal ions can alter the friction between a tungsten carbide ball

and the steel, with some ions such as Sn coming a significant reduction in the friction.

The effects of ion-implantation in changing the chemical properties of metallic surfaces

have been demonstrated in reductions in the rates of oxidation of stainless steel in carbon
/53)

dioxide at high temperatures() and of copper, aluminium and iron in air at ordinary
(54)temperatures . Presumably the changes in oxidation rates are caused by reductions,

due to electron trapping effects, in the thermal equilibrium concentrations of the lattice

defects necessary for the diffusion of metal or oxygen atoms through initial oxide layers.

In the field of electrochemistry, dramatic effects have been reported by Grenness et al.(55)

showing that tungsten and tungstic oxide implanted with doses of 10110 16/cm2 of

400keV platinum ions can behave like platinum when they are used as cathodes during

electrolysis of water.

Another application of potentially great importance concerns superconductivity.

Here, for example, it has been found ) that in niobium and in a Nb-Mb alloy ion implant-

ation can increase the critical currents that can be carried by the materials in the super-

conducting state. A further example indicates the value of ion-implantation for

producing materials with pre-chosen properties. Since the temperature coefficients of

electrical resistivity of metals and oxides are generally positive and negative respectively,

a material of intermediate composition might have a zero temperature coefficient of

resistivitys investigations ) into ion-implantation production of such materials have

studied oxygen implantation of aluminium and of tantalum. The ion-irradiation of glasses

for the purposes of changing their refractive indices has been considered in section 3. 2,

It is clear that ion implantation of non-semiconductors is likely to be of increasing

technological interest, and that many physical and chemical processes await understanding

in this field of investigation.

5. Ion channelling

5.1 General

The term "ion channelling' refers to the effects that the regular arrangements of

atoms in crystalline solids can have upon the trajectories of energtic ions that are moving

through the solid. If a beam of fast ions is incident parallel or nearly parallel to a low-

index direction or plane of a single crystal sample many of the ions can follow oscillatory

paths between the atomic rows or planes due to correlated glancing collisions of the ions

with successive atoms. This is illustrated in figure 11a. When this occurs the interactions

of the ions with the atomic nuclei and inner electron shells are very much reduced, and tlis

is the basis for the observation of ion channelling.
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It is found that for a parallel beam incident along a crystallographic axis for a

good single crystal having a clean surface, approximately 95% of protons and helium ions

incident with energies of ,10 - 10 eV can follow such channelled projectories. The

remaining ions, about 5%, are those which impinge on the surface at points close to the

centres of the atoms forming the ends of the atomic rows (see figure 11a) and these ions

are deflected through angles great enough that the correlated collision necessary for

channelling cannot occur. The maximum incidence angle with respect to the atomic row

or plane at which channelling can occur is called the critical channelling angle and has a

value, ldepending on the ion, ion energy, sample and direction, of the order of 0.1 - 1"

for light ions. Figure 1ib shows the form of the trajectories for channelling by atomic

rows C(axial channelling") as projected onto a plane perpendicular to the rows; it is

seen that many of the ions can weave between and around the atomic rows while all

the time maintaining their low angle of incidence with respect to these rows.

Experimental and theoretical aspects of ion channelling have been described in

various books (1 4) and conferences 863); the book edited by D.V. Morgan(4should be

particularly recommended as giving a very valuable review of the whole subject.

A basic experimental arrangement which allows an effect of channelling to be

easily observed is shown in figure 12a. The effect is the reduction, when channelling occurs,

of the Rutherford back-scattering of the protons and helium ions by the atomic nuclei of

the single crystal sample. When the sample orientation is changed by means of the gonio-

meter the back-scattered intensity becomes a minimum for beam incidence along a channelling

direction (figure 13). The use of a multichannel pulse-height analyser (figure 12b), allows

measurement of the energy spectrum of the back-scattered ions and the kinds of spectra

obtained for the channelling and non-channelling ("random") incidence conditions are shown

schematically in figure 14. The observed ions of lower energies are those that have been

scattered from greater depths in the sample, and of special note is that the channelled ion

spectrum shows a high energy peak due to scattering of ions from the first surface layer of

the single crystal sample. Actual channelled and non-channelled spectra for 300 keV

protons scattered from silicon are shown in figure 15(64). It should be emphasised that

ion channelling can occur in all kinds of single crystal solids and for a very wide range of

ion energies. For example, figure 16 shows results(6 5) for 10 MeV He + ions incident

on tungsten.

The preceding paragraphs have emphasised the observationof ion channelling by

use of high angle Rutherford scattering; this is because, firstly, this experimental technique

is the simplest way to observe and investigate ion channelling, and, secondly, most
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applications of channelling to the study of single crystal solids have used this technique. How-

ever, various other kinds of measurement involving small impact-parameter interactions

between the incident ions and lattice atoms of the sample, such as characteristic X-ray

emission 6 6) and nuclear reaction yields (67 ) can also be used. A very important feature (77)

of channelling is that the rate cO energy loss with distance of channelled ions is less than that

of non-channelled ions of the same energy in the same material; this reduction of energy

loss occurs because well channelled ions suffer no elastic collisions (see section 2) with the

atoms making up the atomic rows or planes and because usually the energy loss into

electronic processes (see section 2) is also decreased due to the fact that the channelled ion

trajectories lie in regions of lowish electron density. This difference between the rates of

energy loss allows studies of channelling by observations of the energy spectra of ions
(68, 91)

transmitted though thin single crystal samples ' ) and by measurement of the depth

distribution ( 9 ) of atoms that have been incident as ions upon single crystals. The latter

kind of measurement is often made by use of beams of radio-active ions, and this of course

will require sepcial technques and safety precautions. The ratios of non-channelled and

channelled energy loss rates can be as large as three for high energy light atoms, and as

large as ten or more for low energy heavy ions where elastic energy losses are dominant

in the non-channelled situation.

The regular arrangement of atoms in a crystalline solid can affect also the angular

distributions odtside the crystal of ions emitted from points inside. A convenient way to

observe such effects is to replace the detector in the arrangement shown in figure 12a by a

photographic plate covering a fairly large solid angle. On development the plate should show

general exposure covered by many unexposed lines, which are projections of planes and show

the blocking of the exits of ions along directions in the plane by the atoms making up these

planes. The intersections of the lines correspond to the projection of axes onto the plate, and

show the blocking effect of atoms in rows. These phenomena have been studied by various

workers (see for example papers in references58-63) and recently Barrett 70 has shown

how useful crystallographic data can be obtained from the blocking patterns.

5:2 Critical channelling angles, minimum yields and channelled flux distributions.

Details of theoretical descriptions of channelling effects can be found in the referenes

previously noted, and only a brief outline will be given here. Concerning the trajectories

of the channelled ions, these can be accurately calculated by use of classical mechanics with

assumed force laws between the ions and the lattice atoms. In the continuum approximation
(71)

treatment of Lindhard (7 ) it is assumed that the ions are steered by the average potentials

of the atomic row or plane; the ions cannot be channelled if their angle of incidence b
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with respect to the row or plane is large enough that the ions approach the row too closely

or, in planar channelling, if 4 is so large, that the transverse energy of the ion is larger
2

than the maximum continuum potential. In both cases one can write RE, = U wherec. max
E is the (longitudinal) kinetic energy of the incident ions is the critical (maximum) channelling

angle and U - is the effective maximum atomic row or planar potential energy. This
max

treatment gives the critical channelling angle drow for a row as
, . ZZ e2 1 row

row = c ( 1 E -12 ) in SJ.units,
c row 1 2 0 o Ed

where C.is a numerical constant approximately equal to unity, Z 1 and Z 2 ars the atomic

numbers of the ion and target atoms respectively and d is the atom-atom spacing in the

row. For a plane the critical channelling angle is
Z Z e 2 Nd a

c tplane 2( E -) 2 in S 1. units,
(cplane ( 2 co E

,/here Nd is the number of atoms per unit area in the plane (N is the number per unit
p

volume and d is the interplanar spacing), and aTF is the Thomas-Fermi screening raditus

given by
0.855 a

o
aTF 2/3 2/3 12

(Z 1 + 2 )

where a is the Bohr radius equal to 0.528 A. These theoretical values of the critical

channelling angles are in good agreement with experimental results.

The Lindhard theory gives the fraction of ions not channelled as the ions enter
*,i~~~~~ rt~~~~ , :2~ 9-2

the crystal parallel to an atomic row as approximately Nd raTF, and this is equal to the

minimum yield X min (see figure 13) of low impact-parameter processes, occuring near

the crystal surface.

A very important aspect of ion channelling is, the consideration of the spatial
(72)distributions of the channelled ions inside the -crysta. It is, fqund both theoretically and

experimentally' ) that for beam incidence parallel to an axial channelling direction the flux

of channelled ions, averaged over distance parallel to the channel, is usually greatest in

regions equidistant from nearest atomic rows. (the t"channel centre"), and may be as much

as a factor of three larger than the flux averaged over the whole transverse plane. The

reason for the enhanced flux ("flux peaking") near the channel centre can be explained by

reference to figure 17a. This shows the contours of potential due to atoms in a silicon

lattice as viewed along the <110> direction. Ions that happen to enter the crystal at points

near the channel centre CC remain in this region as they go into the crystal since they

do not have enough transverse kinetic energy to move sideways into the higher potential
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regions; but ions that enter the crystal at points like A can spread over the whole area

inside the potential contour that passes through the point A. The result is a flux variation

across the channel like that shown in figure 17b. This kind of non-uniform flux distribution

is a general effect for both axial and planar channelling.

Considering figure 17a again, it can be seen that while ions that enter the

crystal near the atomic rows will have enough ti nsverse energy to -lovc fairly freely in

the transverse plane, those entering inside the 5 eV contour will be confined to a

single channel only; the latter ions are said to be "properly channelled"(7 1 ) or

"hyperchannelled" (74)

5.3 Aims of current studies

It is convenient here to list and outline the studies of ion channelling and its

various applications that are the subject of current experimental research. Most of

these employ similar equipment, and differ only in the samples and sample preparation

methods required.

5.3.1 Investigations of channelling

Although investigated for several years, the process of dechannelling of ions

,as they move through single crystals continues to receive much attention (6 2 ' 63 75).

The aim is to find a valid description of the gradual increase in transverse energies of

the i ons due to their interactions with electrons and thermally displaced lattice atoms.

The experiments study the effects of changes in incidence direction and of sample temperature,

and have usually obtained dechannelling information from the energy spectrum of back-

scattered ions (see figures 14 and 15). However, in principle more detailed information

on the dechannelling process should be available by measuring the energies and angular

distributions of forward scattered ions by transmission experiments, and several laboratories

are doing such work. Further experimental studies of the spatial distributions of channelled

ions (flux peaking) are very much needed; these are conducted by use of samples containing

particular impurity atoms in definite and known lattice locations, and the amount of inter-

action of the ions with the particular atoms is measured by Rutherford back-scattering

(for an atom heavier than the matrix atoms), X-ray emission or nuclear reactions.

As in studies of lattice location (see (ii)(b) below) the smallest possible ion doses should

be used so as to minimise any ion beam-impurity or defect-impurity interactions that may

cause the impurity atoms to change their position. A recent valuable investigation by

Della Mea et al!7 6 ) has shown how the channelled flux distribution can itself be changed by

the scattering of the ions by the impurity atoms.
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5.3.2 Applications of ion channelling

(a) Energy losses of.channelled ions by transmission experiments 7 ) . Such

measurements can give information concerning energy loss mechanisms, the oscillation

of electronic stopping power with the atomic number of the ion, the electron density

variations across the channels and the channel potentials.

(b) Lattice location of impurity atoms. The principle of this kind of experiment is

the measurement of the interactions between the impurity atoms and the ions channelled

along different axes and planes. This is shown in figure 18a; impurity atoms that lie in

or very close to rows or planes parallel to the direction of incidence will not be observed.

The channelled flux distribution (see sections 5.2 and 5.3) mediates the interaction

intensity, and the flux peak can be moved across the channel to some extent by changing

the angle of incidence of the ion beam. High-angle scattering, nuclear reaction or X-ray
(87)

emission can be employed (8 ) to measure the ion-impurity interaction, but minimum ion

doses should be used (see section 5.3.1). Figure 18b shows results that demonstrate
(78)

the interstitial nature of ytterbium atoms in silicon . Lattice location measurements
(2, 3)

have been made extensively on ion-implanted semiconductors ' 3) and on a variety of other.
(78,79)

systems 8 79

(c) Irradiation damage. The presence of lattice defects or disordered regions in a

single crystal can be measured by a reduction in channelling efficiency. The effect is

most easily seen using high-angle scattering and figure 19 illustrates how a region containing

lattice defects in a single crystal sample is observed in the energy spectrum of back-

scattered proton or helium ions incident on the sample along a channelling direction. By

analysis of the spectrum, information on the depth distribution and concentration of the

defects can be obtained (8 . The method has been of great value in investigations of the

disorder produced during ion implantation of semiconductors (2 ) (see section 4. 3.1) and in

fact is especially applicable to situations, such as irradiation by ions, where fairly large

defect concentrations, 1% or more, can be produced over limited depths in the sample

under study. Some measurements of irradiation damage by neutrons have however been

made by this technique . In use of the channelling method for studying defects it is

always necessary to beware of the possible production of defects and the possible annealing

of defects by the probing ion beam; the latter is likely to occur especially in semiconductors
(81)

where the ionisation produced by the beam may change the charge state of the defects 8and

hence their annealing properties. In some work thedamagingand probing ions have been

identical (e.g. protons (64)), and the difficulties concerned with a change of ion do not then
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occur. This application of channelling is being increasingly used for studies of ion-induced

defects in materials other than semiconductors, such as metals ( ) and ionic compounds (8 ) .

(d) Surface and near-surface studies. Use is now being made of the channelling

technique for studies of epitaxial and chemical compound layers on single crystal surfaces( 4 ) ,

of gettering of impurities in semiconductors by ion-damaged layers 8 5) and of the surface
(86)stoichiometry of compound semiconductors afte various treatment 8). It seems that

such uses of ion channelling should be of wide application and of increasing importance.
(87)

Recent papers ) have covered many aspects of the uses of ion beams to study solids and

solid surfaces.

(c) Channelography. If fast ions are incident on a thin polycrystalline sample,

the ions are transmitted with least energy loss through those grains of the sample

which have a low index crystallographic axis parallel to the incident ions. If the ions then

pass, immediately through an amorphous foil, to absorb low energy ions, onto a photo- 

graphic or other detecting plate, the spatial distribution of the special grains can be

observed. This technique, calledd"channellography', was developed by Quere et al(88)

with use of radio-active sources of o-particles and has been used by them for studying

grain growth in metal foils and dechannelling by various kind of defect. There is increasing

interest now in using ion beams from accelerators in this technique,

5.4 Experimental requirements

5. 4.1 The accelerator and beam line.

The practical requirements for the accelerator and the beam line for ion channelling

experiments are essentially the same as for ion irradiation damage studies as described

in section 3. 3.1 and shown in figure 4, except that only protons and/or helium ions are

needed for a wide variety of channelling experiments. However, the channelling studies

require the formation of an almost parallel ion beam by means of collimating apertures

in the beam line. The apertures are usualy circular holes in thinnish metal plates, the

metal being thinned further at the circumference of the aperture to minimize edge scattering

(see figure 4). Usually two apertures are used to define a maximum beam divergence of

not more than about 5% of the critical channelling angle. The aperture nearer to the
2

sample is usually 0.1-1 mm and this effectively determines the size of the beam spot

on the sample. If the other aperture has a diameter of 2. 5 mm, the distance between the

two apertures needs to be about 4m to ensure a full divergence of less than 0. 05 . It is

valuable to have another aperture approximately midway between the other apertures in

order to prevent any ions scattered from the beampipewalls from reaching the sample;
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this aperture should be large enough that it does not act as a collimator. Often the

first collimator is of refractory metal, such as tantalum, and is water-cooled since it may be

required to stop beams of large power, but it is best for the final collimator to be of

lowish atomic number (aluminium is suitable) to minimize edge scattering. This final

collimator should be movable in to two dimensionsperpendicular to the beam so that

the beam can be made to fall on different points of the sample surface.

The ion currents needed in channelling experiments depend on the kind of ion-

solid interaction being employed. For high-angle back-scattering experiments currents
*'*10 -8

of 10 - 10 Amp are needed, but for nuclear reaction and X-ray yield measurements

higher currents 10 8 - 10 - Amp are often necessary. In transmission experiments

using silicon detectors extremely small currents -10 -Amp have to be used.

5. 4.2 Target chamber and goniometer

Important features of target chambers in respect of construction materials,

vacuum equipment and ion current measurements have been described in section 3.3.2.

In addition, for channelling experiments the sample must usually be held on a goniometer

to allow accurate alignment of crystallographic axes or planes with the incident beam, and

provision needs to be made for holding the detectors of scattered or transmitted ions or

of photons. A chamber of straightforward design is shown in figure 20. This could be

made from a duraluminium tube cf outer diameter 14 cm and wall thickness 1 cm. By

using a thick-walled tube like this, eight flat faces and port-holes, for the incident beam

and for supporting detectors, vacuum gauge heads etc., can be obtained at accurately known

angles around the circumference, and this kind of construction avoids the difficulties

inherent in welding or soldering separate tubes and flanges onto a thinner-walled chamber.

The chamber is pumped from underneath, and the sample goniometer supported from the

top plate as indicated. The goniorieter sLould if possible allow independent rotation of

the sample about three axes see. .fgure 21) and the angular precision can be about 0. 05°

for a well made gear system that could fit into the space available in the chamber of figure

20.

A goniometer used at the University of Sussex for cooling samples to about 110°K

for channelling experiments is shown in figure 21a. The controls for the three rotations

are taken into the vacuum by use of viton-rubber O-ring shaft seals; figure 21b gives the

detail of the seal for the rotation about the vertical axis. This goniometer unit fits into

a target chamber which is constructed like that of figure 20, but has an internal diameter

of about 30 cm, and a wall thickness large enough to allow side faces at 0, 30 ° , 60° , 900
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120 ° in addition to faces at 45 etc. A modified version of this goniometer has the flexible

copper braid replaced by two stainless-steel flexible (bellow-style) tubes of about 5mm

diameter which allow liquid nitrogen to flow down to the sample holder and thus cool the

sample to 80 K; if the liquid nitrogen flow is stopped the sample can be heated to several

hundred C by a small heater (10-15W) in the sample holder. (See also reference 64).

For angular scanning experiments it is convenient to have at least one of the

goniometer rotations driven by a slow-speed motor. A goniometer is available
(89)

commericially ( in which each of the rotations is controlled by a stepping motor which is

geared so that each electrical pulse to the motor changes the sample orientation by 0. 01 ° .

In this unit the motors have to be in the target chamber and in consequence the pump-down

time is fairly long; nevertheless we have found, at Sussex, that if the goniometer is

used frequently the chamber and goniometer can be pumped to . 10 6 Torr in a few

hours in a system having a pumping speed of about 300 Is 

5.4.3 Sample preparation and orientation

A requirement for channelling experiments is that the surface of the single

crystal sample should be damage-free, clean and fairly flat. The procedure will usually

involve cutting by a diamond-saw and an ultrasonic-drill (semiconductors) or spark-cutting

and spark-planing (metals), followed by mechanical polishing and a final chemical etch.

Details can be found in various books ( 9 . The method of vibratory polishing ( ) can be

applied successfully to many materials, and its use with the abrasive/etch suspension called

Syton (Monsanto Chemicals) is very effective for many semiconductors and metals. Some

ionic compounds such as sodium chloride and magnesium oxide can be cleaved to give good

crystalline surfaces. The preparation of thin single-crystal samples for ion transmission

experiments is not easy, and useful methods are known for only a few materials;,. silicon can
(92)

be thinned by electrochemical etching! and Au, Ag and Ni can be prepared as very thin

single-crystals by evaporation onto sodium chloride and subsequent dissolution of the salt(9 ) .

The single crystal samples themselves can be obtained from specialist companies(9, or

for silicon from several of the major semiconductor device manufacturers.

When the sample has been prepared an initial pre-ion-beam alignment is of

great value and this is most conveniently carried out by the Laue X-ray diffraction method,

which can allow the crystal orientation to be set to 0.25 - 0. 5 . The greatest accuracy is

obtained if the goniometer is held on the X-ray generator in a mounting that accurately

simulates the target chamber of the channelling experiments.
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5.4.4 Costs

Tables 2(a) and (b) show respectively the approximate cost in equipment and materials

involved in setting up a simple and a fairly sophisticated channelling experiment. It is

assumed that the accelerator and basic beam-line are already available.

Table la. Experimental values (7 ' 12) of the projected ranges R in microns
for lght ions incident (non-channelled) on silicon ad gofor light ions incident (non-channelled) on silicon and gold.

SILICON Projected ranges Rp in microns

MeV

Projectile 0.1 1.0 5.0 10.0

1
H 1.45 16.5 215 710

... ! _

D 1.6 13 140 430

_ i .. ., ._ .0. .

3 Ie 1.2 4 28 83

He 0.91 4.2 25 70

GOLD Projected ranges Rp in microns

MeV
Projectile 0.1 1.0 5.0 10.0

1 0.78 6.5 62 180

3lie 9.3 25

4 He 0.57 2.1 9.5 23
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Table lb. Projected ranges R and their standard deviations AR in microns for various
~~~~~P ~~ P ~~(6)

ions incident (non-channelled) on silicon and germanium as calculated 6) by Johnson and

Gibbons and by Brice.

SILICON keV

_ .j _ 30 100 300 1000
ProjectileAR R R R; R R ; AR Ref,

P P P P P P P P

J and G
Li 0.200;0.077 0.601; 0.141 1.397;0.194 B

0.120; 0044 0.398; 0.094 1.000;0.143 2.323;0.181 J and G
B 0.097;0.037 0.289; 0.071 0.681;0.104 B

0.038;0.013 0.123; 0.035 0.386;0.082 1.176;0.153 J and G
3p 0.037;0.016 0.122; 0.045 0.377;0.104 B

0.022;0.005 0.058; 0.013 0.165;0.031 0.573;0.082 J and G
As 0.021;0.007 0.058; 0.020 0.166;0.053 B

121S 0.019;0.003 0.046; 0.007 0.115;0.017 0.368;0.046 J and G

1 22 Sb 0.017;0.005 0.044; 0.013 0.115;0.033 B

GERMANIUM keV

30 100 I 300 1000
rojece Rp; AR R; AR Rp; AR ;A R ef.

P P 

-11 0.074; 0.045 0.255; 0.101 0.716; 0.171 1.830; 0.237 J and G
1B 0.072: 0.049 0.247; 0.114 0.688; 0.202 B

.. 31 0.027; 0.014 0.082; 0.037 0.249; 0.085 0.793; 0.172 J and G
P 00.025; 0.016' 0.079; 0.041 0.241; 0.095 B

121
21Sb 0.012; 0.004 0.030; 0.009 0.073; 0.021 0.228; 0,056 J and G

122b01; 005 BSb 0.011; 0.005 0.029; 0.012 0.072; 0.029 B
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Table 2a. Approximate costs for setting up a simple ion channelling experiment. For

a simple blocking experiment (section 5.1) photographic films and developers are needed

instead of the electronic units.

Target chamber and vacuum system $ 2500

Goniometer, two-axis, home-made 100

Basic pulse electronic equipment, with a surface
barrier detector but without a multichannel
analyser 3000

Galvanometer or simple DC amplifier, for
beam monitoring 100

A few assorted single crystal samples 300

TOTAL $ 6000

Table 2b. Approximate costs for setting up a fairly sophisticated ion channelling experiment.

(A ready-made goniometer could be bought for $1000 - $ 2000).

Beam line and vacuum system $ 3000

Target chamber and vacuum system 4000

Goniometer, three-axis, home-made 500

Pulse electronic equipment including 400-channel
analyser and data print-out System 25000

Beam current meter/integrator 1000

Single crystal samples 500

Sample preparation equipme nt 500

TOTAL $34500
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Radiation damage in Metals

J. Hemmerich

Institut fur Festkorperforschung der Kern-

forschungsanlage Jilich

Abstract

This paper, intended as an introduction, touches some of the

important topics of radiation damage.

Basic principles of damage production are shortly discussed:

energy transfer between fast particles and target atoms, single

and multiple displacements.

The present understanding of defect recovery by thermal acti-

vation is summarized: annealing of close Frenkel pairs, free

migration of interstitials, interstitial trapping and cluste-

ring reactions and vacancy migration.

Recent experimental results revealing the structure and dyna-

mical behaviour of the single interstitial atom in f.c.c. me-

tals are presented: measurements of diffuse X-ray scattering,

mechanical and magnetical relaxation phenomena give conclusive

evidence, that the interstitial is present in the <100>-split

configuration and its dynamical behaviour can very satisfacto-

rily be explained by recently detected low frequency resonant

modes.

An outlook is given on radiation damage problems in connection

with fast breeder and fusion reactor technology: void forma-

tion and volume swellingc Helium and Hydrogen embrittlement.

Some prerequisites for work in this field are mentioned: fa-

cilities for characterization and preparation of samples, low

temperature facilities, several experimental methods for study

of radiation effects.

Experimental areas of basic nature are recommended: measure-

ments of displacement cross sections, anisotropy of damage

threshold energy, recovery behaviour of materials where little

or no information is present.
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Introduction

Radiation damage research started about thirty years ago, when

it became evident, that stored energy release and volume in-

crease caused by radiation induced defects in the graphite mo-

derators of the first few nuclear reactors could result in se-

rious trouble in reactor operation and safety. These first ob-

servations caused a steadily increasing number of investiga-

tions in this field, whi.ch, following first considerations of

Wigner (1946) and Seitz (1949) up to now has become so wide-

spread that any exhaustive report is impossible.

In the course of these investigations it soon became clear,

that a basic understanding of the mechanisms of defect produc-

tion and recovery could only be gained under well defined and

simple experimental conditions. A major breakthrough in this

direction was the introduction of low temperature irradiation

by Cooper et al in 1955. Theirs and later workers efforts have

well established the fact, that irradiation with fast partic-

les produces Frenkel defects, i.e., interstitials and vacan-

cies in equal numbers. The disorder thus caused in the regular

array of atoms forming the crystal lattice changes most bulk

properties drastically.

Upon warming up after irradiation at low temperatures, thermal

vibrations of defects and crystal lattice lead to mobility of

defects in the damaged samples and enables them to undergo

reactions either with each other or crystal imperfections ac-

ting as traps or sinks, such as impurity atoms, dislocations,

grain boundaries etc.

Single Frenkel defects, due to their smallnes, cannot be looked

at directly - except for a limited number of materials in the

field ion microscope and then only at the crystal surface (see

e.g. Balluffi et al 1969) . Therefore practically all conclu-

sions concerning the nature of the defects have to be drawn

from the macroscopical property changes of irradiated samples.

Such radiation effects are for example: changes in electrical

conductivity, mechanical and magnetical relaxation phenomena

due to reorientation and diffusion of defects and defect con-
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tributions to diffuse X-ray scattering. Some of the results ob-

tained by these methods will be presented in this paper.

While many questions concerning the structure and behaviour

of single defects still are unsolved, the progress in techno-

logy demands answers on even more complex radiation damage pro-

blems. In fast breeder reactors and future controlled thermo-

nuclear reactors the structural materials will be exposed to

very high fluences of fast neutrons (total dose more than

10- n/cm 2 ) at high operating temperatures as required for

good thermodynamical efficiency of power plants.

It has been found, that under these conditions vacancies agglo-

merate tpo-so called voids. Void formation leads to a correspon-

ding volume swelling s more than 10 % volume increase have al-

ready been observed. As void nucleation and growth in addition

to radiation dose also vary drastically with irradiation tem-

perature, severe mechanical effects in reactor structures due

to differential swelling caused by flux and temperature gra-

dients have to be accounted for.

To make it even worse, also important mechanical properties as

ductility and tensile strength of irradiated materials dete-

riorate markedly. A major role in these processes play Helium

and Hydrogen gas which are generated by (n,ca) and (n,p) reac-

tions in the irradiated materials. In addition to fast neutron

damage, the surface of the first wall of a fusion reactor will

also be exposed to high intensities of fast charged and neutral

particles leading to such phenomena as sputtering and bliste-

ring which erode the wall, thus shortening wall life and con-

taminating the plasma.

Detailed information on these processes is of utmost impor-

tance for all reactor design considerations.

In this paper we cannot - as mentioned already - try to cover

the whole field of radiation damage. Therefore such important

topics as radiation effects in semiconductors, insulators and

ionic crystals will be omitted. We only can touch some of the

basic features of defect production and recovery in metals and

will describe in some more detail a series of experiments
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which have been made in Jilich to investigate the nature of

the single interstitial atom. Finally a short outlook on ra-

diation damage problems to be solved in connection with nuclear

reactor technology will be given, followed by a rather incom-

plete list of basic problems.

1. Damage production

Energy transfer of a fast particle to the crystal lattice of a

target material starts with the single process of the particle

colliding with a stationary target atom. If the energy trans-

ferred is high enough, this process results in the displacement

of the primary recoil. In many cases the primary has enough

energy to displace itself by secondary, tertiary etc. colli-

sions many more lattice atoms. In this so called displacement

cascade, defect concentration is so high, that immediately

spontaneous recombination reactions, i.e. annihilation of in-

terstitials and vacancies created in too close distance to be

stable, takes place. It may be interesting to look first at the

time scale for these processes:

i. the primary collision takes place in less than 10 1 6 sec.

ii. all secondary, tertiary etc. collisions involving many
-13

lattice atoms are finished after about 10 sec.

iii. final energy dissipation including spontaneous recombi-
-11

nation takes about 10 sec.

iiii. after this time mainly defect reactions (e.g. recombina-

tion and migration) caused by thermal activation influ-

ence the finally observed damage structure.

1.1. Energy transfer by fast particles

The energy transfer between a fast particle and a target atom

is governed by the conservation laws of energy and momentum.

The energy transferred depends on the interaction potential,

impact parameter, energy of incident particle and the respec-

tive masses of both collision partners. This problem usually

is treated by defining a differential cross section for this

process in the following way (see fig. (1));
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if do is the area through which the incident particle must pass

in order to transfer an energy between T and T + dT to the tar-

get atom, then the differential cross section is given by

do (E,-T)d(E . dT
dT

To illustrate the effects of particle mass and interaction po-

tential, fig. (2) gives do(T) for I MeV electrons, protons and

neutrons incident on silicon atoms (mass number 28). We clear-

ly see, that by irradiating with charged particles (e,p) due

to the long range of Coulomb interaction the cross sections

for low energy transfers are much larger, dropping sharply to-

wards higher energies, whereas the interaction potential bet-

ween neutron and target nucleus, that can be closely approxi-

mated by a so called hard sphere potential, leads to a practi-

cally constant cross section. We further see, that protons and

neutrons, having the same mass, can transfer the same maximum
. , .* 

energy, whereas the relativistic electron, being about 10

times lighter, correspondingly allows a maximum energy trans-

fer which is three orders of magnitude smaller.

An other important feature of the displacement process is the

fact, that a minimlum transferred energy TD is necessary to pro-

duce defects in a stable configuration. To make a first simple

model, we can assume, that a sharp displacement threshold

exists, i.e. a lattice atom will leave its place always to

form a stable defect, if an energy T > T D is transferred. Then

we obtain, by integration over all possible transferred ener-

gies between TD and T the total displacement cross section

for the primary recoil:

T
max

do(E,T) .ddT
ag(E) J .dT (1)

TD

1.2. Defect production as a function of primary recoil energy

As we have seen in fig. (2), the energy transferred at a single

collision (especially during fast neutron and heavy ion bom-

bardment) often surmounts the energy TD required for a single

displacement by several orders of magnitude. Then the primary

knock-on atom itself acts as a projectile, creating many more
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defects via secondary, tertiary, etc. collisions. The inherent-

ly high efficiency for energy transfer (owing to the 1:1 mass

ratio between projectile and target atoms) leads to the pro-

duction of highly damaged regions, the so called displacement

cascades, schematically shown in fig. (3).

The average number j of displaced atoms per primary is esti-

mated by the basic treatment of Kinchin and Pease (1955)

T - I
V = ( 2)

2TD

where T is the energy of the primary, I takes into account all

other energy loss mechanisms apart from defect production (pri-

marily ionization losses) and TD is a displacement threshold

(TD = 2 - 3 TD min) averaged over the crystal lattice. It has

to be noted however that these approximations are too straigth

forward to allow more than a rough estimate. Only very detailed

model calculations can give correct results, e.g. the computer

program 'Marlowe' of Robinson and Torrens which calculate all

recoil events in a realistic crystal lattice step by step,

taking into account ionization losses of individual particles

along their trajectories and such important crystal lattice

effects as replacement collision sequences and channelling.

Especially replacement collision sequences by transferring

momentum over long distances with low energy losses along

close packed lattice rows, deposit interstitials far off the

center of a displacement cascade, and preserve many intersti-

tials from spontaneous recombination. This results in a com-

plex damage pattern with high vacancy concentration in the cen-

ter of a displacement cascade and, vice versa, high intersti-

tials concentration at its fringes.

Much simpler damage structures are obtained by using fast elec-

trons for damage production (preferably in the 0.3 to several

MeV range). In this case the maximum transferable energy is in

practically all cases just sufficient for one single displace-

ment per collision. Such a single event is illustrated in fig.

(4), which also shows the two possible mechanisms:

i. a short replacement collision sequence

ii. a direct displacement.
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Thus statistically created and distributed, these single

Frenkel pairs represent the most simple damage pattern and on-

ly on this simple basis a relatively easy interpretation of

experiments revealing properties of single defects and basic

damage production mechanisms is possible, such as e.g. the

1.3. Anisotropy of displacement threshold energy

This effect has been studied in detail on Tantalum as a typical

b.c.c. metal by Jung and Schilling (1972) and on Copper and

Platinum as typical f.c.c. metals by Jung et al (1973). During

these experiments the damage production rate of electron irra-

diated thin single crystal foils as a function of foil orien-

tation and electron energy was measured by monitoring the de-

fect induced increase in electrical resistivity. The single

crystals could be rotated with respect to the electron beam,

which made the acquisition of sufficient data for numerical

analysis possible. A typical picture (fig. (5)) showing raw

experimental data for two Tantalum samples (direction depen-

dence of damage rate at constant electron energy) reveals

large differences in damage rate. Similar data were obtained

at different electron energies: fig. (6) shows e.g. the energy

dependence of the total displacement cross section for elec-

tron beams parallel to each of the three main crystallographic

directions. All data were properly corrected for multiple

scattering, as necessary owing to finite sample thickness. Due

to the large amount of data a fitting program starting with

reasonable assumptions of discrete displacement thresholds for

each 5° by 5° fraction of the solid angle could be performed.

The result is shown in fig. (7) and revealed, that lowest dis-

placement thresholds are found, when the recoil atom starts in

the directions of closest packed lattice rows, whereas in bet-

ween these favorite directions the displacement thresholds are

very high. This directly leads to the conclusion, that replace-

ment collision sequences (see fig. (4) top) are the most effec-

tive displacement process.

An other important result of these experiments is the follo-

wing: the detailed knowledge of the threshold energy surface

now allows a relatively accurate calculation of defect produc-

tion rate by solving eq. (1), without the necessity of making
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only a well educated guess on some isotropic average threshold

energy. This in turn allows quantitative calculation of the

electrical resistivity pF per unit concentration of Frenkel

pairs. This is very important because electrical resistivity

is the most widely used (because simplest to measure) quantity

for defect concentration measurements according to the simple

relation

P = F ' C.

The experiments reported above gave following values for pF

per unit defect concentration:

Tantalum: P = (17±3)-10 Qcm
F-4

-4
Copper: P = (1,7+0,3) 104 gcm

Platinum: PF = (9,5±0,5) 10 Qcm

1.4. Saturation effects

Experience shows, that defect concentration does not increase

linearly with dose. Here are the reasons:

It was mentioned before (see chapter 1.2.) that interstitial

sites too close to a vacancy are unstable. A so called spon-

taneous recombination volume v a (see fig. (8)) can be defined

in such a way, that any interstitial created inside this volume

will immidiately annihilate together with the respective va-

cancy. Again it has to be made clear that crystal structure

plays an important role in this connection and certainly it

would be most correct to describe the reality by attributing

"real" annihilation volumes to each of the defects under

question with more or less complicated shapes depending not

only on topology but lattice and defect dynamics as well. How-

ever for the simple purpose we have in mind - namely to explain

saturation effects - we can manage with simple spheres of equal

size around each vacancy.

The instability of too closely situated interstitials and va-

cancies leads to a decrease of damage production rate with in-

creasing defect concentration, which can be described in the

following way:
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d - P(1-2vc + (vac)2 ) (4)

with Q being total dose, P the defect production rate and c

the defect concentration. At the beginning, where c = 0, the
dc

damage production rate - equals the defect production rate P.

With increasing defect concentration the probability increases,

that either a newly created interstitial comes to rest inside

the recombination volume of an already existing vacancy or the

recombination volume of a newly created vacancy includes an al-

ready existing interstitial. This effect leads to a linear de-

crease - 2 vac of the production rate. The probability of vacan-

cy recombination volume overlap, which reduces the total present

the total present recombination volume, is being accounted for
2

by the term +(vac) 

An equally important effect results from the properties of the

defects. In spite of the relatively high energy which is ne-

cessary for the creation of a Frenkel pair (we remember that

T D is in the order of 10 to 100 eV), a very small energy trans-

fer is necessary to move defects, typically only 0.1 eV are

necessary for the recombination of so called close Frenkel

pairs, whose main properties can be explained easiest with the

following simple picture (see fig. (9)):

For energetic reasons there exists an attractive interaction

potential between vacancy and interstitial on which the perio-

dically changing potential of the crystal lattice is superim-

posed; we can distinguish between unstable positions inside

the spontaneous recombination volume, stable positions far off

the vacancy and between both the close pair positions. Inter-

stitials in these positions will, upon thermal activation, al-

ways go "down hill" toward their vacancy. We see that only a

small energy transfer is necessary for close pair collapse.

Now especially during electron irradiation owing to Coulomb in-

teraction and mass 'mismatch' low energy transfers are much

preferred: e.g. only a fraction of about 10- 5 of all the ener-

gy deposited in a Copper sample by a 3 MeV electron beam is

used to produce stable Frenkel defects, the rest being dissi-

pated by lower energy transfers. Therefore many close pairs are

annealed due to subthreshold events. The influence of this

effect on the production rate has been measured quantitatively
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e.g. in Platinum by Duesing et al (1970). The results are shown

in fig. (10).

During a normal 3 MeV irradiation at 4.5 K the damage rate as

a function of resistivity increase Which is proportional to de-

fect concentration) was measured in short intervals (curve with

many data points). This normal irradiation was interrupted by

several short test irradiations (producing practically no

change in defect state) with subthreshold energy (· 1,4 MeV

electrons produce no defects in virgin Pt samples). During

these test irradiations negative damage rates - i.e. defect

recovery due to subthreshold events - were found. This effect

naturally must be included in the damage rate equation (4)

which now reads:

dc 2
dc = P(1-2 vac + (vac) - sc (5)

as being the cross section for subthreshold annealing.

As as and P (the initial damage rate) had been measured quan-

titatively, the damage rate curve could be corrected for sub-

threshold annealing, then showing only the spontaneous recom-

bination effects. The slope of this curve then gives the spon-

taneous recombination in Platinum:

va 50 atomic volumes

As a consequence, these reductions in damage rate due to radia-

tion annealing effects limit the maximum obtainable defect con-

centration to about 0.5 %, depending somewhat on the material.

2. Damage recovery by thermal annealing

A very important source of information on defect properties is

the detailed analysis of reactions, that take place when de-

fects become mobile by thermal activation. A commonly used

technique to produce thermal annealing spectra is the so called

isochronal annealing program; this procedure (see fig. (11))

closely corresponds to a linear heating program (dotted line)

with the only difference, that temperature is held constant

during constant successive time intervals At; after each tem-
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perature step the sample is cooled back to a reference tempe-

rature TRef u su1ally rHe-t empe rat.ure . This has two advantages:

i. the radiation effect to be studied can be measured apart

from otherwsise c iseurbing the:rmal effects,. e.gq thermal

contributions to elec-tr:ical resistivity

ii. at Li-e-temperature no moCe ,'itermally activated defect

reactions take place. so the defect state as obtained

after each annrelin.q 'pulse' is frozen in and measuring

times between anreal-ng pulses can be extended as long as

necessary.

A typical isochronal ieccvery of the electrical resistivity of

electron irradia-ed Platinum is shown in fig. 12). We clearly

see that recovery takes place .n different well distinguishable

steps and three main recovery areas labeled stage I, II and IiI

can be recognized. In the following we will give a short

summary of the characteristic processes going on during these

different recovery stages. A much more detailed discussion can

be found e.g. in the review articl.es of Schilling et al (1969)

and. Schilling a:nd Sonnenberg (1973).

2.1. Stage I recovery

As can be seen on fig. (12) the large annealing stage I splits

up into several more or less well defined substages called I,,

IBg Ic, ID and IE. A vast number of experiments studiing acti-

vation energies, reaction kinetics as a function of defect con-

centration and other techniques such as radiation doping and

impurity doping experiments and damage rate studies at elevated

temperatures have established the following general picture:

In substages IA, IB and IC close Frenkel pairs (see chapter

1.4.) recombine.

The two remaining substages can clearly be attributed to freely

migrating interst Stitials; the interstitials perform a random

walk process (see fig. (13)), in the course of which they can

react with different partners.

Substage I D is due to the so called correlated recombination:

interstitials which have been deposited at a distance r from



a vacancy recombine with this vacancy with a probability

forr - rv being the radius of the recombination volume
P

of the vacancy which in this case also includes the close pair

positions.

During free migration interstitials which escape correlated re-

covery 'scan' the crystal lattice for other reaction partners

as

i. vacancies from other displacement events; this gives rise

to recovery stage IE. The fact that the average jump num-

ber necessary for this uncorrelated recombination decrea-

ses with increasing defect concentration leads to the cha-

racteristic shift of stage I E to lower temperatures with

increasing defect concentration.

ii. other interstitials which leads to formation of iromnbile

di-interstitials or larger interstitial agglomerates.

iii. traps as e.g. impurities.

The two latter reactions preserve interstitials from recombi-

nation with vacancies, which, as a consequence, prohibits com-

plete damage recovery at the end of stage I.

2.2. Stage II recovery

During stage II recovery defect density decreases in a slow

and 'smeared-out' looking fashion showing little or no charac-

teristic substages. Such substages are, in principle, only ob-

served in samples with high impurity concentrations and can be

attributed to detrapping of interstitials that had been trapped

during their free migration in stage I. At low impurity levels

annealing in stage II is due to interstitial detrapping from

self-interstitial clusters. Conclusions that can be drawn from

resistivity data alone give only little information on the pro-

cesses that go on. Much more information can be gained by the

use of a relatively new and powerful technique: diffuse X-ray

scattering. Theoretical calculations of Dederichs (1973) and

experimental results of Ehrhart (1971 and 1973) show, that

during clustering the contribution of interstitials to the so

called Huang-scattering (i.e. scattering close to the Bragg
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peaks) rises linearly with cluster size; this gives an ideal

possibility to study clusters and clustering processes which

are too small to be made visible in the electron microscope.

Fig. (14) shows the recovery of Huang-scattering AI together

with the recovery of lattice parameter Aa on electron irradia-

ted Copper. The lattice parameter change of irradiated materi-

als containing statistically distributed Frenkel defects is di-

rectly proportional to defect concentration and we clearly see

that, upon heating up, defect concentration decreases in the

already well known characteristic fashion. The marked increase

in Huang-scattering starting at the end of stage I and continu-

ing throughout stage II and III results from the fact that in-

tensity gain due to cluster growth overrides intensity loss due

to concentration decrease by far. Detailed analysis of the da-

ta give an average cluster size of N = 6 at the end of stage I,

increasing to about N = 100 at the end of stage II and finally

to N = 400 at the end of stage III. Clusters of this size can

and have been detected by electron microscopy.

2.3. Stage III, IV and V recovery

Similar to. stage IE, stage III shows a characteristic shift to

lower temperatures with increasing defect concentration. By

this characteristic behaviour it can be identified; and .attribu-

ted-to the free migration of a single defect. The simplest ex-

planation would be to attribute this recovery stage 'to, single

vancancy migration. There exist however in several metals dis-

crepancies between the activation energies observed during

stage III recovery in irradiated metals and activation.energies

for single vacancy migration that can be deducted from equili-

brium measurements at high temperatures. For a detailed dis-

cussion of this problem see e.g. the review article of Schil-

ling and Sonnenberg (1973). A recovery stage IV is observed

after rapid quenching of metals from temperatures near their

melting point, where vacancies are being formed in thermodyna-

mical equilibrium. This annealing stage therefore unanimously

can be attributed to either single or multiple vacancy mi-

gration.
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In metals like Platinum and Aluminum complete recovery takes

place in stage III, whereas in other metals like Copper and

Nickel vacancy clustering in addition to annealing takes place.

The final damage recovery of irradiated samples in the latter

case is being observed in annealing stage V where clusters are

being broken up and annihilated.

3. Interstitial atoms in f.c.c. metals

For a long time the atomic structure of the interstitial atom

was open to speculations.

3.1. Structure of the interstitial

Considerations of symmetry resulted in a number of possible

models for interstitial configurations which are shown in

fig. (15). It should be noted first that in this figure the

lattice relaxations around the defects are not shown, so the

pictures are only topologically correct. We see the following

positions:

The octahedral site 0, where the interstitial is symmetrically

surrounded by six nearest neighbours forming an octahedra; for

reasons of better understanding it should be mentioned that

this position is equivalent to the center of the elementary

cube. The tetrahedral site T with four nearest neighbours for-

ming a tetrahedra. The crowdion position C, where the inter-

stitial is jammed between two nearest neighbours in the close-

packed <110> direction. In addition there are shown three

different so called split or dumbbell configurations where a

single lattice atom is replaced by two atoms resembling a

simple diatomic molecule. Depending on the orientation of this

"molecule" - axis these configurations are called <100O-dumb-

bell (Ho), <111>-dumbbell (Hr) and <110>-dumbbell (Hc) respec-

tively.

As all of these interstitial positions depending on the

assumptions made on interatomic potentials can represent

positions of absolute potential energy minima and could there-

fore be the most probable position of the interstitial, nume-

rical calculations due to the lack of exact knowledge of the
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interatomic potentials in the crystal lattice gave no conclu-

sive preference for either of these models.

During the last year an experimental approach revealing the

structure of the interstitial atom in Aluminum by the use of

diffuse X-ray scattering has been successful. The basic prin-

ciple of this experiment performed by G. Haubold in Julich is

shown in fig. (16). An X-ray beam characterized by the wave

vector k is transmitted through a sample containing radiation

induced intersitiial atoms, e.g. in the <100Ž-dumbbell confi-
guration. The scattered wave is characterized by the wave vec-

tor k'. As the scattering is elastic, the wavelength remains

constant and the wave-vectors of all scattered waves end on a

sphere, the so called Ewald sphere. The difference between k

and k' is being called scattering vector K, Looking at the in-

tensity distribution of the scattered X-rays one observes the

following: the scattered intensity I can be separated into two

contributions, the contribution of the so called Bragg scatte-

ring and the contribution of diffuse scattering, i.e.

Bragg + diffuse 6

The intensity distribution of the Bragg scattering in a sample

containing defects is very similar to that of an undisturbed

lattice. She is concentrated in well defined points in the

three dimensional space formed by the scattering vectors K;

these points are called reciprocal lattice points. I.e. using

an undisturbed ideal lattice one only finds scattering, when

the scattering vector coincides with a reciprocal lattice point.

The reciprocal lattice corresponding to a f.c.c. lattice is -

as shown in fig. (16) body centered cubic. Bragg scattering how-

ever gives no detailed information on defect structures, one

only obtains the average distance of lattice atoms, which is

being increased because Frenkel defects in the average widen

the crystal lattice. In addition to this lattice parameter

change defects also give rise to diffuse scattering being more

or less homogeneously smeared out over the region between reci-

procal lattice points with a correspondingly low intensity.

This diffuse scattering however yields very detailed informa-

tion on defect structure. The intensity is proportional to in-

terstitial concentration C as well as to the square of a
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scattering amplitude FZ, which in a very characteristic manner

depends on the structure and the distortion field around the

interstitials.

di.ffs = C. IF (K) 2 (7)car :c fuse Z -

Thus it is possible by measuring the intensity distribution of

diffuse scattering, i.e. the dependence of Idiffuse on the

amount and direction of scattering vector l , to identify the

structure of the interstitials causing a specific scattering

pattern. It is to note however that also vacancies created in

equal numbers during irradiation give contributions to Idiffus

But as the structure of vacancies is very well known and as the

lattice distortion caused by a vacancy is about one order of

magnitude smaller than that caused by an interstitial, the con-

tribution of vacancies can be quantitatively calculated in good

approximation and taken into account.

As an example fig. (17) shows theoretically calculated intensi-

ty distributions of diffuse scattering along different Ewald

circles. These intensities have been calculated for the above

described Z100~-dumbbell, octahedral and tetrahedral positions

of the interstitial in an f.c.c. lattice on the basis of cer-

tain plausible assumptions on the lattice distortions caused

by the respective interstitials. The contribution of vacancies

have been accounted for. Comparing the different sets of data

reveals marked differences of the intensity distributions

corresponding to different interstitial positions. These diffe-

rences are not sensitive to the variation of the assumptions

concerning lattice distortions around each interstitial type

within reasonable limits. Even if details about these calcu-

lations cannot be given in this paper one clearly sees, that

by comparison of calculated and measured intensity distribu-

tions a clear decision between different interstitial posi-

tions can be found.

The actual measurement of diffuse scattering caused by defects

makes large experimental efforts necessary. Due to the low de-

fect densities achievable by irradiating the scattered inten-

sities are too low to be measured with conventional X-ray

equipment. Therefore in Julich a special set of equipment was
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develloped as shown in fig. (18). A self-built rotating anode

X-ray tube - with 100 kW dissipated power being the most power-

ful continous output tube ever built - serves as X-ray source.

Focussing and partial monochromizing of the X-ray beam are per-

formed by an elliptical mirror. The scattered intensity is mea-

sured with a multidetector array (about 100 detectors) mounted

in a circle, which gives intensity information on many points

of the Ewald circle simultaneously. A rather complicated data

acquisition and handling system serves for registration, re-

duction and evaluation of data. As a much larger background

caused by Compton and thermal diffuse scattering is superim-

posed to the small defect scattering intensity, a non-irradiated

but otherwise identical dummy sample is being measured inter-

mittently with the irradiated sample; the intensity differences

between these two samples represent the defect induced scatte-

ring.

Keeping measuring intervals short (e.g. 3 minutes) also helps

to cancel apparatus drifts (e.g. drifts in detector sensitivi-

ty or X-ray source intensity).

Fig. (19) now shows the results of such a measurement on elec-

tron irradiated aluminium. The lefthand curves show defect in-

duced diffuse scattering as a function of scattering angle c,

each data point corresponding to a single detector mounted

along a circle around the sample, i.e. each curve was measured

simultaneously at a fixed sample position.

The scattering vectors corresponding to the respective scatte-

ring angles are situated on the before mentioned Ewald circles

shown at the left upper side. By rotating the sample the re-

ciprocal lattice can be rotated with respect to the incident

X-ray beam, i.e. the scattered waves then are situated on a

different Ewald circle. In this manner the four different

curves for four different Ewald circles (corresponding to four

different sample positions) were measured.

Comparing the measuring results with the theoretical calcula-

tions shown on the righthand side of fig. (19) for three diffe-

rent interstitial types, a surprisingly good coincidence of

experiment and theory for the C100>-split interstitial can be
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seen, whereas very marked differences exist between the scatte-

ring pattern expected for other interstitial types. One can

finally conclude that the most stable interstitial configura-

tion (in Aluminum at least) indeed must be the 4100>-dumbbell.

By trying an optimum fit of the parameters which have been used

for the calculation of the scattering intensities one further

obtains even more detailed information on this interstitial

structure. E.q. one finds that the distance between the two

dumbbell atoms is only about 0.85 that of two nearest neigh-

bours in the undisturbed Aluminum lattice. A further important

result: the lattice distor'ions around the dumbbell are so

large that they cause an overall volume increase of nearly

2 atomic volumes per interstitial.

3.2. Dynamical properties of interstitials

The high mobility of interstitials at low temperatures resul-

ting in the annealing behaviour of irradiated samples as dis-

cussed in chapter 2 is something quite unusual and could only

lately be understood due to the work of G. Leibfried and co-

workers. The reason for this high mobility are the dynamical

properties of the dumbbell interstitial, which we will discuss

in some more detail.

No atom in a crystal lattice is at rest even at the lowest tem-

peratures. In order to reveal the possible modes of motion one

can, as a first approximation, replace the interatomic poten-

tials by springs between each lattice atom and its nearest

neighbours as shown in fig. (20). The spring constant f of

these springs represents the first derivative of the interato-

mic forces.

If for example in the fc.c. lattice one lets vibrate one

single atom keeping its 12 nearest neighbours stationary one

obtains the characteristic Einstein frequency

WE ~ 

Leaving all atoms vibrating freely results in a whole spectrum

of vibration frequencies. If one now replaces one lattice atom
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by a dumbbell, then, as have shown the calculations of Leib-

fried and coworkers, one finds two oscillation modes with fre-

quencies markedly below E'. One of these modes is the so called

libration mode, where the dumbbell performs a pendulum-like

motion around its mass center; the other one is the transla-

tion mode, where the dumbbell as a whole oscillates in the

direction of its axis. An important role plays also the fact,

that the motion of the nearest neighbours of each dumbbell

atom follows in equal phase as shown in fig. (21).

The reason for the low frequency observed are the high com-

pressive forces present in the lattice area surrounding the

dumbbell and especially the highly compressed "spring" between

the two dumbbell atoms.

It can be shown on a simple mechanical model, how these com-

pressive forces lead to a low frequency librational mode (see

fig. (22)). Imagine the dumbbell being pressed into a solid

box; each dumbbell atom is being connected by spring f with

its neighbours. Also both dumbbell atoms are interconnected by

a spring, which, however, is precompressed such, that the

dumbbell atoms exert a force P on the box walls the effective

spring constant being P/1. Upon rotation of the dumbbell axis

we obtain a component of P counteracting the forces of the

spring f, which, as a consequence, lowers the frequency of the

librational mode with increasing precompression; we obtain

L 2f M 2/ (8)

Pwe also see, that - always must be smaller than f, otherwise

the symmetric dumbbell position would be unstable; the dumbbell

then would snap over spontaneously into an oblique position.

This property of the dumbbell, i.e. the "softness" with respect

to rotation of the dumbbell axis also should lead to a decrease

of the shear modulus of irradiated crystals. This has indeed

been found by K.H. Robrock on irradiated Aluminum single cry-

stals. Applying a shear stress in a 1100>-plane, i.e. perpendi-

cular to the dumbbell axis, one can measure the elastic con-

stant C4 4 of the irradiated crystal. The result is shown in

fig. (23).
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Disregarding an initial increase of shear modulus (which is

caused by dislocation pinning) one finds a decrease of shear

modulus exactly proportional to defect density. This decrease

for example reaches a value of nearly 1 % at a defect density

of only 3 x 10 4 This is indeed a very large effect and it

vrould mean for example if it would be possible (we remember

that saturation effects prevent this) to introduce about 3 %

interstitials', the shear modulus would drop to zero, i.e. the

crystal would - as a liquid - loose all shear stiffness. This

behaviour shows, how easily a dumbbell can be twisted perpen-

dicular to its axis. One has estimated that, upon applying a

shear strain, the' twisting angle of the dumbbell itself is

about 10 to 20 times larger than that of the relatively un-

disturbed lattice in a larger distance from the defect.

As a direct consequence this behaviour also explains the very

low activation energies necessary for interstitial migration.

In this connection it also is important to recall the trans-

lational mode of vibration as shown before in fig. (20). This

translational mode also has a very low frequency OT because

the springs connecting the dumbbell to its nearest neighbours

also are strongly preloaded. Looking at the motion as indica-

ted by the arrows one can see directly that during the trans-

lational vibration these springs are moved mainly perpendicu-

lar to their respective axes and are only to a small extent

compressed or released. The model, calculations of Leibfried

and coworkers show about the same frequency for this transla-

tional mode as for the librational mode.-

Interstitials now can leave their original positions if

with increasing temperature the amplitude So of this trans-

lational mode becomes large (see fig. (24a)) enough that

one of the dumbbell interstitials reaches or passes the

saddle point position. Then it will not return but conti-

nue its motion in the same direction and form a new dumbbell

with the atom in its path, leaving its original partner at

a regular lattice site. The center of mass of the dumbbell

by this process has been moved over one lattice distance,

i.e. the dumbbell has performed a translation jump. The tem-

perature at which this jump can happen is given by the acti-

vation energy U for this process. E.g. one jump per minute
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takes place if U - 15 kTt k being the Boltzmann constant, T the

absolute temperature. The activation energy U is about equal to
2 2

the oscillation energy S *wT, ° M which is necessary to reach

the saddle point So. One directly sees: with decreasing Eigen-

frequency of the oscillation leading toward the saddle point

also the critical amplitude So necessary for passing the saddle

point is reached at lower temperatures by thermal activation,

and, correspondingly, interstitial migration takes place at

lower temperatures. In addition to the translational jump the

dumbbell also can rotate as shown in fig. (24b), if the libra-

tional mode is being excited to large amplitudes. The saddle

point for this rotational jump is on the <110>-line of the

elementary cell. As can be directly seen from fig. (24b) the

amplitude for reaching this saddle point is markedly larger

than the saddle point amplitude for the translational jump.

Corresponding to the above considerations the activation ener-

gy for rotation therefore should be quite a bit -larger than

that for translation. It is now especially interesting to com-

bine the translational and rotational motion of the dumbbell.

This type of motion as a result moves the mass center of the

dumbbell by one nearest neighbour distance simultaneously ro-

tating the dumbbell axis by 90° . As can be seen from fig. (24c)

the critical amplitude for reaching the saddle point is the

smallest of all three possible types of motion; therefore

this combined translation and rotation of the dumbbell should

be possible with lowest thermal activation energy.

This "wiggling' motion, i.e. that translation jumps are com-

bined with rotation jumps could be shown experimentally in an

electron irradiated Nickel single crystal, during recovery

stage IC1 ID and IE , i..e. in the temperature range, where the

rest of close pair recombination, correlated recombination

and uncorrelated recombination takes place. The main result of

this experiment is shown in fig. (25). Two properties of the

irradiated material have been measured: the recovery of the

electrical resistivity (fig. (25) bottom) showing a steady de-

crease in defect concentration caused by defect recombination.

The second property is the magnetic anisotropy caused by apply-

ing a strong magnetic field during the respective annealing

steps. Due to magnetostrictive interaction between crystal and
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defects a certain fraction of the radiation induced defects

is being oriented parallel to the magnetic field, which re-

sults in a detectable additional magnetic anisotropy. A maxi-

mum effect is being observed when - as a function of tempera-

ture - the relaxation time for defect reorientation is about

equal to the isochronal holding time. This is shown in fig.

(25 top). Observing the coincidence of maximum resistivity re-

covery rate (fig. (25) bottom) - which is proportional to de-

fect concentration times defect mobility - and maximum aniso-

tropy effect - which is proportional to defect concentration

times orientability - one can directly conclude that transla-

tional motion and rotational motion take place at the same

time.

It was also observed that a maximum anisotropy change was ob-

tained when applying the magnetic field parallel to a 4100>-

direction, so this effect clearly is caused by the (already

well known) '100>-dumbbell.

4. The importance of radiation damage for the technology of

fast breeder reactors and controlled thermonuclear reactors

As has been mentioned already in the introduction this field

of research has become very complex. Only some of the major

difficulties should be mentioned:

The materials to be investigated are by no means ideal and well

understood. While some of the fundamental problems in basic re-

search could be solved by irradiating ultra pure metal single

crystals with extremly low impurity and dislocation concen-

trations, materials of technological interest are comparably

"dirty", in most cases alloys with several phases, precipita-

tions and complicated dislocation structures. So not even a

technically pure metal - typically 99 % pure - could have been

used for annealing studies of intrinsic defects, because 1 %

impurity content means, that upon inspecting a crystal lattice

row one would see that each fourth or fifth atom is an impuri-

ty and practically no self-interstitial could (at low tempera-

tures at least)migrate freely in this maze. The same is valid

for irradiation conditions, which in basic research usually
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are made with well defined particle fluxes under well defined

environmental conditions, as temperature, surrounding atmos-

phere etc., whereas many problems in technology arise from

badly defined particle fluxes, flux gradients, temperature

gradients and hostile environment only to mention the liquid

sodium or molten salt coolant in liquid metal or molten salt

cooled reactors, with all the additional complications arising

from chemical reactions that also may be influenced by radia-

tion.

For a much more complete summary of all these problems we

would recommend close study of the following two compilations:

i. "Critical Questions in fundamental radiation effects re-

search", Summary of a meeting held at AEC-Germantown,

Dec. 1972 - WAllSH - 1240 - 74

ii. "Fusion Reactor first wall materials", Summtary of a

meeting held at AEC-Germentown, Jan. 1972 - WASH - 1206 -72

Just to give an impression what a single group with not unli-

mited funds can do in this field we will, in the following,

present the research program of our Jilich group, which starts

a series of experiments simulating fast neutron damage by cy-

clotron irradiation.

The first wall of a fusion reactor is, in addition to other

loads, exposed to an intense flux of fast neutrons. Estimates

show flux densities of several 1014 to several 10 i neutrons
2per cm and second. About 20 % of these neutrons have an ener-

gy of 14 MeV, 40 % are above 1 MeV, the remaining 40 % between

0.1 and 1 MeV. As experiences with materials in fast breeder

reactors show, these high radiation doses at an irradiation

temperature between 0.25 and 0.6 of melting temperature cause

the formation of so called voids, i.e. vacancy agglomerates

of several 10 up to 1000 Angstrom diameter. This void forma-

tion causes volume swelling up to 15 % in the irradiated ma-

terials. Equally important for design and safety of a CTR is

the enhancement of creep rate in the radiation field; first

experiments have shown enhancements of creep rates under these

conditions by more than one order of magnitude. Irradiation of
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alloys can also cause order - unorder reactions and precipita-

tion which also cause severe changes in mechanical properties.

All these effects have been investigated mainly in certain

special steels which are used for fission reactor structures.

There is little known about refractory metals as Nb, Ta, Mo

and their alloys which may be used as first wall materials in

a fusion reactor. Especially there is no information at all

about the mechanical properties of these metals under high

doses of radiation and - as is to be expected in a CTR - when

they are loaded at the same time with hydrogen.

Therefore it is necessary to conduct irradiation experiments

with refractory metals under fusion reactor conditions, i.e.

irradiation at temperatures between 700 and 0000° C and hydro-

gen and helium loading (which is caused by n, a-reactions in

the CTR). As irradiations in existing material test reactors

require irradiation times in the order of one year or more in

order to study the above rentioned effects and as it is very

difficult if not impossible to perform in-pile mechanical mea-

surements, the neutron irradiation has to be simulated by irra-

diation with energetic ions. In order to obtain experimental

data about these effects (being extremely important for design

and safety of a CTR) the Institut fur Festkorperforschung plans

the following simulation experiments:

a) Study of void formation in NiobiLum sarmles loaded with hy-

drogen and/or Helium in the temperature range from 600 to

10000 C. As these effects can be studied by electron micros-

copy, one can use very thin samples (<li); therefore only

short irradiation times are -ecessary as cooling problems

are not important. Hydrogen concentrations corresponding to

CTR conditions can be achieved (as hydrogen is soluble in

the materials to be investigated) by using a hydrogen-helium

cooling gas mixture with an appropriate hydrogen partial

pressure. In order to study also the influence of helium

being not soluble in the samples but being produced by

n,a-reactions in the CTR, the helium is being introduced

by ion implantation at lower irradiation energies (range <

sample thickness). Appropriate variation of implantation energy

allows homogeneous loading of the samples with helium.
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b) Investigation of mechanical properties of refractory metals

under high doses of radiation. The measurement of mechanical

properties as creep behaviour or Ycungs modulus requires

certain minimum sample dimensions. However irradiation pro-

blems as cooling and homogeneous damage production limit

sample thickness. A reasonable compromise taking into

account all these different requirements has been found

by irradiating with a-particles in the energy range 10 to

20 MeV. E.g. a Nb sample of 20 ,im thickness can be irradia-

ted with 12 MeV a-particles, 25 uA/cm beam current density.
2The heat (deposited by the beam in the sample) of 100 W/cm

can be cooled by a fast He-gas flow (400 m/sec) with a tem-

perature difference of about 1000 C between He and sample.

Irradiation under these conditions results in a dose of 1,7

displacements per atom and day. Thus mechanical properties

and void formation can be studied at the same time, possibly

even on the same sample, during a relatively short irradia-

tion time (5 to 100 h).

c) Experimental investigations should also be performed on the

Nb-Zr-Mo alloy system, because improved mechanical proper-

ties can be expected from alloys and as alloys anyhow will

be formed during operation of a CTR by nuclear transmutation.

5. Selection of some experiments that can be done using low

energy accelerators

There is an overwhelming variety of experimental work that can

and-must be done in the future to investigate in detail basic

mechanisms of defect production and recovery especially in ma-

terials that have not yet been studied extensively such as e.g.

the b.c.c. refractory metals. Again we would recommend as a

start to read critically the compilation of problems shown up

by the two AEC-Germantown meetings mentioned in chapter 4.

It may be worthwile to summarize some of the prerequisites

for work in this field:

a) First priority has to be given a very thorough characteri-

zation of all materials to be irradiated; even ultra-pure

materials available commercially often contain several hun-
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dred parts per million of impurities that have been over-

looked in the analysis following the manufacturing process.

Such impurities can result -- especially during recovery

studies - in unpredictable reactions that render all ex-

perimental efforts useless. For example the b.c.c. refrac-

tory metals like Nb and Ta allways contain copious amounts

of carbon, oxygen and nitrogen that can only be removed by

careful outqassing at very high temperatures in ultra high

vacuum. Recontamination with these impurities during the

experiments has to be carefully avoided.

b) Many experiments require single crystal samples, preferably

in the form of foils that have to be thin as compared to the

range of particles used for irradiation. Only then homo-

geneous damage production across the sample can be granted.

For all single crystal work basic X-ray equipment like e.g.

a Laue camera for sample orientation is necessary. Elaborate

machining methods (e.g. spark erosion cutting or acid string

sawing) have to be used in crdcer to cut slices from single

crystals without causing severe mechanical damage. Machining

usually is followed by careful electrochemical thinning to

final thickness and annealing prior to irradiation.

c) The ion or electron beam also must be fully characterized.

Energy beam current density, beam position on sample, incre-

mental and total doses have to be monitored during each

irradiation very accurately.

d) Practically all experiments on basic damage production and

recovery require low teunperaturc facilities during irradi-

ation and measurements. In any case sample temperatures

have to be carefully monitored and held constant. Effects

of beam heating and heat transport have to be studied to re-

veal the true sample temperature during irradiation.

With these prerequisites in mind, thle following relatively

simple experiments might be proposed as a start:

1.) Measurements of total displacement cross sections for a

wide variety of particles, energy ranges and target ma-

terials. This should be especially helpful to establish
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a coherent basis for extrapolations from ion to fast neu-

tron damage e.g. by providing reliable and accurate means

of converting a given particle flux to the now widely used

dosimetric quantity dpa (displacements per atom).

2.) Radiation damage calculations by computer simulation of

displacement processes (primary displacements and cascades)

are very important for predictions of fast neutron damage.

These calculations can only be accurate if detailed infor-

mation on the anisotropy of the damage threshold energy is

taken into account, that can be obtained by monoenergetic

electron irradiations as shown in chapter 1.3.

3.) Annealing studies and damage rate measurements at elevated

temperatures for many more metals have to be performed to

study defect migration and defect reactions. This is espe-

cially important for a better understanding of the nu-

cleation and growth of clusters like interstitial and va-

cancy loops and to find criteria under which conditions va-

cancies agglomerate in threedimensional voids instead of

loops. If specific defect reactions are to be studied one

can, in many cases, prepare samples in such a manner that

the specific reaction under study is greatly enhanced

as e.g.:

a) vacancy doping by quenching prior to irradiation leads to

a corresponding increase of recombination of freely mi-

grating interstitials during stage I, thereby greatly re-

ducing effects of impurity trapping

b) well defined impurity doping, i.e. if one type of impuri-

ties is distributed in a well known manner (e.g. statisti-

cally) and concentration in the samples, allows study of

trapping efficiency and detrapping reactions

c) doping with clusters by irradiation to high doses followed

by annealing to a temperature where all defects except

clusters are recombined (e.g. above stage III in Copper).

If such a doping run is succeeded by a low dose irradiation

at temperatures just above stage I (where interstitials are

mobile but vacancies not) we end up with the following de-

fect structure: as interstitials already during defect pro-
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duction are either captured by interstitial clusters or

annihilated at vacancy clusters, there will be only single

vacancies left, whose free migration during annealing in

stage III then could be studied apart from all other effects

for the following reason: if cluster concentration is much

larger than single vacancy concentration the formation of

more mobile divacancies is largely suppressed and we should

then be able to measure unambiguously the migration energy

of single vacancies.

Many of these experiments can be done by measuring electrical

resistivity change as a means of detecting changes in defect

concentration. But as this method has its limits e.g. due to

still unknown effects of clustering on the contributions of

individual defects, other physical property changes should be

monitored as well. For example relatively inexpensive X-ray

equipment allows study of lattice parameter, Huang-scattering

and anomalous transmission to give detailed information on

clustering processes. Other experimental methods requiring

relatively little work and money are study of mechanical and

magnetical relaxation phenomena as discussed in chapter 3.

More sophisticated tools as electron and field ion microscopy,

diffuse X-ray scattering in between Bragg peaks may be used

very successfully. Also studies of M6Bbauer effect and positron

annihilation in damaged materials can give very detailed and

more specific informations on the defect state.
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Figure captions

fig. (1) Definition of the differential cross section for

energy transfer.

fig. (2) Differential cross section for energy transfer to

a silicon atom by 1 MeV particles: e - electron,

p - proton and n - neutron; TD - threshold energy

for displacement; Tm - maximum energy transfer.

fig. (3) Schematic picture of a displacement cascade.

fig. (4) Production of a single Frenkel pair:a) by a replace-

ment collision sequence b) by direct displacement.

fig. (5) Direction dependence of damage production in Ta-

single crystal foils irradiated with 3 MeV-electrons.

fig. (6) Energy dependence of total displacement cross sec-

tion for electron irradiation of Ta-single crystal

foils along /100-, /110- and 111--directions.

fig. (7) Direction dependence of threshold energy TD for

defect production in Tantalum.

fig. (8) Definition of the spontaneous recombination volume

of a vacancy.

fig. (9) Schematic representation of possible interstitial

energy levels with respect to a vacancy.

fig. (10) Damage production rates of Platinum during electron

irradiation at 4.5 K.

fig. (11) Isochronal annealing program.

fig. (12) Isochronal recovery of Pt irradiated at 4.5 K with
-9

3 MeV electrons to Ap = 56-10 cm.

fig. (13) Schematic view of the reactions of freely migrating

interstitials in stages ID and IE; f - interstitial;

C] - vacancy.
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fig. (14) Recovery of lattice parameter Aa (bottom) and

Huang-scattering AI (top) of a copper single

crystal irradiated at 4.5 K with 3 MeV electrons
-4

to a total defect concentration of 3.10

fig. (15) Possible structures of the interstitial atom in

f.c.c. metals.

fig. (16) Investigation of interstitial structure by diffuse

X-ray scattering.

fig. (17) Theoretically calculated intensity distributions

for different possible interstitial structures in

Aluminum.

fig. (18) Schematic diagram of experimental setup for mea-

surements of diffuse X-ray scattering.

fig. (19) Diffuse scattering from 3 MeV electron irradiated

Aluminum at 4.7 K. Comparison of theory and experi-

ment.

fig. (20)

fig. (21)

Simple crystal model. The interatomic potentials

are replaced by springs with spring constants f

(harmonic approximation).

<100> shear mode of dumbbell interstitial.

fig. (22) Simple mechanical model for the libration mode

of thee 100> dumbbell.

fig. (23)

fig. (24)

Decrease of shear modulus C4 4 with increasing defect

concentration C during low temperature electron

irradiation of an Aluminum single crystal.

Possible jump modes of the dumbbell interstitial

a) translation jump

b) rotation jump

c) combined translation and rotation

fig. (25) Resistivity recovery and magnetical relaxation of

dumbbell interstitials in electron irradiated Nickel.

Top: magnetic anisotropy induced in a single crystal

by reorientation of dumbbell interstitials with a

strong magnetic field parallel to a c100> direction.

Bottom: recovery of electrical resistivity.
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Fig. (1) Definition of the differential cross section for

energy transfer.
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Fig. (2) Differential cross section for energy transfer to

a silicon atom by 1 Me particles: e - electron,

p - proton and n - neutron; TD - threshold energy

for displacement; Im - maximum energy transfer.
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Fig. (6) Energy dependence of total displacement cross
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tions.
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Fig. (7) Direction dependence of threshold energy TD for

defect production in Tantalum.
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Fig. (8) Definition of the spontaneous recombination volume of

a vacancy.
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Fig. (9) Schematic representation of possible interstitial
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X-ray scattering.
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Fig. (23) Decrease of shear modulus C44 with increasing defect

concentration C during low temperature electron

irradiation of an Aluminum single crystal.
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Fig. (25) Resistivity recovery and magnetical relaxation of
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stitialy with a strong magnetic field parallel to

a 100 -direction.

Bottom: recovery of electrical resistivity.
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Proton Radiography

J.A. Cookson
A.E.R.E., Harwell, Didcot, Oxon., England

ABSTRACT

A concise description of various proton radiography methods
is presented, with emphasis on their suitability when performed with the
use of low energy accelerators. The applicability of multiple scattering
radiography, density profiles measurements and marginal range radiography
is described, and the limitations of these methods are shown, in parti-
cular in view of the required proton beam and proton energy.

Introduction

The topic of proton radiography has been receiving more attention

recently than at any earlier time and this must be due partly to the present

emphasis on practical applications of nuclear techniques. Because this recent

interest has lead to at least two review articles1'2) which give a good picture

of the current status of proton radiography and since the present treatment

will be very brief, reference to these reviews should be made for further

details and particularly for the actual radiographs whose reproduction is not

possible here. I will quickly cover the range of proton radiography methods

and there will be comments indicating the suitability of each method for low

energy accelerators.

(a) Multiple Scattering Radiography

Fig. 1 shows the way in which a profile of a thin specimen can be produced

when a parallel beam of energetic ions passes through the specimen of thickness

t onto a photographic film some distance, e , downstream. The image of the

specimen is seen as a light band just inside and a dark band just outside the

geometrical shadow. The width of the bands has been shown3 to be proportional

to:-

t
E J X c

rad
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where I and t have already been defined, E is the beam energy and Xra is

a constant known as the radiation length of the specimen material.3 ) Very

dramatic radiographs have been obtained with proton energies of 160 and

7,000 MeV4) while measurements at 11.5 MeV on thin specimens have also been

made. 2)

However there are a number of snags in this technique. 1. It only works

for specimens much thinner than the range of the incident particles. 2. The

images blur if even a uniform extra thickness of material is added to the

specimen whose edge, or region of density change, is being pictured. 3. The

iimaes tend to have poor contrast - although clever photography can produce

prints which make optimum use of what contrast there is. 4r The technique

only shows changes of specimen concentration - regions of uniform but different

density appear the same on the image.

Nevertheless, as far as I know, this technique has not been tried at

energies below 11.5 MeV and it may be that useful images may be obtained far

thin biological specimens at 3 MeV or lower proton energy.

The same problem of favouring a comparatively high beam energy applies to

another form of proton radiography:-

(b) Density Profiles Measurements

Fig. 2 shows how5 ) the measurement with a silicon detector of the energy

loss of individual protons may be used to study the thickness in igm per sq. cm.

of a specimen. The mean energy loss in passing through a particular part of a

specimen is a sensitive measure of the amount of matter traversed. Hence a

series of measurements at different points on a specimen can show that although

of uniform external dimensions its density is varying. The width of the peak

in the energy spectrum of transmitted protons can also give an indication of

the size of the pores in a corroded specimen - a few large pores give a wider

distribution than a large number of small ones. The difficulty for our present

purposes is that the preparation of sections thin enough to be studied by

protons of energy less than about 10 MeV is likely to be very difficult.

The type of radiography where, although very suitable for high energy

beams, quite low energies could be very useful is:
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(c) Marginal Range Radiography

This teclhique, sometimes called 'Critical Range Radiography', is probably

much more familiar than the two previously mentioned types of radiography. It

consists of arranging that the density variations in the specimen to be studied are

just great enough to considerably affect the number of protons transmitted by

it. Fig. 3 contrasts the way the numbers of protons and X-rays transmitted

change with the thickness of a specimen. Very great differences in contrast

may be obtained with specimens whose thickness variations fall within about

3% of the range of the protons. Fig. 4 shows the very simple equipment which

is needed to produce radiographs by this technique. For illustrations of

the image quality obtainable see refs. 1 and 2. Various detection systems

besides photographic emulsion have been studied by Berger et al.)

Before going on to suggest a use for this technique it is useful to refer

to some pioneering work on what was basically the same technique. Fig. 5 is a

7)
schematic of the system used by Belanger et al.7 ) to obtain radiographs of thin

(n^5 pm) biological specimens. They mounted the specimens in direct contact

with a photographic film and used alpha particles from a 210po source. Because

of the geometry of the system alpha particles of a significant range of

energies could pass through a given point in the specimen and give the effect

of a marginal range greater than the ~ 1.2 pm of 5.3 MeV alpha particles. The

source-specimen distance was adjusted empirically for optimum contrast and

resolution comparable with micro-X-radiographs was achieved. The use of a

source meant that exposures of many hours were needed to give good radio-

graphs. With a low energy accelerator and the sort of set-up shown in Fig. 4

the possibilities of low energy radiography might be extended. With a parallel

beam, rather than the spread of directions coming from an alpha-source, the

resolution would be limited mainly by the grain size of the emulsion. The

duration of exposures need only be a few seconds and so the productivity of

such a system would be limited only by the rate of specimen preparation and

the number of specimens requiring study. This last point raises what is to

my mind the big question - Who would want such radiographs? The point of
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the method would be to help the biologist by showing in a more quantitative

way than traditional staining methods, and with better contrast than micro-X-

radiography, graduations in density over tissue sections. I am sure that

technically this form of proton radiography is viable but what I am not sure

is whether the biologists and histologists really need it and will accept it.

8)An interesting postscript is the information that Levi-Setti 8 ) at the

University of Chicago is building a low energy (65 keV) proton microprobe one

of whose main uses is intended to be this form of proton radiography. The

positional resolution already achieved is 20002 (0.2 pm) which probably places

it beyond the reach of the photographic film. However for the type of radio-

graphy in which we are interested Levi-Setti discusses the 'detection of local

density variations in cellular carginogenesis at a resolution of 1 pm ain

tissue sections 1 pm thick. The existing technique of proton radiography

seems capable of producing this sort of resolution on film and should be

seriously considered for this purpose.
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Figure Captions

1. The principle of Multiple Scattering Radiography: (a) The geometrical

arrangement, (b) The separate contributions to the image from beam

missing the specimen and beam striking the specimen, (c) the total

intensity distribution.

2. The geometrical arrangement for Density Profile Measurements is shown

in the inset. The main graph shows (a) the energy spectrum seen when

there is no specimen, (b) the spectrum when a thin uniform specimen is

present and (c) the broadening observed with a thin porous specimen.

3. The way beams of 100 MeV protons and 135 keV X-rays are attenuated in

iron is used to illustrate how Marginal Range Radiography obtains its

high sensitivity to small variations about the mean range.

4. A simple arrangement for producing marginal range proton radiographs.

5. A schematic of the system used by Belanger to produce marginal range

radiographs of thin biological specimens.
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SURFACE ANALYSIS AND DEPTH DISTRIBUTION STUDIES

OF LIGHT ELEMENTS IN METAL SURFACES BY MEANS OF

CHARGED PARTICLE ACTIVATION TECHNIQUES

Dag Brune, AB Atomenergi, Studsvik, Sweden

SUMMARY

Methods have been developed for the determination of the

light elements carbon, nitrogen, oxygen and flourine in metal

surfaces (steel or zircalloy) using charged particle activa-

tion analysis. The irradiation source was provided by the 5.5

MeV van de Graaff accelerator at the Studsvik laboratories

of AB Atomenergi. Both proton and deutron activation tech-

niques have been employed in combination with gamma and neu-

tron spectroscopy. Surfaces with thickness up to 15 pm have

been analysed with a resolution lying between 0.3 and 2 pm.
-7 -2

The limits of detection acnieved were down to 10 g'cm 

Heating effects, which arise during irradiation as a result

of particle retardation, have been studied both theoretically

and experimentally with a view to avoiding diffusion of the

light elements in the irradiated area of the type likely to

lead to a change in the concentration profile during the

course of analysis.

INTRODUCTION

Pioneer work in the field of charged particle activation

analysis was performed by Amfel and Samuel in a study con-

cerned with the determination of oxygen in metal surfaces [1].

Since then, the results of a large number of investigations

in this field have been published [see e.g. refs 2 - 10]

while a useful survey is available in a publication by

Wolichi [11].

In Studsvik, charged particle activation analysis was ini-

tiated by Moller and Starfelt [12]. They introduced the re-

sonance method for depth studies below surface in a work

comprising the evaluation of the fluorine concentration pro-

file in a zircaloy sample, using the reaction 19F(p,ay) 60

which exhibits a sharp resonance in the excitation function

at the proton energy of 1375 keV.
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The process can be best understood by first considering the

effects of irradiating the metal with protons of various se-

lected energies. Thus if the protons in the beam have an

energy which coincides with the resonance energy then the

fluoride content at the surface will be revealed. The protons

penetrating below the surface will experience an immediate

change to lower energies, brought about by collision with the

metal matrix, and will therefore be unable to take part in

reactions characterized by the resonance energy. An increase

in the proton energy will shift the site of this reaction to

a layer beneath the surface at a depth decided by the modera-

ting action of the matrix. Thus it can be imagined that for

each metal there is a strict relationship between the energy

of the proton beam and the thickness of metal required to re-

duce it to the level corresponding to the resonance energy.

The yields of prompt gamma radiation together with knowledge

of the energy of the proton beam can therefore be readily

translated in terms of the amount of the element at a given

level below the metal surface.

In the following a resume of the results obtained in Studsvik

in charged particle activation analysis will be given.

PROTON ACTIVATION

The determination of carbon by proton activation analysis

makes use of the nuclear reaction

1C(p,y) N.

The excitation function for this reaction demonstrates two

resonances, namely one at 0.46 MeV and one at 1.70 MeV, in

the relevant energy region. The first of these resonances

gives rise to a transition in which y-quanta of 2.36 MeV are

emitted while the second provides 3.51 MeV quanta in an ana-

logous fashion. By making an appropriate choice of proton

energy these emissions can be used to determine the carbon

concentration in

1) surface layers of steel samples [2 - 4, 13]

2) at different depths below the surface of the

sample [4, 13].
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Two measurement techniques for estimating carbon have been

used and compared. These are

a) the registration of the prompt y-radiation which

is emitted as a result of the reaction (2.36 and

3.51 MeV)

b) the measurement of the activity associated with
13

the reaction product 1N which is a positron

emitter with a half-life of 10 min.

Results

Of the above methods, (a) is the simplest since information

regarding carbon concentration can be obtained by activity

measurements at each chosen proton energy level which corre-

sponds to a specific depth in the sample. The method is li-

mited, however, by its low sensitivity, estimated as being

about 0.1 % C.

13
Method (b) requires that the decay of N can be followed

up after each irradiation in order to permit correction for

the contributions to the activity made by interfering nuclei.

The detection limit for carbon in metal surfaces is, in this

instance, as low as 0.05 %. Depth resolution in the carbon

containing layers thus analyzed falls from roughly 0.3 pm

for those near the surface to 2 pm at a depth of 15 pm (see

fig 1). Carbon profiles in carburized and decarburized samples

of steel have been measured with this technique to a depth of

15 pm [13). Typical gradients thus obtained are shown in fig

2.

In order to determine a carbon gradient using this technique,

it becomes necessary to perform a large number of discrete

measurements. Consequently the method would appear to be too

expensive for routine application, the rate of measurement

yielding two gradients in an eight hour working day. In the

meantime, the technique would appear to be most valuable in

conjunction with the proton microprobe for the micro-struc-

tural analysis of carbon in steel where the relative diffe-

rence in element concentration at the micro level, is quite

large.
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DEUTRON ACTIVATION

Carbon in steel can also be determined by deutron activation

which utilizes the following reaction

12C(d,n) N

Detection and measurement of carbon then follows by either

of the following methods.

13
a) Measurement of the induced 3N activity.

This technique permits detection of carbon contents down to

the 0.01 % level in steel surfaces. It cannou, however, be

applied to studies of depth distribution [13].

b) Measurement of the energies of the neutrons that

are produced by and during the nuclear reaction, using the

neutron spectroscopic method [143.

In depth distribution studies knowledge of two parameters

is essential, namely the depth of the layer below surface

to be investigated and the thickness of the layer. The last

parameter is described in terms of resolution, as presented

below.

Depth-energy-rel atioonshi

The relationship between the depth below the surface of an

analyzed layer and the particle energy can easily be calcula-

ted from an energy-range table [15]; resonance energies can

be found by inspection of the excitation functions [163.

Resolution

The resolution D of a layer at a given depth is described in

terms of the following three parameters:

Resonance width (F)

Straggling (2)

Energy resolution in the beam (AE).

The distributions of the resonance width r and the straggling

n are assumed to be gaussian. Neglecting the effect of energy

resolution the following relationship is therefore applicable

(Protons) D = /r2 + 42
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At the surface, the layer thickness for protons is defined by

resonance alone, but at deeper levels straggling is the pre-

dominant factor [17].

The deuteron reactions used do not exhibit resonances: accord-

ingly r = O and the layer thickness is in this case defined by

(Deuterons) D = 29.

Diagrams illustrating the depth distribution of carbon in

steel are shown in figs 1 and 3 (0.46 MeV and 1.70 MeV re-

sonances).

ANALYSIS OF OXYGEN IN ZIRCALOY

Introduction

Oxygen in zircaloy may be determined by either of the nuclear

reactions

O(d,n)17F

O1(d,p,y)170

In the first of these reactions, the positron emitter 1 7F

with a half life of 66 seconds is measured as a meanj.of esti-

mating the oxygen content; in the second, the quantity mea-

sured is the prompt gamma radiation of 0.87 MeV which is

emitted as a result of the (d,p)-reaction. Since these reac-

tions do not exhibit resonances in the excitation function,

which could be used for depth distribution analysis, they

are only suitable for estimation of the oxygen content in

the metal surface using ganmma-sepctrometric measurements [18].

Result

The technique is rapid and simple to apply. Thus the second

of these reactions would permit 50 - 100 surface determina-

tions to be performed in an eight hour working day. The de-

tection limit for oxygen in a zircaloy surface is 10 7 g'cm 2,

as shown in fig 4.

A remote controlled sample changer has been constructed for

charged particle activation analysis [13] and should prove

of considerable value for serial analyses of the type de-

scribed above.
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THE NEUTRON SPECTROSCOPIC METHOD

While there are only a few reactions which exhibit suitable

resonances for analysis of gradients of the above type, depth

distribution can be evaluated using a closely related method

based on neutron-spectroscopy. Thus irradiation of carbon,

nitrogen and oxygen in metal surfaces with deuteron beams

produces neutrons through (d,n) reactions occurring with dif-

ferent Q values. Since neutrons are neutral particles they

are scarcely affected by the metal surface. Accordingly the

neutron energy subsequent to the nuclear reaction will con-

stitute a measure of the deutron energy at a given depth under

the surface. Measurement of the intensity of neutrons of a

given energy thus provides a measure.of the extent of the nu-

clear reaction occurring at the depth corresponding to this

energy. By scanning the intensities at a range of neutron

energies it now becomes possible to form a picture of the

concentration profile for the specified light element using

a single, though suitably chosen, deuteron bombarding energy.

Surface studies of light elements in metals using time of

flight measurement technique have previously been accomplished

by M8ller, Nilsson and Starfelt [19]. However, in a recent

study be Lorenzen 114] this technique has essentially been

improved, and allows the performance of fast and simple rou-

tine analysis of carbon in steel surfaces. The main advantage

of his technique rests on the use of a standard material which

is homogeneous with respect to the carbon content in the sur-

face.

Thus, the time of flight spectrum for the sample with the

unknown carbon gradient is measured together with that of the

standard sample. The two spectra are then divided channel by

channel whereby the carbon gradient of the unknown sample is

obtained.

Fig 5 presents examples of such spectra. It should be added

that these measurements make use of a liquid scintillator

detector.

The time of flight technique has also been applied to the

analysis of oxygen and nitrogen concentration profiles in

steel surfaces using (d,n)-reactions [14].
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If the standard has the same stopping power variation with

energy as the unknown sample, after normalization and sub-

traction of background, the ratio of the two spectra (channel

by channel) will automatically reveal the concentration pro-

file in the unknown sample.

The yield from the (d,n)-reaction at a certain depth below

surface for a given geometrical arrangement depends on the

following parameters:

- proportionality factor concerning measurement geometry,

- incoming charged-particle current density,

- detector efficiency for neutrons with the specific energy,

- number of carbon atoms per unit volume at the specific depth,

- differential (d,n) cross-section at the specific particle

energy,

- energy interval of the neutrons in the specific channel.

Accelerator

Studsvik's Van de Graaff accelerator was used as the irradia-

tion facility. The accelerator produces protons or deuterons

at energies between 0.9 - 5.5 MeV, The beam is focussed by

two pairs of quadrupole lenses and collimated by tantalum

plates with holes between 1.2 and 0.6 cm located in the ter-

minal section of the tube.

ResumS

A resume of the results that have been thus far been collec-

ted at Studsvik in charged particle activation analysis is

given in table 1.

HEAT AND DIFFUSION EFFECTS IN THE SAMPLE

During the irradiation procedure considerable amounts of

energy are dissipated into rather small volumes, due to the

slowing-down of protons or deuterons. Experiments have re-

vealed that when thin iron foils are irradiated, they often

melt in the zone exposed to the particles. The heat evolved

might give rise to carbon diffusion, resulting in carbon
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Table 1 Application of charged particle activation analysis
for the determination of light elements in metal
surfaces

Fluorine in zircaloy

Surface analysis

Depth distribution analysis

Detection limit 

Layer resolution :

Layer depth

Analysis capacity :

0.005 %

- 0.2 pm

5 pm

10 profile measurements in an eight
hour day

Oxygen in zircaloy

Surface analysis

Detection limit 

Analysis capacity :

0.001 %

50 - 100 surface measurements in an
eight hour day

Carbon, nitrogen, oxygen in steel

Surface analysis

Depth distribution analysis

Detection limit

Layer resolution

Layer depth

Analysis capacity

: 0.001 % (surface analysis)

0.005 % (depth distribution analysis)

: 0.2 pm

: 15 pm

: 10 profile measurements in an eight
hour day

losses from the volume analyzed. In steel a transport effect

is already noticeable at a few hundred degrees C. At 500 C

carbon may move a distance of 5 pm in a few minutes [20, 21].

In depth distribution analysis, layers are studied which have

a resolution of the order of magnitude of 1 pm. Consequently

it becomes necessary to take account of diffusion effects and

for this purpose the temperature rise in the irradiated vo-

lumes has been both calculated and measured. Consequently the

temperature distribution around the irradiated zone was mea-
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sured by means of thermocouples. In this connection attention

has been paid to the following effects [13].

- Equilibrium temperature conditions in the irradia-

ted specimen

~- Temperature distribution within the irradiated

spot

~- Depression of maximum temperature as a result of

heat drainage

- Measurement of temperature

- Diffusion due to concentration and thermal gra-

dients.

The heat flux incident on the irradiated spot is assumed to

be uniformly distributed over the area of the spot; it is

thus given by P/ra , where P is the beam power (of the order

of 1 - 50 W), and a is the radius of the spot.

The volume in which the heat is generated takes the form of

a cylinder (Disk), but in the calculation of the surface tem-

perature distribution this volume was approximated to a cir-

cular surface. The maximum temperature, Tma , is derived from

the following simple formula:

T =
max iKa '

where K denotes the thermal conductivity of the sample. In

connection with proton and deuteron irradiation the tempera-

ture in an iron specimen of thickness 5 mm and collimator

hole 8 mm was measured at the front and at the rear face.

The results are present in fig 6.

The temperature distribution within and around the irradia-

ted specimen is shown in fig 7.

From a consideration of the diffusion processes of carbon

in steel, the mass transport induced by a thermal gradient,

referred to as the Soret effect, seemed to be the temperature

limiting factor if analytical error is to be avoided. Thus

temperatures should not be allowed to exceed 300 C. Practi-
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cally, this is achieved by using large spot radii (" of about

4 mm) with beam powers of the order of 10 W. In order to

further ensure the absence of thermal diffusion forced cooling

of the specimen can be employed to promote heat drainage.

In practice the effect of heat dissipation due to proton

irradiation which results in carbon diffusion was observed

in connection with the evaluation of the carbon gradient in

a steel sample. Originally, the sample contained carbon distri-

buted in accordance with the concentration gradient represen-

ted by A in fig 2. After several runs this gradient was ra-

dically altered so that a sample was obtained that was homo-

geneous as regards the carbon content in the surface.

THE PROTON MICROPROBE ANALYSER

The electron-microprobe, introduced by Castaing, permits

microprobe analyses of metal surface specimens with a resolu-

tion of roughly 1 pm. The basis of the method is excitation

by electrons and subsequent measurement of the characteristic

X-rays produced from the atoms of the elements present. This

technique, which is widely used in the metallurgical industry,

is limited, however, as regards quantitative measurements to

elements heavier than sodium.

An extension of this technique, also introduced in France by

Castaing, is represented by the newly developed heavy ion

analyzer which allows determination of the spatial distribu-

tion of most elements in metal surfaces.

As a third alternative, microprobe analysis of metals can

be accomplished by means of proton-microbeam activation tech-

niques. The proton-microprobe technique became possible when

Cookson and his collaborators [e.g. 22] at Harwell succeeded in

focusing a proton beam to a diameter of less than 4 im using

collimators and deflection with the aid of quadrupole lenses.

By scanning the proton beam over the sample surface or by

moving the sample so that the beam strikes the exposed sur-

face in a regular pattern it becomes possible to build up a

picture of the constitution of the metal surface.

A proton-microbeam analyzer is at present under development

at Studsvik.
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The proton-microbeam can be employed for analysis in diffe-

rent ways:

1) Analysis of light elements is based on charged

particle activation analysis according to the prin-

ciples previously outlined.

2) For the excitation of atoms with the subsequent

registration of the emitted X-rays, i.e. the so-

called proton-X-ray technique, introduced by

Johansson and collaborators at Lund University [23].

This method is suitable for the characterization

of medium - and heavy-weight elements.

With proton induced X-ray techniques and thin target arrange-

ments extremely low detection limits can be obtained for se-

veral elements. This has been described previously [23].

However, in studies aimed at determining the distribution of

a certain element in a metal surface using proton microprobe

and X-ray techniques, detection limits are considerably re-

duced due to the high background levels that are introduced

when normally thick targets are exposed to the proton beam.

For this reason a study of the detection limits for elements,

with Z - 15 - 92 in thick target steel surfaces using proton-

induced X-ray techniques has been performed [24].

Samples were irradiated with a broad proton beam of 2 mm

diameter and the X-rays were detected with the aid of a Si(Li)-

detector. Detection limits at levels down to the order of 10

ppm were achieved under conditions affording the simultaneous

measurement of several elements. A typical diagram is shown

in fig 8.

OTHER STUDIES

Nitrogen determination in singel seeds

Using (d,p) and (d,a)-reactions in 14N Sundqvist et al [25] at

the University of Uppsala have developed a method for the ana-

lysis of nitrogen content of singel seeds.
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They irradiated their samples in the Uppsala Tandem van de

Graaff accelerator, and measured the emitted proton and alpha

particles with a surface barrier detector.

The method has been reported to allow determination of the

depth distribution of nitrogen at points below surface up

to 0.3 mm.

The distribu ion of fluorine in teet--

19 15
By means of (p,ay)-reactions in the nuclides 19F and 15N

Ahlberg et al [26] at the technical University of Lund have

determined the distribution of fluorine and nitrogen respec-

tively in the enamel of teeth of rats using a Van de Graaff

accelerator.

In the case of fluorine the resonances in the excitation

function at 872 KeV and 935 KeV were considered whereas for

the proton induced reaction in nitrogen, the resonance at

897 KeV was used.

Detection limits at the ppm level has been reported in this

investigation. Close to surface the resolution of the ana-

lyzed layers was of the order of 1000 A.

FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig 1 Depth resolution referring to the analysis of
carbon in steel.
Reaction: 1 2C(p,)13 N, from [13]

Fig 2 Typical gradients obtained for carburized and de-
carburized steel samples, from [13]

Fig 3 Correlation depth - proton energy referring to
the analysis of carbon in steel, from [13]

Fig 4 Detection limits for oxygen in zircaloy, from [18]
Reactions: 160 (d,n)17F

160 (d,py)1 70

Fig 5 Time of flight spectra (a) and (b) referring to
the analysis of carbon in steel together with a
conc profile (c), from [14]

Fig 6 Temp distribution in a steel sample irradiated
with protons aind deuterons, from [13]
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Fig 7 Temp distribution within and around the irradia-
ted specimen, from [131

Fig 8 Detection limit for various elements using proton
X-ray technique, from [243
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Micro-Analysis using Nuclear Charged Particles

J.A. Cookson, AERE Harwell, Didcot, Oxon, England.

ABSTRACT

A focused microbeam of charged nuclear particles can be utilized
as a powerful analytical tool since it contains as an additional in-
formation the accurate position where the nuclear readion takes place.
The paper describes the problems in generating a sharply focused beam
with a particle accelerator, and analyzes several types of reactions
which can provide the information about the investigated specimen.
The unique ability, accuracy and cost effectiveness of the method are
presented.

Introduction

Other speakers this week are talking about the available analytical methods

using beams of protons, deuterons or heavier ions produced by accelerators. The

technique I wish to discuss makes use of many of these other methods but adds

an extra factor, positional information. Two nuclear methods, proton resonance

reactions and backscattering do intrinsically produce information about the

depth in a solid specimen at which the observed signal is being generated.

This positional accuracy can be extremely good - numbers like 100i have

been mentioned for the resonance method in very special cases and the technique

I will talk about cannot at present approach that sort of positional information.

It does however, have other very considerable virtues.

I will start by describing the way in which the nuclear microprobe is

formed before going on to discuss some of its uses. The earliest positional

work with ion beams of a few MeV was some irradiation by Zirkle and Bloom )

in 1953 of parts of living cells. He used a slit arrangement to give a very

low intensity of 1 MeV protons in a spot of diameter about 2 pm FWHM. For

good positional resolution the specimen had to be within a few microns of the

slit. The intensity of the microbeam was very low and slit scattering gave

the transmitted protons an energy spread (FWHM) of several hundred keV. This

sort of arrangement was adequate for its purpose but is not very suitable for

positional analysis.
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At spot sizes down to about 20 pm there has been some successful analytical

work using collimators, notably that of Pierce et al2) , Price and Bird3) and

Poole and Shaw.4 ) The first two groups used nuclear reactions such as (d,p)

and (d,a) while Poole and Shaw were pioneering the use of a wavelength-dispersive

crystal spectrometer to obtain a very good signal to background ratio for

proton induced X-rays.

The Microbeam

Although a number of groups have worked on the production of finely

focused beams of nuclear particles an ion microprobe is certainly not a

standard research tool in the way that an electron microprobe is. The

reasons for this are partly associated with the size of the accelerating

column required to give sufficiently energetic ions but another major factor

is the difficulty of focusing the ions. Electrical focusing is impracticable

because of the high voltages which would be needed and the high magnetic

rigidity rules out conventional magnetic lenses. At this stage I should

mention that for low energies there have been at least two exceptions to the

above statement. Hill5 ) has used electrostatic focusing to give a 1 pm

diameter spot with 30 keV argon ions and Levi Setti et al6) have focused

65 keV protons from a field ionization source to give a spot 0.2 pm diameter

with hopes of further size reduction in the future. However, neither of

these projects gives a beam with enough energy for the sort of analysis under

discussion here.

The first focused microbeam of nuclear particles in the MeV energy range

was produced7 ) at Harwell in 1969 and has been used to an ever increasing

extent since that time. There are other microbeams of basically the same

type under construction8'9) but apart from a description of the Studsvik

system by Brune and Lorenzen ) nothing about these seems to have appeared

in print. A very ambitious plan for a microbeam of very small size, 0.2k,

10)
and minute beam current, 250 ions per second, has been proposed by Martin

but the attainment of such a goal seems very distant.
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7)The Harwell system has already been described in detail and so the

present remarks will be only very schematic. Fig. 1 shows the lay-out: a

beam of particles, typically 3 MeV protons, from a 3 MV Van de Graaff

accelerator illuminates a small collimating aperture. A set of four special

quadrupole lenses produces a gaussian image of the aperture, demagnified by

a factor of 5.6, on the specimen to be analysed. An antiscattering collimator

just before the lenses helps to remove protons scattered by the primary

collimator. Deflector plates near the exit from the lens system make

electrical scanning of the beam possible. The primary collimator was initially

a drilled hole but now consists of a rectangular aperture whose dimensions can

be varied as desired, with rJ20 pm the lower limit in normal use.

The geometry of the focusing system is such that the focus occurs 21 cm

away from the last quadrupole lens so that access to the beam spot is much

easier than in an electron microprobe. Over its years of use the target chamber

of the Harwell system has gradually been improved to incorporate the following

facilities:-

1. Accommodation for two specimens as well as a thin quartz for

observing the beam spot.

2. Stepping motor movement in three directions.

3. Electrical deflection of up to 800 pm in two directions or TV type

scanning over an area 800 pm square.

4. Optical microscopes, X30 to view the bombarded surface and X100 to

view the quartz.

5. Cold trap to suppress carbon build-up.

6. Surface barrier detectors for nuclear particles.

7. A high resolution lithium drifted silicon X-ray detector.

8. Crystal diffraction spectrometer for higher X-ray energy resolution.

9. Sodium iodide and Lithium-drifted Germanium detectors for nuclear

gamma rays.

The minimum spot size measured with this system is between 3 and 4 pm

diameter with about 0.3 na of beam current available at this size.
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Some technical factors determining the quality of a microbeam may be

worth a mention. Because protons need only a small deflection to divert them

out of the focused spot, rather more attention needs to be paid to the vacuum

in the microbeam line than is required for normal nuclear physics work. The

beam line itself needs to be very rigid and protected from vibration.

In the context of the present meeting some mention of costs is in order.

The microbeam system I have been describing contains four quadrupole lenses

made to specifications similar to the lenses used on normal beam lines but

with very careful quality control. The power supplies are of high stability

but no more so than those used on other beam lines. Two collimating slits

are used on the line, double the usual number for a beam line; they are of

special design but are not much more expensive than normal collimators. For

the items considered so far the cost is likely to be about double the cost

of installing a very ordinary low energy accelerator beam line. The target

chamber, detectors, and facilities for either electrical or mechanical

scanning are quite expensive when bought as a complete package but their

introduction as the facility develops only requires expenditure comparable

with the support of other accelerator experiments.

Analysis using Nuclear Reactions

A very comprehensive review of the various ways in which nuclear

11)reactions may be used for analysis has recently been given by Bird et al.

together with a summary of applications. It suffices here to mention that

all the low Z elements may be detected quite specifically using reactions

induced by protons, deuterons, alphas or occasionally heavier ions. Detectors

of charged particles, neutrons or protons are commonly used and by choice of

an appropriate combination of projectile and detector quantitative analyses

with high sensitivity is usually attainable.

A number of examples of different types of nuclear reaction have been

used with the microbeam although the most frequently used are (d,p) reactions

with observation of either the outgoing protons or gamma decays from the final

nucleus. Fig. 2 shows a study2) of the oxygen distribution in a specimennucleus. Fig. 2 shows a study of the oxygen distribution in a specimen
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of silicon carbide. A beam of 2.5 MeV deuterons focused to a spot about

5.5 pm by 16 pm was scanned across a section of the silicon nitride with about

80 seconds of counting by a 40 cc Ge-Li detector at each point. Small changes

in beam position across the specimen were achieved with electrical deflection

but for the larger movements the specimen was moved by a stepping-motor system.

The interesting feature of the results is the sharp spike of oxygen concen-

tration near the surface.

Similar work by T.B. Pierce et al.13) and by J.W. McMillan provides a

major part of the microbeam use. In this case the specimens are steel which

has been affected by carbon, nitrogen or boron containing compounds. Again

deuterons of about 2 MeV are used, together with mechanical movement of the

specimen, but protons are detected in this case. Carbon concentrations down

to 100 ppm are measured. Fig. 3 shows the agreement between the microbeam

and conventional wet chemistry.

Backscat tering

This is another technique by which nuclear projectiles can produce very

useful analytical information. For a general description of backscattering

reference should be made to one of the comprehensive reviews14) while the

state of the art is well exemplified by Abel et al15) who claim that, using

2 MeV 12C ions, the technique can measure a layer of Au on a silicon

substrate down to a level of 1010 atoms/cm2 (3. x 10- 12 g/cm2; 2 x 10-5

monolayer).

The backscattering technique is at its best in studying high Z impurities

in a low Z matrix and in such cases the variation in concentration with

depth can be measured very accurately. The microprobe makes it possible

to look at the backscattering spectrum from small areas of specimens and this

was used in a study by Hartley et al16 of the effect of implanted ions on

the friction and wear properties of steel. Fig. 4 shows spectra for the

backscattering of 2 MeV alphas from steel which had been implanted with lead

in two regions, one of which was in the 100 pm wide groove produced by the

wear testing machine. Clearly the amount of Pb left after testing could be

determined.
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Microbeam measurements on biological materials by G.J.F. Legge 7)

included some backscattering of 3 MeV protons from a single chinese hamster

lung cell (fig. 5) in which the yield of the individual light elements was

measured. Similar measurements with the detector at 450 to the beam direction

showed that even hydrogen could be readily measured by elastic scattering.

X-Ray Fluorescence

As a detailed treatment of this subject is provided in Prof. Deconninck's

paper the present remarks will be mainly concerned with particular microbeam

applications.

One recent example of trace element analysis using a proton microprobe

concerns the analysis of human hair. The trace element distribution along

18)
the length of hair has been measured by spectrophotemetry 18) and also using

proton induced X-rays 9) but our measurements were across the hair diameter.

The work has been carried out with support from the Home Office Central Research

Laboratory, Aldermaston. A microbeam 7 pm by 15 pm of 3 MeV protons was

scanned at 500 Hz across the diameter of an individual hair mounted in epoxy-

resin and cut so that the roughly circular diameter of the hair was exposed.

Each time an X-ray was detected the deflection voltage was measured so that

the X-ray energy and this positional information could be stored in a 128 by

32 matrix in a 4096-channel analyser. A simple computer program added together

the 32 energy spectra and fig. 6 shows such a summed spectrum. It was then

possible to select peaks and have printed out the area of each peak for the

32 positions on the specimen. Fig. 7 shows data obtained this way. The

simultaneous measurement of a number of elements with sensitivity as low as

a few ppm in some cases would be very difficult to obtain in any other way.

The most interesting feature of the distribution is the sharp spike of copper

seen near each edge of the hair,and subsequently an appreciable concentration

of copper was seen in one of the cosmetic materials applied to this hair.

The method of recording data was shown to give uniform efficiency to + 2%

for 28 positions in the scan of a uniform specimen.
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Summary and Conclusions

The value of an analytical system depends on its ability to satisfy

a need for analysis and to do this it must have definite advantages over

other techniques. Some of the criteria by which the value may be assessed

are (a) Unique Ability, (b) Accuracy and (c) Cost Effectiveness. I will

give a short discussion of the use of nuclear accelerators for analysis

under these headings and then a few words on whether a microbeam is a worth-

while addition.

(a) Unique Ability: By this I mean an ability to carry out analysis which

could not otherwise be performed. It would take much too long to argue this

point in detail and I will confine myself to stating a personal view that in

particular cases, of which the best examples are in metallurgical applications

of resonant reactions and solid state applications of backscattering, nuclear

ion beams have unique analytical abilities.

(b) Accuracy: This really covers two factors, the ability to identify

elements with certainty and the production of truly quantitative results.

The nuclear techniques when properly applied rates very highly on both

counts,and it should be mentioned that remarkably few of the accepted high

sensitivity analytical techniques are truly quantitative.

(c) Cost: Use of a nuclear accelerator for analysis is usually quite

expensive (less so for small accelerators of course) and at considerable

disadvantage in this respect. Although the cost of buying and running other

sophisticated modern analysis equipment can be comparable with that of the

accelerator, the latter, except perhaps in a few cases where X-ray analysis

is performed as a mass-production scale, has a comparatively poor work-rate.

However,where the accelerator is largely occupied on non-analytical work or

where there is a large demand for very difficult analysis,Its ability to

perform difficult analyses with good accuracy can be a strong justification

for analytical work using nuclear accelerators.

Consideration of the desirability of a nuclear microprobe facility

strongly involves the above factors but in addition it should be pointed out
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that the microprobe adds considerable power to the nuclear technique and

makes possible analyses, particularly those involving light elements, of

which carbon in steel is the prime example,which it can perform better and

more economically than other techniques. The cost of a microbeam is a small

addition to the basic accelerator costs and its availability adds greatly

to the analytical capability.

Figure Captions

1. A schematic of the Harwell microbeam system.

2. A measurement of oxygen and silicon concentrations across a section

of oxidized silicon nitride.

3. Measurement of the variation of carbon content across a section of a

steel specimen. Results from the proton yield produced by the

12C(d,p)13C reaction with a microbeam of 1.3 MeV deuterons are seen to

agree very well with chemical analysis. (see ref. 13).

4. Back-scattering of 2 MeV alpha-particles from two areas of a steel

specimen in which lead had been implanted:

(a) region outside a wear track, (b) a region of the steel which had

been subjected to wear testing. (see ref. 16).

5. A back-scattering spectrum for 3 MeV protons on a single chinese

hamster lung cell.

6. Sum of the X-ray spectra from the 32 positions in the scan across a

diameter of a human hair.

7. The variation of elemental concentration across the diameter of a

human hair.
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STUDY OF FAST NEUTRON REACTIONS WITH LOW ENERGY ACCELERATORS +

J. CSIKAI

Institute of Experimental Physics, Kossuth University

Debrecen, Hungary

ABSTRACT. This review paper outlines the up to date

information on current progress and future prospects

of fast neutron reactions using low energy accelerators

and limited experimental facilities. The following

topics are discussed: total, integrated elastic and

non-elastic cross sections; differential elastic

scattering cross sections; polarization in elastic

scattering; inelastic neutron scattering and /n,2n/

reactions; fission by fast neutrons; radiative capture

of fast neutrons.

CONTENTS. Introduction. 1. Total, elastic and non-elastic

neutron cross sections. 2. /n,n't / and /n,2n/ reactions.

3. /n,charged particle/ reactions. 4. Fission by fast

neutrons. 5. Remarks on the /n,s / reaction.

References.

Introduction

Numerous investigations were carried out in the field

of fast neutron reactions using low voltage cascade and

Van de Graaff generators. Neutrons are produced mainly by

the 2H H(d,n)4He, H(dn(p,n) 3He and 7Li(pn)7 Be
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reactions, because only a single neutron group arises below

2.3 MeV proton or 3.7 MeV deuteron bombarding energy. Using

these reactions and a 2.5 MeV accelerator, the energy of

neutrons can be varied by the bombarding energy and by the

neutron emission angle from a few ten KeV up to 19 MeV

with a gap between 6 and 12 MeV. Evaluations on the cross

sections of these neutron source reactions have been

published by Liskien and Paulsen l]. There are a number

of laboratories even in the developing countries where both

small neutron generator and 2-3 MeV Van de Graaff accelerator

are available as neutron sources. As indicated in the request

lists of different Data Centres the expanding role of

neutrons in different fields needs more and more accurate

data for neutron induced reactions. The aim of this review

is to show by means of a few examples that the low energy

accelerators can significantly contribute to the determination

of requested nuclear data and to solve some current problems

in nuclear physics. The importance of small neutron

generators in basic nuclear research and neutron data

measurements was discussed in an earlier paper [ 2. Quite

recently Cindro 3] has reviewed some topics in nuclear

structure investigations pointing to the open problems

mainly in nuclear spectroscopy with fast neutrons.

1. Total, elastic and non-elastic neutron cross sections

During the last few years we have studied the total

i5' elastic cL, differential elastic Ef ̂and

non-elastic cross sections and it was shown that

a simple semi-classical optical model describes the mass

number and energy dependence of these data for A 14
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and E = 0.5 - 42 MeV using the same pre-fixed parameter

set C 4,5]. From the general formulae of the cross sections,

assuming that the phase shift of the partial waves for

different angular momentum values is the same, we have the

following expressions:

BEL= 6BN (1+ 2 - LP cos ) = C f( ) /v

2 2 2
E 6BN (1( - ) T(- /2/

O-T 6 BN (1 - fcosa) 0 N /3/

6E,(3)- () X 2 f( )\ax (21 + l)PL( C09o )/4/

Accepting a trapezoidal potential form of depth U and

surface thickness t, the real part of phase shift is:

= 2cr A 1 / 3
2 t n n/5/

0 Ak
where n is the average value of the index of refraction

n within t and 2croA1 / 3 is the average chord length [6].

According to the experimental data [4] for G-7(A,E )

the absorption is strong in the surface and weak in the

volume and so f is almost constant as a function of mass

number and energy. The %5, 6-E, 'NE and (EL(A)

values are given as analytical expressions of the optical

parameters; this makes possible the quick estimation of

unmeasured data and the analytical operations, which are

important especially for the data users. The applicability

of this model is illustrated in Fig. 1 where the experimental

and calculated differenti1l elastic scattering cross

sections are given for N, Si, Fe and Bi. As it can be
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seen the form and the absolute values of the forward peaks

are fairly well reproduced without further free parameters

or normalizing constants. The fact that these cross sections

can be well described by a simple optical model using a few

parameters, shows the limits of such type of experiments

in nuclear physics, i.e. one can get informations only on

the average properties of nuclei. In the case of total

cross sections the good agreement between the experimental

and calculated values(dashed line in Fig.2)for all mass

number suggests that the effect of the individual properties

of nuclei on 5r' does not exceed a few per cent. Therefore,

any further information on the intermediate and fine

structure in the mass number dependence of O T can be

expected only, from those measurements where the error is

less than about 2 %.

Almost, the same applies also for -NE and ~ELr

while measurements of differential elastic scattering

with a better energy resolution and/or for very small and

very large angles would also be useful. Though the integrated

elastic, differential elastic and non-elastic cross sections

are not known for about 30 % of the elements even at 14 MeV

neutron energy, the study of fine structure of the above

cross sections seems to be more promising for nuclear physics.

Good energy resolution and high accuracy are required also

to find detailed structure in (T(E) function at

E > 10 MeV for heavy nuclei; e.g. the question of the

207Pb+n process t7,8J is not yet solved. Direct measurement

for the deformation shift in (CT (E) function requires

the nuclear orientation at low temperature [93.
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Additional information can be obtained on the

nucleon-nucleon interaction and on the applicability of

the optical model from the polarization measurements in

neutron elastic scattering /for elastic scattering the

polarization is equal to the analyzing power/. Accurate

data on the polarization in n-p scattering are needed for

the determination of the S-D coupling parameter, the

1P1 phase shift and the values of the phase parameters

pLS and , representing the spin-orbit

interaction in the P- and D-states [101. The precision

required for the phase parameter analyses can be achieved

by a new technique which utilizes the directional dependence

of the scintillation properties of anthracene monocrystals.

The left-right asymmetry of the associated recoil protons

using this single scattering method have been measured

with high statistical accuracy by Jones and Brooks l10],

and the spin-orbit splitting phase parameters were derived

from this measurements. Fig.3 shows the experimental data

for polarization at cm=3 90° as a function of incident

neutron energy in comparison with the theoretical curves

based on the Yale-Buffalo /Y-IV/ and Livermore /LRL-X/

phase parameter solutions and on the Hamada-Johnston /HJ/

potential model. As the prediction of different models

diverges significantly at low energies, accurate measurements

at 14 MeV would be worthwhile.

Recently, polarization angular distributions for

partially polarized 3.2 MeV neutrons from 2H(d,n

reaction produced at 45° have been measured by Zijp

and Jonker tll] for 20 elements from Ti to Bi. From the

analysis of the polarization and differential cross section
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data they concluded that the coupling of the direct inelastic

scattering with the elastic channel may be very important

and the difficulties to describe these data with the

spherical optical model can be explained by this effect

rather than by the resonances in the compound nucleus.

The determination of the inelastic contribution from low

lying levels to the elastic scattering cross sections could

help to derive optical model parameters and their A or

(N-Z)/A dependence and also to understand the large

discrepancies in the shapes and absolute values of C-L( )

curves including the problem of the small angle anomaly

for U and Pu. In a careful measurement of differential

elastic scattering cross sections at 9 MeV Velkley et al. 12]

achieved a relative uncertainty of 2-3 %, which is comparable

with that obtained for proton scattering, and it was

possible to determine the (N-Z)/A dependence of the

real potential strength.

According to the present investigations 113] the

shell model, extended to continuum states can be applied

in particular for Ip shell nuclei to calculate the cross

sections, angular distributions and polarization of the

scattered neutrons. For further studies of this model,

more experimental data would be necessary, especially

for the polarization of scattered neutrons and for the

fine structure of cross sections for inelastic scattering

leading to low lying states.

More detailed information can be derived on the

nuclei by the investigation of the component of the

non-elastic cross section. For fast neutrons, produced

by low energy accelerators, the main processes are the
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(n,n'.), (n,2n) , (n,p) , (n,c) and for fissionable

nuclei the (n,f); the low yield reactions as (n,t) ,

(n, 3 He), (n,») etc. have also theoretical and practical

importance. According to a present survey [28J of the

threshold reaction neutron cross section, the data for

the excitation curve below 20 MeV are very scarce and

so the conclusions drawn for the nuclear theories are

questionable.

2. (n,n'S-)and (n,2n) reactions

A plot of the ratios of 6n,2n to GNE values asn,2n NE
a function of target atomic number shows that around

14 MeV the (n,2n) cross sections give about 80 % of

O(NE above Z=40; therefore, by the study of (n,2n)

reaction one can get informations on those properties

of nuclei which are dominant in nuclear reactions. The

energy of incident neutrons belonging to the maximum

of the (n,2n) excitation functions ( max, can be

given by an approximate expression [141 : Emax 7 MeV-

- Qn,2n' In many cases the Qn,2n is about -7 MeV, and

so at En 14 MeV the maximum of Gn,2n is measured.

On the basis of the Weisskopf - Ewing rule for

Z > 50 the 5n, 2 /may/ should be equal to 6NEo

As can be seen in Fig.4 the experiments show considerable

deviations and a detailed investigation [15] led to

the conclusion that the difference NE'- ~ n,2n/max/

depends on the symmetry parameter (N-Z). The (n,2n) cross

sections measured at a constant value of the maximum residual

excitation energy, to eliminate the Q value effect, show

also a strong dependence on the neutron excess (N-Z) of
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the target nuclei [16]. The (n,2n data as a function

of (N-Z) at a given N or Z lie on straight lines which

have in good approximation the same positive slope. For

3 MeV excess energy the value of the slope is about 230 mb

per unit (N-Z). The new data [17] are in agreement with

the isotopic and isotonic trends and do not support any

other structure effects in the mass number dependence of

cn, 2n-

The two possible mechanism causing the (N-Z)

dependence are as follows:

a) The gamma de-excitation of the unbound states

is not negligible compared to the second neutron emission,

which is probably restricted by the angular momentum

conservation. At 14 MeV, angular momentum plays an

essential role up to about 71, while for most of the

nuclei, the first neutron of the (n,2n) reaction can have

3l as a maximum.

b) The levels under the neutron binding energy are

excited with higher cross section than that predicted by

the statistical model forming these states also by

preequilibrium emission and by direct reactions. A

systematic study of the cross sections from level density

approach [18, 19] also found a similar trend for some

isotones.

The (N-Z) trend was succesfully applied [20] to

predict (n,2n) cross sections for isotopes and elements.

These cross sections for elements are in good agreement

with that obtained by neutron spectrometric method [21 - 2] ,

which in several cases resulted in high gamma emission

probabilities for the levels above the binding energy.
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The competition of y -decay with the second neutron emission

from high-spin unbound states was studied in detail by

Decowski et al. [24].

A systematic determination of the It / [n

ratio from the (n,n') and (n,2n) neutron spectra

measured at a given excess energy above (n,2n) threshold,

would be important to explain the origin of ( N-Z)

dependence.

The role of the gamma concurrence was investigated t25]

by measuring simultaneously the neutron spectra for

56 Fe and 55Mn isotones, at 14.4 MeV neutron energy. The

experimental conditions were similar to the earlier

investigations [21-23]. The nuclear temperature for (n,n')

reaction was determined from the plots of reduced spectra

shown in Fig.5, and through it the neutron yield from

(n,n') in the (n,2n) energy region. The branching ratio

was also estimated from the difference of the measured

and calculated (n,2n) cross sections. The values of

Pr/r, as a function of nuclear temperature for the two

methods are given in Fig.6. According to this preliminary

results the possible ranges of ratios for emitted gammas

and neutrons from the unbound states are 0.0-0.26 for

56 Fe and 0.0-0.1 for 55Mn. The results suggest that the

gamma emission for Fe is more probable than for Mn;

this is also expected from their isotonic trends for

ci,2n 116] and n n» [15]. An other consequence

of this investigation is that the nuclear temperature

derived from the (n,n') neutron spectrum, depends strongly

on the chosen energy interval.
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The use of a pulsed neutron source and a Ge(Li)

spectrometer allowed sufficient resolution to identify

prompt gamma radiation in the presence of neutron-induced

background, as well as delayed radiation [26] even at

14 MeV neutron energy. Such type of experiments are

important to study the decay properties of the low lying

levels produced in (n,n') and (n,2n) reactions, through

it to derive the isomeric cross section ratios.

The 103Rh(n,n') l3OmRh reaction is a demonstrative

example that significant discrepancies can be found in

the excitation function even if the cross section is

measured by the simple activation technique. As can be

seen in the Fig.7 the previous excitation curves show

significant discrepancies above 5 MeV.

Starting from this observation, it is necessary to

emphasize the importance of small accelerators as neutron

sources in the determination of standard points on

excitation curves as it has been done by us [27] for

Rh(n,n') reaction below 5 MeV and at 14 MeV /see Fig.7/.

5. (n,charged particle) reactions

Recently, many investigations have dealt with the

assumption that there are nuclear clusters as 4 He, 3 He,

3H in nuclei and/or on the nuclear surface, resulting in

strong effects on the cross sections, energy spectra and

angular distributions of emitted charged particles in fast

neutron reactions. Most results can be obtained for the

total (n,oc) and (n,p) cross sections, at 14 MeV, 55

measured by activation method. Recently the Warsaw group

has measured new data for the energy and angular distributions
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of os- particles 30] using an improved telescopic

system 293.

The angular distributions of oc - particles for the
9 Be(n, o( ) 6He reaction measured at different neutron

energy, were fairly well described [29] by the mechanism

of heavy particle stripping, assuming the 5He +o( cluster

structure for 9Be.

From the measurements of (n,O() reaction on heavy

nuclei the following conclusions were drawn 30-31] :

the angular distributions are strongly forward peaked;

there exist significant transitions to low lying states;

there exists a structure in the energy spectra of emitted

alpha particles /see e.g. Fig.8/.

As can be seen in Fig.9 the spectra of o( -particles

from (n,ok) reaction at 14 MeV and 18 MeV are significantly

shifted towards higher energies in comparison with the

statistical model [31]. The pre-equilibrium model reproduces

the spectra quite well except for the high energy part

and the structure observed. The gross feature of the energy

spectra was successfully described [31] by the knock-on

mechanism, assuming that the incident neutron remove the

preformed ok -particle from nuclei and occupies an

one-particle state in the nuclear well. The c. -spectrum

for heavy nuclei was explained 132] also by the pre-

-equilibrium mechanism, considering that the o. -particle

is preformed in the target nucleus and ejected just like

a particle in a precompound emission process. This model

makes it possible to extract of the preformation probability

of oC -particles from the cross section. More precise

measurements are needed for the energy spectra and angular
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distribution of oC -particles to clear up the reaction

mechanism and to determine the model parameters.

The investigation of the three-body break-up of the

n+7Li system led to the conclusion 331 that quasi-free

n-o( scattering is present in this reaction at 14 MeV.

The kinematically complete measure:ments of multiparticle

break-up reactions on light nuclei can give data on particle-

-unstable states and on the sequential reaction channels.

The simple techniques as nuclear emdlsion or cloud-chamber

can also be used to study these reactions.

The study of the (n,t) and (n,3He) reactions may

add to our understanding of the emission of 3H and

3 He three -nucleon structures, and may contribute information

on nuclear cluster formation on the diffuse nuclear surface.

The (n,3He) reaction is especially important to excite

two proton hole configurations in nuclei. The knowledge of

ont data is important also for thermonuclear devicesnt

to estimate the tritium regeneration.

According to the measurements of Qaim [34] the

(n,3He) cross sections at 14 MeV for medium and heavy

nuclei lie between 2 and 10 /ubarn, while the values given

by Diksic et al. 3[5] for the same region are a few hundred

?ub in many cases. Further measurements are needed to clear

up the origin of the large spread in the experimental data

from different laboratories.

There are only few data for (n,t) reactions and the

cross section values measured by different authors are

inconsistent; it is therefore, that only the roughest tendencies

can be established.
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Systematic investigations were carried out in our

laboratory V363 for the determination of (n,t) cross sections

at 14 MeV using tritium beta counting technique [373 which

renders possible to measure Cnt in the whole mass numbern,t
range. The measured 'n,t cross section values together

with literature data as a function of target atomic number

are presented in Fig.10.

A strongly decreasing tendency with increasing atomic

number can be seen in the data on which deviations arising

from individual properties of nuclei, are superimposed.

Further data are needed to prove the existence of a peak

near Z=26 proposed by Qaim et al. £ 381 (dashed curve in

Fig. 10).

As it can be seen in Fig.ll, if an (N-Z) /A

dependence exists at all similarly to other neutron

reactions, it is significantly weaker than in the case of

(n,p) and (n,o<) processes.

Measured (n,t) cross sections and their calculated

values using the statistical model are in the same order

of magnitude. The ratio of (n,t) and (n,3He) cross

sections for 59 Co and 103Rh does not agree with that

calculated on the basis of the statistical model. The

measured value is higher with about 5 order of magnitude,

which arise mostly from (n,3He) reaction. Although the

data are very scarce to derive information on the trends

and on the reaction mechanisms for ( n,t) and (n, 3 He)

reactions it seems that the direct effects /knock-out and

pick-up/ play much higher importance in the (n,3He)

reaction than in the (n,t) process.
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The existence of (n,2p) reaction was demonstrated

first by Lulic' et al. [39j and the cross sections were

determined for 7 nuclei. The observed, relatively high,

cross section values ranging from 25 to 60 /ib are

unexpected and in some cases much higher than the upper

limit given by others; therefore, it would be worthwhile

to repeat the measurements and complete the data.

4. Fission by fast neutrons

There are two simple new techniques which are available

for small laboratories for the study the nuclear fission,

namely the application of solid state track detectors /SSTD/

[40] and the Ge(Li) gamma spectrometry [41] . The former

has advantages in the determination of fission cross

sections and the angular distribution of fragments, while

the latter is preferable :in the study of mass and charge

distribution of fission products. More accurate determination

of fission data especially below and near the fission

threshold can be expected by using the SSTD.

A disadvantage of the SSTD method, the difficult

microscopy work, can be eliminated by the application of

the jumping spark counter for scanning.

The angular distribution of fission fragments can

yield information on the states belonging to the saddle

point. The effect of target nucleus spin Io on the

angular anisotropy A as a function of neutron energy

up to 0.7 MeV, has been studied by Smirenkin et al. [ 413

using glass detector. The A(E,Io) relationship for
23 3U, 2 35U and 239Pu was described by the statistical

theory of angular distribution of fission fragments. In
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the case of 239pu the angular anisotropy was determined [E42

for neutrons in the 0.05-7.2 MeV range. The critical energy

of phase transition and the energy gap were extracted from

the data.

Using polycarbonate SSTD detectors the energy dependence

of the anisotropy parameter has been measured near the

(n,2nf) threshold for 23 2Th, 235 U, 2 3 8 U, 2 37Np, 23 8pu,

23 9Pu and 241Am by many authors 1[43 - 45J. The values of

the anisotropy parameter exhibit maximum [43, 5447] between

14-15 MeV confirming the expectation of the Bohr-theory.

The measurement of Noelpp et al. [463 for the determination

of the 2 3 8 U(n,2nf) reaction time clearly demonstrates the

importance of SSTD technique in the application of low

energy accelerators in nuclear physics. An UO2 single

crystal was irradiated by 14.3 MeV neutrons in the arrangement

shown in Fig.12. Fields through the center of the shadows

of the two 1ll> -axes were integrated over asimuthal

angles, resulted the angular distributions of Fig.13 and

a value of about 5.10-16 s reaction time was deduced.

The determination of independent and cumulative yields

of fission fragments by the measurement of gamma spectra

using Ge(Li) detector is fast and accurate. The fact

that several gamma lines of the same isotope can be used

for the identification of fragments enhances the reliability

of this method. According to a present investigation [471

in our laboratory the main advantages of the Ge(Li) technique

can be summarized as follows: mass yields :. 0.5 % can be

determined, i.e. in the 82 A A 4 152 mass number region

for fast neutron induced fission; among these about 40-50

cumulative yields can be evaluated on the basis of the
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known nuclear data, which represent ~65 % of total fission

yields; the accuracy is about 1-3 % for fragments having a

few t - lines with intensities higher than 10 % /e.g. 132Te,

140Ba/, and so they can be used as standards in relative

measurements; from the analysis of complex decay curves

the independent and cumulative yields of the members of

a chain can be derived; the method is also applicable for

fragments having short half lives. The disadvantages of

the Ge(Li) method are: it cannot be applied for low yield

/ (0.5 %/ fragmenst; the evaluation of complex -- spectra

is difficult; in some cases the nuclear data are unknown

or inaccurate.

A typical evaluated gamma spectrum of 238U fission

fragments produced by 14 MeV neutrons is shown in Fig. 14.

For comparison the t -spectrum from natural uranium

is presented in Fig.15, too.

An evaluation £483 of fission product yields

/Fig.16/ of 238 produced by 14 MeV neutrons led to the

following conclusions: the mass distribution has a fine

structure in the heavy region, further data are needed

for the light peak and in the symmetric region to clear

up the existence and the origin of the fine structure and

the mechanism of the fission process. As it can be seen

in Fig.16 the mass yields measured by Ge(Li) spectrometer

/points/ are in good agreement with the gross trend of the

evaluated literature data /open circles/.

5. Remarks on the n,. reaction

Though accurate data are required by the nuclear

reaction theory to describe the radiative capture process,
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the case of 239pu the angular anisotropy was determined [421

for neutrons in the 0.05-7.2 MeV range. The critical energy

of phase transition and the energy gap were extracted from

the data.

Using polycarbonate SSTD detectors the energy dependence

of the anisotropy parameter has been measured near the

(n,2nf) threshold for 232 Th, 2 3 3U, 2 3 8U, 237Np, 23 8pu,

239 Pu and 241Am by many authors [ 43 - 453. The values of

the anisotropy parameter exhibit maximum [43, 44] between

14-15 MeV confirming the expectation of the Bohr-theory.

The measurement of Noelpp et al. [463 for the determination

of the 2 3 8 U(n,2nf) reaction time clearly demonstrates the

importance of SSTD technique in the application of low

energy accelerators in nuclear physics. An U02 single

crystal was irradiated by 14.3 MeV neutrons in the arrangement

shown in Fig.12. Fields through the center of the shadows

of the two <lll> -axes were integrated over asimuthal

angles, resulted the angular distributions of Fig.13 and

a value of about 5.10-1 6 s reaction time was deduced.

The determination of independent and cumulative yields

of fission fragments by the measurement of gamma spectra

using Ge(Li) detector is fast and accurate. The fact

that several gamma lines of the same isotope can be used

for the identification of fragments enhances the reliability

of this method. According to a present investigation [473

in our laboratory the main advantages of the Ge(Li) technique

can be summarized as follows: mass yields ;. 0.5 % can be

determined, i.e. in the 82 4 A 4 152 mass number region

for fast neutron induced fission; among these about 40-50

cumulative yields can be evaluated on the basis of the
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known nuclear data, which represent ~65 % of total fission

yields; the accuracy is about 1-3 % for fragments having a

few t - lines with intensities higher than 10 % /e.g. 132Te,

140Ba/, and so they can be used as standards in relative

measurements; from the analysis of complex decay curves

the independent and cumulative yields of the members of

a chain can be derived; the method is also applicable for

fragments having short half lives. The disadvantages of

the Ge(Li) method are: it cannot be applied for low yield

/ <0.5 $/ fragmenst; the evaluation of complex s--spectra

is difficult; in some cases the nuclear data are unknown
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A typical evaluated gamma spectrum of 238U fission

fragments produced by 14 MeV neutrons is shown in Fig. 14.

For comparison the t -spectrum from natural uranium

is presented in Fig.15, too.

An evaluation £483 of fission product yields

/Fig.16/ of 238U produced by 14 MeV neutrons led to the

following conclusions: the mass distribution has a fine

structure in the heavy region, further data are needed

for the light peak and in the symmetric region to clear

up the existence and the origin of the fine structure and

the mechanism of the fission process. As it can be seen

in Fig.16 the mass yields measured by Ge(Li) spectrometer

/points/ are in good agreement with the gross trend of the

evaluated literature data /open circles/.

5. Remarks on the n,s reaction

Though aecurate data are required by the nuclear

reaction theory to describe the radiative capture process,
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large discrepancies were observed {23 in the n,t cross

sections obtained by acvitation ( -act) and prompt gamma

( Cicnt) method. Starting from the assumption that

secondary neutrons - resulting from (n,n'), (n,2n), (n,pn)

processes in the sample, target backing and holder - influenced

the activation results, measurements with improved target -

sample arrangements were repeated in many laboratories.

The present results indicate the significant contribution

of secondary neutrons to some (n,-) cross sections. Some

of the authors l 49-513 found good agreement between ( t

and 5 a c t , while in other investigations C5X53] the

6ct are definitely higher than in except for magic

nuclei. In order to check the corrections applied for the

secondary neutrons and to establish the magnitude of ~-ray

cascades from the capture state to bound states through

unbound states, measurements were carried out in our

laboratory.

The details of irradiation geometry and target holder

are given in Fig.17. The dependence of the apparent activation

cross sections on copper target backing thickness and on

the sample thickness was measured for In and Au. A linear

dependence shown in Fig.18 was observed for all cases. Our

results for thin In detector Fig.19 do not support the

calculated [50] non-linear correction functions to eliminate

the effects of scattered neutrons, It was also found that

the contribution of room-scattered neutrons to the activity

is constant within 2 cm from the target and the sample

diameter dependence of activity is caused only by these

neutrons up to a few hundred mg/cm2 thickness. The corrected

cross sections for In and Au are about 2 mb, showing the

existence of the gamma de-excitation through unbound states.
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uile fact that O-- ; in some recent activation experiments

are in good agreement with ( - i n t , independently of the

applied corrections and of the experimental circumstances,

needs further measurements on the effect of secondary

neutrons. To solve the problem, method that would be

insensitive to the low energy neutrons is recommended,

namely using the nuclear recoil technique 54]* In (ni)

reaction the recoil energy of the residual nucleus for

14 MeV neutrons is more than one order of magnitude higher

than for about 1 MeV neutrons. Measuring the activity in

the sample and in a catcher foil as a function of sample

thickness, the excess activity caused by scattered neutrons

can be given. From the determination of the range of recoil

nuclei in the sample, the cross section and the energy of

neutrons that produced the (n,t)reaction, can simultaneously

be derived.
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Legends for figures

Fig.l Experimental and calculated differential elastic

scattering cross sections for N, Si, Fe and Bi.

Fig.2 Experimental and calculated total neutron cross

sections divided by the black-nucleus value as a

function of A1/ 3

Fig.3 Polarization in n-p scattering as a fun6tion

of neutron energy.

Fig.4 -n,2n/ - TE ratio vs. target atomic number at

14 MeV.

Fig.5 Reduced neutron spectrum for Fe at 14,4 MeV

incident energy.

Fig.6 Dependence of r- / [ on nuclear temperature

T for Fe.

Fig.7 Excitation functions for 105.h( n,) 103mRh

reaction.

Fig.8 Energy spectra of o< -particles from 1 4 7 Sm (n, os)

reaction at 14 and 18 MeV neutron energy. /Dashed

curve: results of pre-equilibrium calculations./

?ig.9 The experimental o< -particle spectra for 151 E(n,.)

reaction at 14 and 18 MeV. Solid, dashed and dotted

lines are the predictions of the knock-on,

pre-equilibrium and statistical model, respectively.
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Fig. 10 (nt) reaction cross sections at 14 MeV as a

function of atomic number

Fig.11 (n,t) cross sections vs. asymmetry parameter of

the target nuclei.

Fig. 12 Experimental arrangement for the measurement of

the 2 3 8 U(n,2nf) -reaction time.

Fig. 13 Angular distribution of the fission fragments

emerging from U02 single crystal.

Fig.14 Evaluated gamma spectrum of fission fragments

produced in 238U(n,f) reaction at 14.4 MeV.

Fig. 15 Evaluated gamma spectrum of-natural uranium.

Fig. 16 Fission product yields from Ge(Li) measurements

/points/ and from evaluations /open circles/.

Fig.17 Irradiation geometry for (n,i-) measurements.

Fig. 18 The dependence of apparent activation cross

section on the target backing thickness at 14 MeV.

Fig. 19 The dependence of apparent activation cross

section on the sample thickness at 14 MeV.
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PERSPECTIVES OF LOW ENERGY ACCELERATORS IN FAST NEUTRON CAPTURE

STUDIES

F. Cvelbar

J. Stefan Institute and Faculty for Natural Sciences and Techno-

logy, University of Ljubljana, Ljubljana, Yugoslavia

Abstract

The present status of research in the field of fast

neutron radiative capture is briefly described and perspectives

for future study are indicated. Special-attention is paid to

the measurements of prompt r-ray spectra and excitation func-

tions leading to the excitation of particular final states in

nuclei studied. Comparison of these data with the results of
the calculation on the basis of the semidirect capture theory

is discussed. The first results of the measurements of the angu-

lar distribution of capture V'-rays is considered from the theo-

retical and experimental point of view.

1. Introduction

Since the radiative capture of nucleons is due to the

electromagnetic interaction, which is well understood, one might

consider the study of this reaction the simplest way to learn

about the nuclear reaction mechanism and the details of nuclear
structure. Chargeless fast neutrons, as projectiles, should be

particularly favourable for this purpose. The fact, however,
that the capture cross section is rather low (1 mb at about
14 MeY neutron energy) and that the dipole strength distribution

is not well understood, make this simple minded picture less
atractive from the experimental as well as from the theoretical
point of view. It has only been in the last decade when experi-

mental techniques were improved and some insight was gained

into the giant dipole resonance that interest in radiative cap-
ture study snowballed.
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Experimental work in this field was initiated 1/! about

15 years ago using 14 MeV neutrons from the d+ t reaction. Ac-

tivation analysis cross sections have been measured Z2-4] and

later compared with integrated cross section values, 6int' de-
duced from prompt f-ray spectra [5-13. Considerable contribu-

tions have come from small laboratories but important progress

has been achieved during the last three years when excitation

functions for neutron capture to particular final states have

been measured in Los Alamos and Uppsala [14-17]7. The most recent

achievements in this field are the measurements of the angular
distribution Zila of 14 MeV neutron capture v-rays.

In what follows the experimental capture cross sections,

prompt T-ray spectra, excitation functions for capture into a

particular final state, and also the angular distribution of

prompt c-rays will be briefly discussed and compared with the

results of the semidirect capture theory. Perspectives for fu-

ture study are considered.

2. Capture cross section

It is a well known fact that there were for several

years strong discrepancies between activation cross sections

and integrated cross sections /8,13,197, the former being,

for 14 H-eV neutrons, in sose cases 10 tines higher than the

latter. This discrepancy was removed during recent years when

new and more precise measurements of the f6 ct data were per-

formed /20-25.7 These measurements showed that previously the
effect of the degraded neutrons had not been appropriately
accounted for. Due to the presence of these neutrons the acti-

vation capture cross sections depend strongly on the sample

dimensions, geometry of the neutron source, the target to

source distance etc. Corrected act data generally agree with

-lt data within the experimental errors which are in fact not
saall (Fig.l). Some authors [24/, however, claim that for non-

magic nuclei the actg values are definitely higher than the

e;nt values. For nuclei beyond mass number 40, values are con-
centrated arround 1 mb and are almost independent of mass num-
ber. For neutrons of energy below 14 MeV 7.nt. data do not exist,

but the available activation data, on the other hand, should
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certainly be remeasured and corrected for the afore mentioned

effect of the degraded neutrons.

3. b-ray spectra and excitation functions

The first capture f-ray spectra measured at 14 NeV neu-

tron energy were reported about ten years ago. Their high energy

end has been for several nuclei successfully compared with the

results of a calculation r11-13, 25-297 based on the semidirect

capture model [30-3'7 (see e.g. Fig.2) which takes into account

the effect of the dipole giant resonance on the capture process.
The contribution of the statistical process which is conside-

rable for light nuclei is absolutely negligible for medium and

heavy nuclei.

Most important from the theoretical point of view, however,

were experimental data on the excitation functions for radiati-

ve transitions to different final states -14-17, 27?. Data re-

ported by the Los Alamos group [l14 for the 208pb(n, )209pb

reaction are shown in Fig 3. Variable energy neutrons have been

provided from the reaction p + t using tandem Van de Graaff ac-
celerator.

As can be seen from Fig.3 the excitation functions reveal

the giant resonance behaviour for the ground state as well as

for excited state radiative transitions. In the limits of the

experimental errors, the resonances have a symmetric shape.

According to the Brink hypothesis [387 the giant dipole
resonances built on ground state and excited states of the
nucleus are in general similar but the latter are displaced
to higher excitation energies by just the amount of their exci-

tation energy Ef. One would expect the same (at least quali-
tatively) also for the excitation funtioions. As the peak energy

of the giant dipole resonance of 208Pb is 13.5 MeV and the

neutron binding energy for the lg9/2 g.s. and 2g7 /2 - 3d3/2
doublet being 3.94 MeV and 1.4 MeV respectively the peak of

the corresponding excitation functions should appear at 9.6 MeV

and 12.1 MeV neutron energy respectively. These values agree

very well with the experimental observation (Fig.3). A more

quantitative treatment of the excitation functions will be per-

formed within the limits of the semidirect capture theory.
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At this point it should be stated that among proton cap-
ture data there are several measurements of the excitation func-

tions, but they are usually limited to light nuclei in which the
intermediate structure generally shadows the giant dipole reso-

nance behaviour.

4. Semidirect capture theory

To make at least a rough quantitative analysis of the ex-
perimental (n,t) excitation functions one should make use of

some reaction model. We shall limit ourselves to the semidirect,
reaction model /52/A In this model the giant dipole resonance
is treated as a single state of the experimentally determined
energy ER and width r. The cross section for the transition
from the initial continuum state l\yp to the bound final state

\ f is proportional to the absolute square of the sum of two
terms;

Cif\K I \ lM ŽE Jr 3 -+ i ' /2

The first term represents the capture process in the average
nuclear potential (direct capture teram) the second term is

the contribution of a two step process via the folration of a
dipole state )D> which is excited due to the interact&pa H'
between the motion of incoming nucleon and the dipole state
collective motion. Symbols E and E an mean the total energy of
the initial compound system and the energy of the dipole giant
resonance built on different final states \ respectively. The
second term alone would yield the zymmi.etrical resonance shape

for the excitation function to any excited sstate, if the inte-
raction function H' is assumed to be real. The peak of such a
resonance appears at energy E~ which is, according to Brink hy-
pothesis, equal to E + . The complete expression, on the

other hand, with the direct term indluded, yields, due to the
interference effect, an asymmetric ercitation function. Inter-
ference is destructive below the resonance energy and construc-

tive above it. An example of such complete calculation is shown

in Pig.4.
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To remove the discrepancy between the theoretical and
experimental excitation functions, P9tokar /f7,397 recently
introduced the complex particle - dipole interaction function.
Results of his calculation fit well the experimental points of

Fig.3. The values of the new parameter - the imaginary part of
the symmetry potential - whidh are used to obtain the best fit
are in rather good agreement with the data obtained from other
reactions. This means that the new parameter, which is in fact
closely connected with the imaginary part of the isospin term
of the optical potential, is not introduced as a free parame-
ter but has some physical meaning.

5. Angular distribution of neutron capture --rays

In the region of excitation energy corresponding to the
giant dipole resonance there has been available until very
recently only data about the angular distribution of proton
capture c-rays. No calculations in the frame of the semidi-
rect capture model have been reported before. This year both
the experimental [187 and calculated AQ7 data for angular
distribution of fast neutron capture J-rays were reported.

While the experimental data are limited to 14 MeV neutron energy,
the calculations treat the broad energy region from few MeV to
about 22 MeV.

Results of experimental [16] angular distribution of
i-rays from the reactions lOB(n,go)11B, 120(n, o)13C,
28Si(n, 1)29Si and 40Ca(n, )41 Ca are presented in Table 1,
and indicate a rather isotropic angular C-ray distribution. Cor-
responding angular distribution calculations on the basis of the
semidirect model have not yet been performed. For the sake of
completeness the calculated data for the a 2 coefficient from the
expansion

mi A1 + an P (cos ))
1

for 88Sr(n,)i8 9Sr reaction are presented in Fig.5 as a function
of neutron energy. From Fig.5 it follows that an a 2 value not
much different from zero for 14 MeV neutron capture to a high
spin state should be expected. This result is not in contradicti-
On to the experimental a2 value for 4 0Ca(n, o)4 1Ca in which the
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lif7/2 state is populated. Let us mention in this connection that

4a is probably the lightest nucleus for which the semidirect

capture model in its present formulation could be safely applied.

6. Perspectives of' fast neutron capture studies

6.1 Capitze spectra measureRenats

So far the main contributions to capture t -ray spectra
msasurements refer to 14 MeV d + t neutrons. The detectors used
were NaJ(Tl) crystal spectrometer of different dimensions /12,147.

The geometry used by the Bordeau-x group £l27 is shown in Fig.6.

The Los Alamos measurements /147 were performed using the NaJ(Tl)

crystal combined with an anticoincidence shield (Fig.7). To re-

duce the background signal a time of flight discrimination tech-

nique is usually applied 1..2,14. One of the best examples of

the spectra obtained with and without the sample is shown in

Fig.8. For measurements of the spectra integrated over the

whole solid angle a special telescopic scintillation pair spec-

trometer /6,41] has been constructed (Fig.9). The resolution
obtained in all the spectrometers is usually about 10 %.

The high energy part of the measured spectra is usually
in satisfactory agreement /1l-15, 25-297 with the results of

thesscaidirect capture theory. For a comparison at lower $j-ray
energies more data about spectromeopic factors should be avai-

In the future effort should be concentrated on an impro-
vement of the resolution i.t order to separate the transitions
tG different final states. In this connection one should men-
tion that the first successful measurements with a Ge(Li) de-
tector have been performed at Los Alamos /Q2/ Reducing the

background one could also study more exactly transitions to
levels neaxr t-o the neutron threshold.

Spectra measured with the improved technique could be

1m*ore reliably compared with the results of the semidirect cap-
tur Lo.del. One should not study only the transition to the
levels having strong single particle character but also the
transitions to the collective levels, Having in addition the
possibility to change the neutron energy one could search for
the detailes tf the giant resonances built on highly excited
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states. With neutrons of the energy below 10 MeV, which are
available with low energy accelerators one enters into the area
of research where little study has been done in the past. In
this region besides the semidirect capture contribution also
statistical processes may play an important role.

6.2 Angular distribution measurements

Angular distribution measurements mentioned before were
performed at Los Alamos this yeas /18]. The experimental set

up is shown in Fig.10. Neutrons are produced by bombarding a

gas deuterium target with 1.3 MeV protons. The axis of the
spectrometer is perpendicular to the deuteron beam. In this

way the detector is most effectively shielded against the back-
ground generated in the neutron producing target. The neutron -

r-ray angle is varied by displacement of the r-ray target
along the spectrometer axis, the f-ray producing target -
detector distance being kept constant by axial displacement of
the latter. The neutron and d-ray collimator is not moved,
which is an important advantage of this system as compared to,
the other possible arrangements. In addition the background
signal is practically independent of angle.

Results of the angular distribution of the capture y-rays
are important from two points of view. i) The data of the a 2
coefficient can be compared to the one calculated from the se-
midirect model. It follows from Fig.6 and some other prelimi-
nary investigations, that the a2 value for the radiative tran-
sitions to high spin levels depends rather strongly on the ap-
proach used in the semidirect calculation 407Q. Experimental
determination of a2 - possibly measured ± several neutron
energies - can therefore tell us about the adequancy of the
approximations introduced into the semidirect capture model.
ii) The data about the a, and a 3 coefficient which follows
from the fore-aft asymmetry are highbly sensitive to the con-
tribution of the quadrupole collective excitation and are the-
refore of great help in looking for the quadrupole giant reso-
nance. It must be underlined here that in the proton capture
reaction the contribution of collective excitations is scre-
ened by dynamic quadrupole effects /4437 which enter due to the
charge of the proton. Authors of the data reported in Table 1
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claime t18r that the values of a1 and a 3 are in qualitative

agreement with expectation i.e. the fore-aft asymmetry in

14 MeV neutron capture /-ray angular distribution is smaller

than that observed in the proton capture. To learn more about

this problem we need additional measurements and also theoreti-

cal investigations at different neutron energies throughout the

periodic table.

7. Conclusion

From what it has been discussed, it can be concluded that

in spite of a growing interest of experimentalists as well as

theoreticians in studying the radiative capture of fast neutrons

there are still many problems to be solved. While complete exci-

tation function measurements can be mcde only in well equipped

laboratories some parts of them combined with angular distribu-

tion measurements could be studied very efficiently also in

small laboratories equiped with low energy accelerators. To ob-

tain relevant results one should combine a low energy accelera-

tor with a rather sophisticated F-ray spectrometer (anti-Compton

NaJ(T1), Ge-Li) and a fast time of flight backgrolud discrimina-

ting system. Using such equipment one is not limited only to the

region of say 12 MeV do 18 MeV neutron energy (reached by e.g.

2 MeV deuterons bombarding a tritium target) but can also study

the capture reaction in the few MeV region by d + d neutrons. In

the former case, due to the associated alpha particles, the ac-

celerator does not need to be pulsed. In the few MeV region,

besides the spectra and angular distribution measurements one

should, in the light of the results obtained at 14 NeV neutron

energy, recommend also measurements of activation data.
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Figure Captions

Fig.1 14-15 MeV neutron radiative capture cross sections
as a function of mass number - Cvelbar [6-10], Dinter [117
Drake /191, Bigaud r12,13,22j, Knmtele [20], Ponnert /21/
Vuletin /23j.

Fig.2 Experimental spectrum of prompt (-rays from the radiative
capture of 14 MeV neutrons in 0Ca compared with the spec-
trum,calculated according to the complex coupling interac-
tion approach to the semidirect theory for radiative nuc-
leon capture. The dashed curve shows spectrum intensity
predicted by statistical theory J37].

Fig.3 Experimental excitation functions foron,) reaction to
particular single particle states of 209Pb compared with the
prediction of the direct-semidirect theory according to the
approach, using a complex particle-nucleus coupling inte-
raction function (V 1 = 75 MeV, W1 = 140 MeV) and experimen-
tal values for the giant resonance parameters [37].

tke
Fig.4 Experimental excitation functions forY(n, ) reaction to

2g9/2 in 209Pb, compared with the results of the complete
direct-semidirect (DSD) calculation based on the approach
of Zimanyi et al.343, Clement et al. [32 and the semidirect
calculation (SD) according to Clement et al- 32].

Fig.5 Coefficient a2 of the 8 8Sr(n,{)89Sr reaction populating
the 2d 5 /2 and lg9 /2 level, as calculated according to the
semidirect capture model using the real particle vibration
interaction function of Clement et al (CLR) [521 the
complex particle vibration interaction function of Potokar
(Complex P) [573. For the sake of compleXness the
result obtained from the simple direct capture model is also
presented

Fig.6 Experimental arrangement fa the measurements of the
prompt p-ray spectra from the radiative capture of
14 MeV neutrons in Bordeaux 1A27.
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Fig. 7 Schematic layout of the experimental arrangement for the
208pb(n,)209pnb measurements in Los Alamos /14/.

Fig.8 An example of the spectra obtained at E n * 11.2 MeV

with and without the 208b sample. Using the spectrome-
ter from Fig.7. All errors shown are just those due to

statistics /14/.

Fig.9 A telescopic scintillation pair spectrometer used for

measurement of the 14 HeV neutron capture f-ray spectra.

Spectra are integrated over solid angle of 4¶ (spherical

samples for light nuclei) or over solid angle of 27

(hemispherical sample for heavy nuclei).[6,/ t.1,

Fig.lO A section through the apparatus for measuring (n,r) angua

lar distributions taken in the plane perpendicular to

the triton beam hitting the deuterium neutron production

target. The angle eny is varied by displacing the capture

target left or right in this plane.iIfJ.

Table 1

Results of the angular distribution measurements of 14 MeV

neutron capture Y-rays

Reaction E ( IMeV) a 2 A = 0.57 al-0.39 a 3

10E(In, ff )13 225 -0.44 ± 0.28 0.05 + 0.08

C2 (1r, )13e 18 -0.08 ± 0.18 -0.15 ± 0.06

29,Sin, )3 0 Si 24 - 25 0.20 + 0.24 0.04 ± 0.10

40Ca(no)41 a 22 0.03 + 0.20 -0.06 - 0.08Cai-.0.0
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NEUTRON-INDUCED MULTIEPARbTICIB BREAK-UP OF
LIGHT NUCLEI IN NUCIEAR EMD;LSIONS

B. AiNTOIKOVI6
Institute 0"Buder Bogkovi6", Zagreb, Yugoslavia

Abstract

The paper reviews the investigation of three- and
four-particle break-up reactions induced by neutrons
on light nuclei. These studies can be performed with
low-voltage accelerators and by the nuclear-emulsion
technique accessible even to institutions restricted
in facilities and research funds.

The following topics are discussed:
- Interest of such a study from the fundamental

as well as applied points of view.
- Description of the nuclear-emulsion technique,

and data processing of a "stored experiment".
-Experimental features of the kinematically

complete experiment and representation of
data by generalized Dalitz diagrams, illustrat-
ed by several representative correlation
spectra of the neutron-induced multiparticle
break-up reactions on light nuclei.

- Comparison of the nuclear-emulsion technique
with respect to the other measuring techniques
both to the character of data and to the costs
they impose.

1. INTRODUCTION
Nuclear collision phenomena leading to more than two

particles in the final state have recently received a
great deal of attention owing to their fundamental as well
as applied aspects. Because of the small separation ener-
gies of nucleons and clusters of nucleons in light nuclei,
these reactions could be investigated even at neutron
energies attainable with low-energy accelerator facilities.

Complete determination of the reaction kinematics in
nuclear collisions involving three or more particles in the
final state requires correlation measurements of two or
even more outgoing particles. Such experiments impose a
considerably larger complexity of measurements than those
which imply the detection of a single reaction product.
Especially, the time necessary for accumulation of a suf-
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floient smount of data increases by more than one order of
magsnitudeo ia elation to standard measurements in nuclear
phTyics, ©a seen from fig. 1 [1]3 The interest in such ex-
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four or more particles is visible as a star with as many
prongs as there are charged particles involved in the
decay, and thus the counting rate of the correlation
measurement is not dependent on the number of particles
in the final state.

It is worthwhile to mention that the visual-detector
technique from its very beginning has been widely ap-
plied in high-energy physics and that many of the new
unstable particles owe their discovery to the exploita-
tion of such detectors. By adopting this technique in
multiparticle break-up studies at low energies, one
naturally follows the same experimental procedure as the
high-energy physicist does, since in both fields one
deals with correlation measurements of multiparticle
disintegrations,

Nuclear emulsions are well suited for multiparticle
break-up studies. Owing to their composition, nuclear
emulsions can be used as targets for several light
nuclei, such as 120, 1 4 N, and 0. Since lithium- and
boron-loaded emulsions are also commercially available,
almost the whole region of light elements can be covered
(the exception being hydrogen and helium isotopes) and
many of the reactions listed in table I can be studied.

TABIa I

Reaction Q-alue

n + 6Li - n + d + L -1.48 MeV

n + 7Li n + t + -2.47 MeV

n + 10B .t + a + 0.23 MeV

* d + n a+a -5.93 MeV

an + 2itn +, a + a + a -7.27 MeV

n + 1 N . + + 7+ i -8.82 MeV

- a + a t, + t -11.29 MeV

n 0r + - n + + ++ a -14.44 MeV

2. INTEREST IN THE STUDY OF NEUTRON-INDUOED MULTIPARTIOB
BREAK-UP REAOTIONS

2.1. ]ndamena!eeagchPbems
According to the well-established experimental

features [4 ) , multiparticle break-up mechanisms fall
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essentially into two main categories:
i) SEQUETIAL DOEAY. A large amount of experimental data
reveal pronounced intensity maxima at particular values
of the relative energy of two particles in the multi-
particle exit channel, This indicates the existence of
strong resonances between pairs of particles and the for-
mation of an intermediate unstable state of specific
internal energy.

In the case of the three-body decay such a break-up
process csa aSchematically be written in the form

a+A 1 + (Jk) ,
( 31 + k .

However, the separation of the process into two distinct
steps holds i- the intermediate metastable state (ak)
lives long enough for the first emitted particle i to be
off the interaction domain of the remaining pair of in-
teracting particles j and k.

The cross section for the process can be written as
a product of two terms [5,6]. The first term

*1<(W)¥ +iH'| a+A> 12

is responsible for the a,A -> t,(jl) process and describes
the primary interaction. The second term describes the
strong final-state interaction (I8) of the two particles
in which the intermediate state decays* This term is
given by the energy derivative of the phase shifts of the
particles J and k"

d6

, dB 

It is generally assumed that the primary interaction
does not depend Upon the relative energy of the. two strong-
ly interacting particles, or the dependence is smooth;
hence, the cross section is dominated by the second term.

If the exit' channel consists of at least two equal
particles (say, ii and ), interference effects may occur
[73. Because of the lndiscernability of those two particles,
the transition amplitude has to be symmetric with respect
to the exchene 'of these particles. The coherent sum of
two terms, t and t , (provided the angular momentum
associated wifthe relatve motion of-the first emitted
particle with respect to the centre of mass of the other
two is even; otherwise also the terms t k and tk.-,11r3 dt***
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contribute) introduces interference effects. These effects
are most pronounced at the kinematical loci where two
bands of relative energies corr esponding to the particular
resonance intercept. Interference effects can significant-
ly change the Breit-Wigner width of the resonance.
ii) QUASIFEE SOATTERING. Experimental data corresponding

to particular values of momentum-
~a>> _ ^^--j transfer variables refer to the

reaction process known as quasi-
free scattering. In this process,

a as seen from the graph in fig. 2,
the target nucleus is thought of

A - i ss as having two constituents
A = i+j, only one of them (j, for

Pig.2. Graph of the example) interacting With the
quasifree process., . , bombarding particle. i-eTe other

.,constituent acts as a spectator
in the process and therefore retains the same momentum as
it had in the initial state. Since the target nucleus is at
rest, the twoq cluste w have the same but opposite momenta,
their distributions being relevant to the internal motion
of these clusteras. In order that particle i be a true
spectator, it is neeessaxy that the wavelength of the re-
lative motion of particles a and A be smaller than the
average separation of clusters i and j in the target
nucleus.

Apart from some kinematical factors the cross see-
tion for the process is given by two terms. The one is as-
sociated with; the A -> i,j vertex and is described by the
Fourier transform of the internal wave function of the
target nucleus $(p)I|.-Te other term is the contribution
from the j'a -* 3,a vertex and is responsible for the off-
energy-shell scattering dOj, a of the interacting par-
ticles. ja off

Sequential-decay and quasifree-scattering processes
are essentially governed by the two-body dynamics, and
both exhibit large 'itensity~ maxima in small regions of
the momentum space. These two processes are thus well
distinguished from the simultaneous break-up process

a + A- i + J + ,

in which there is no interaction between the particles in
the exit channel, and the events are uniformly distributed
throughout the whole momentum space, leading to single-
particle spectra of the statistical shape.

Several kinds of higher-order processes are also pos-
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sible; one of them is presented
k in fig. 3. This is a resoatter-

ak ^ inrg phenomenon occurring when
J the velocity and direction of

A--^ t one of the exit particles is
such as to make it possible to
catch and rescatter on the
other particle. The complexity

3Lg.3. Graph of the re- of this as well as other higher-
scattering process. order processes rises oonsider-

ably because of the increased
number of vertices, as seen in the graph representation in
fig. 3.

This summary shows that the reasons for the great
interest in these reactions are:

- understanding of reaction mechanisms,
- interactions between unstable particles,
- study of off-enorgy-shell effects,
- spectroscopic data (energy, spin, and parity),

e.g., on some highly excited states that could
hardly be reached in other processes,

- different aspects of nuclear-structure problems,
such as cluster structure and internal wave func-
tions of clustered nuclei.

2.2, Applications
There are several fields where nuclear data on

neutron-induced reactions on light nuclei are applied.
Since multiparticle break-up processes induced by neutrons
have large cross sections (see Table II for 14-MeV neutron
data), which are almost comparable with elastic-scattering
cross sections, it is important that the data on these
reactions be as accurate as possible.

TABLE II

Element o-total (b) obreak-2u(b) Reaction

6Li 1.40+0.05 0.30t0.05 (n,da)n
7Li 1.45±0.03 0.31±0.04 (n,ta)n

10B 1.47+0.03 o010+0.02 (n,2a)t
0.13+0.02 (n,2a)dn

12 1.32±0.02 0.23+0.05 (n,3a)n
14X 1.59+0.03 0.06 (n,2a)7L
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i) NUCLEAR POWER. Problems arising in connectioa ith
the development of research programmes on controlled
thermonuclear fusion have made it necessary to collect
neutron data in a more extended energy range than was
the case in fission reactors. While for the latter,
neutron data are required in an energy range from
thermal energies to approximately 5 MeV, for thermo-
nuclear reactions this range has to be extended up to
14 MeV. The reason for this is the basic neutron-produc-
ing fusion process

d + T -* n + 4e, Q m 17.586 MeV ,
in which 14-MeV neutrons are produced. The main inter-
actions between neutrons and matter are concentrated in
the "breeding blanket", In addition to the conversion o:?
the kinetic energy of-thermonuclear neutrons to thermal
energies by their moderation and absorption, the regenera-
tion of tritltm also takes place, Neutron-absorbing and
fuel-breeding reactions are

6 1 + n - + 4 e Q = 4o78 MeV,
7 Li + n -T + 4 + n Q = -2.47 MeV .

The second one can be produced only by fast neutrons, but
its advantage is that the formation of the tritium nucleus
does not entail the disappearance of the neutron which may
take part in further interactions.

The number of technological factors limits the appli-
cation of moderating materials to only a few of them,
the most likely being graphite and 7beryllium.

It is thus obvious that Li, Li, and 120 play an m-
portant role in reactors based on a fusion procoss (thermo-
nuclear and hybrid reactors) and that besides neutron
elastic- and inelastic-scattering multipartiole break-up
reactions contribute considerably within the existing reac-
tion chains. For a higher energy range, particularly
between 8 and 13 MeV, the information on these reactions
are rather scarce (the lack of 'data an the i(n,nt)PHe
rbaction is the most serious problem in view of the im-
portance of this reaction for thermonuclear reactors).
Demands for these data can therefore be found in several
individual reports [8] and compilations of requests for
nuclear cross-section measurements [93.
ii) RADIOBIOLOGY AND RDIOTWERAPY, Neutron irradiation in
expected to be more effective in cancer therapy, since
charged secondaries - protons and other densely ionizing
particles - have the increased ability to kill hypoxic
tumor cells with respect to electrons and X rays.
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2isasue contaia.s mostly light elements H, 0, N,
and 0. Although elastic scattering is a predominant process
(especially that on the hydrogen content of tissue),
inelastic scattering and reactions may also occur in
tissue and contribute to the dose depending on relevant
cross sections, 

3. NUCLBAR-SfOUSION 2TECHNIQUE

3.1. Oharacteorintic of Nulear Emulsionl
Nuclar emulo consin ns of a high ooncentration of

ailver halide cryestls embedded in a matrix of gelatine.
In traverseig this ncodita charged particles activate many
of AgBr crystals on their path. kuring the processing
these are converted to Ag grains, forming a track and thus
making visible the trajectory of the particle, Neutral
particles, neutrons ad gamta can also be detected, but
only by mean3 of charged seoondariel (such as recoil pro-
tons or electron pairs in neutron or ,gaima detection,
respectively).

2uc-lsr-e-6rra ic is a $emne madira (nearly 4 g/cm3

under norsal condiitions), ith a continuous sensitivity
and with a high stopping power, about 1800 t ies that of
air unde3r nors8al conditions. The miicroscopic length of the
trasck akes it possible to rGecord a great deal of infora-
tion in a small volune Nuaclear emulsion in thus a very
small, light, ad l3ozible detaotor system.

In traversing noloar emulsion the ,harged particle
loses its energy by tho ionistion process. If the particle
is stopped in the emulsioan its residual range R is the
precise indez of the energy 2E, *:-E relations are available
for tvarioua particles ad types of ulsaiona [1115]. H-E
relations can also be calculated theorQeically, provided
the composition of the enmulsion is Bkown.. The developed
grain density along the track serves as a measure of the
ionization power of the pwartclse ad is useful in differentiat-
ing trajectories producad by particles differing in charge
and mass, Particle identifitction cm be obtainod by measur-
ing the ionisation, ram aF nd multiple Coulomb scattering.
This procedure holds for long, high-energetic tracks, but
it is not very reliable in low--energy nuclear physics, where
relatively short tracks are produced, In such a situation
one is linked to the kinematical features of the reaction in
question, and calcnlTtr ions based on the energy and momentum
balance consz' ains, 

A more comprhsnseive review of the method with references
to the literature will 'be found in [lOflJ.
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iuclear emulsions are commiercially available (Ilford,
Eastman Kodak, NLFI, etc.) in a wide range of sensitivity
depending on the kind and energy of the particles that
are to be recorded. They are produced as plates or as
emulsion film without support, i.e., pellicles. The latter
are used in stacks and serve in the investigation of high-
energetic particles which form tracks of several milli-
meters and longer. Nuclear plates are also supplied
loaded with lithium and boron. They are available in
thicknesses from 100 p to 1200 m *

In investigations with accelerators it is generally
possible to accumulate a great deal of information in a
relatively short time. Several scattering cameras have
been used [12,133 to study the energy and angular distribu-
tions of charged particles created in the reaction which
takes place in an exterior radiator-target. In this case
charged particles have to be followed from the surface
of the emulsion to its stopping point. Nuclear emulsion
is, however, widely used simultaneously as a radiator and
detector. Such an arrngement can be used when nuclei
to be studied are constituents of the emulsion compoundA
Table III shows a list of elements present in the emulsion
and their respective densities. This table also shows the
dominant nuclear reactions (type, cross section and Q value)
produced in the emulsion under the bombardment with 14-PMe
neutrons. The last column gives the relative frequencies of
these reactions with respect to neutron elastic scattering

TABS III

Element P (g/n3) Reactioa ab) Q(Mey) n-)r

Ag 1.817 10 Ag(n,p) 12.5 -0.328 29.8

Br 1.324 79Br(na) 10.0 1.798 24.3

(Br (, a) 100.0 0.631 237.8

I 0.052 127I(n,p) 230.0 0.092 26.6

127I(na) 180.0 4.291 20.8

0 0.277 120(n,3a) 230.0 -7.28 1523.0

H 0.053 (n,p) 650.0 10000.0

0 0.249 1 6 (n,p) 89.0 -9.603 401.5

160(na) 310.0 -2.202 1398.4

I 00.074 14 (na) 100.0 -0.155 152.7
1 4N(n,2a) 58.0 -8.823 88.5

S 0.007 328(u,p) 370.0 -0.926 22.0
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on the hydrogen content of the emulsion [14]. As seen from
table III, the latter largely exceeds all other processes.
Recoil protons resulting in neutron elastic scattering on
hydrogen are frequently used for the spectroscopy of
monoenergetic as well as nonmonoenergetio neutron sources )

In the radiator-detector arrangement reaction products
are randomly distributed throughout the whole volume of the
emulsion and may exercise all possible directions. A 4r
geometry thus realized has several favourable features, the
most important being that the data of the whole angular
distribution are gathered simultaneously and hence are
directly normalized.

3.2. Epoure and Procs
The conditiosunder which nuclear emulsions can be

exposed are diverse and depend on the particular experiment
to be performed, In general, emulsions should be embedded
in a light tight box and kept on a holder which enables
precise alignment of the plate with the incoming beam. The
environmental conditions at the time of exposure (tempe-
rature, relative hamidity, etc.) should be controlled,
since they can alter the range-energy relations.

There are may different procedures in use for develop-
ing nuclear emulsions. Since nuclear emulsions are used in
layers much thicker than those of normal photographic ma-
terials, special precautions should be taken to obtain
uniform development throughout the layer. In general, the
development occurring whilst the developer is diffusing
into the emulsion must be negligible compared with the
total development. With layers 100 m or leas this result
may be achieved by using a dilute developer, with or
without preliminary soaking in distilled water. For emulsions
thicker than 100 m the "temperature-cycle" [16] method is
most frequently used. By this method the developer is cool-
ed to a temperature at which it is inactive, and the emul-
sion is kept there until the developer penetrates the
emulsion. The developer is then allowed to reach the re-
quired temperature for actual development. M the next
stages the plates are placed consecutively into a stop bath,
fixing agent, end finally are washed and dried. A large
number of possible combinations of ingredients, concentra-
tions, temperatures, and times used in the development of
plates [10,113 gives satisfactory results. After this pro-
cedure the plates become transparent and can be viewed
under the microscope.

A helpful laboratory handbook of neutron spectroscopy
with nuclear emulsions has been prepared by Allred and
Armstrong [15).
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3.3. Nuclear-Track Xicroscopes
In recent years several manufacturers (Leitz, Coock,

Koristka, etc.) have developed microscopes suitable for
scanning and measurement of events registered in nuclear
emulsions. Distinctive features by which these microscopes
differ from the standard ones are small "stage noise", i.e.,
precise rectilinearity of the stage movement, large working
distance of the objectives, a large mechanical stage, screw
micrometers for measurements of the three-dimensional move-
ment of the stage,abuilt-in system for illumination, etc.

To avoid the eye strain during scanning, binocular
microscopes are used. They are equipped with several ob-
jectives ranging in focal length from 2 to 16 mm and in
magnification from approximately 10 to 100, the latter
being of the immersion type with high numerical aperture.

The mechanical stages of microscopes are equipped
with Cartesian coordinates for location of tracks, but
more precise micrometer screws can be attached for range
measurement. For the latter, various eyepiece scales and
reticules are also used. The depth is determined with an
engraved fine focusing knob, or by a dial gauge. An eyepiece
goniometer is required for measurement of angles.

3.4. Scanning and Processing of Data - "Stored Experiment"
In the scanning procedure the emulsion is analysed

stripwise (the width of the strip is generally defined by
the eyepiece reticule, while the length is arbitrary). All
events that satisfy the predetermined criteria (such as
single track, star event, track having definite direction,
etc.) specified by the type of experiment, are measured and
recorded, providing a catalog of data, which can be called
upon later.

The measurement consists in determining the projected
particle range, depth difference of the two end points of
the track, or a segment of track and the angle of the track
which it forms with an arbitrary direction, usually the
direction of the-incoming beam. Before performing calcula-
tions, the vertical component of the track has to be
multiplied by the "shrinkage factor" which accounts for the
shrinkage of the emulsion during the processing procedure.
It is given by the ratio of thicknesses of the emulsion
before and after the exposure, and is roughly equal to 2.4.

On the basis of the measured data the true length
(the residual range) of the track and its spatial orienta-
tion can be calculated. If the type of the particle is
known, the range-energy relations will enable us to obtain
the corresponding energy of the particle producing the
track, such that the complete kinematics of the particle
will be known.
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In the study of multiparticle break-up reactions the
scanning of plates involves only star events, i.e., events
where two, threeor more charged particles originate from
a common vertex. Fig. 4 shows a photomicrograph of several

' ' IS1 'I.^ ..,

multiparticle break-up events. The complete definition

of the reaction kinematics is achieved by measuring each
track length, the angle it forms with an arbitrary direc-
tion and the depth differences. The data thus obtained are
registered and stored on data tapes. Data tapes in general
contain information on different reaction processes. A spe-
cific reaction is sorted out using a computer code to pick
out and analyse the data which satisfy the kinematics of
the corresponding reaction. The main advantage of such a
"s tored experiment" is that the evaluatio n of the data
may be repeated whenever a change of the selected experi-
mental criteria or the kind of analysis is made. With the

help of various computer codes various "experiments are
possible, exploiting thmesame data tape r

Since the discrimination between different kinds of
particles is not possible on the basis of data obtained by
measurements, particle identification is performed by a
calculation procedure,,taking into account the energy- and
momentum-conservation constraints for all possible codbina-momtentum-conservation constraints for all possible comb~ina-
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tions of particles In the exit channel [173. Folding the
ra~e-energy relations for different particles and para-
meters of the particular reaction (Q, B and masses
of particles involved in the reaction) as input data, the
computer programme checks which of the combination of
particles,, if any, is responsible for the event, and at-
tributes the corresponding particle to each prong of the
star. The events satisfying the predetermined kinematical
conditions are then forwarded to the routine, which cal-
culates all kinematical variables necessary for further
analysis. The flow chart of such a programme is shown in
fig. 5. The output of this programme contains a data summary

Fig.5. Flow chart diagram for the raw-data analysis of
the multiparticle break-up reaction P.73.

and includes all variables interesting for the analysis
of the particular reaction (for example, direction cosines,
energies, relative energies, etc.).

The major programme is the final one which examines
the data-summary tapes and produces various kinds of dis-
plays. With the aid of this programme the data are sorted
with respect to those variables which are expected to ex-
hibit specific features characteristic of the reaction
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under investigation.

4. EXPERIMENTAL FRATURES OF A KIEATIAILY CONIPLETE
EXPERIMENT

4,1. Kinematics
For an ampolarized nuclear system the kinematics of

the nuclear reaction depends on 3N-10 independent kine-
matical variables ( i-s the total number of particles in
the entrance and exit channel). For complete definition
of a three-particle break-up event, 5 independent kine-
matical variables are necessary. This number rises to
8 in the case of a four-body break-up. Since the measure-
ment of one particle energy and direction yields three
independent variables, one is inevitably faced with a cor-
relation measurement of two (three-body decay) or even
three (four-body decay) exit particles.

If the three-body break-up process

a+A -i+J+k

is described in the laboratory system, where ex measures
the angle between the momentum of particle x, P , and the
beam axis coinciding with the z axis, and x measures the
angle about the beam axis from the plane containing the
beam axis and the x axis, the conservation of the momentum
yields

P a Pxcos0 x (a component) ,

0 - P sina e sins x (y component),

x=i,j,k

O = Psin ex cos x (x component) 

x=i,j,k

Applying the energy conservation, one obtains

2 2
P P

a S x 
x=i^,,k

Eliminating Pk, ea and d solving P as a function of
Pi. for a fied et of angular variables (i.e., for a fix-
ed direction of particles), one obtains
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Pig.6. Einematical loci for the 7 Li(n,nt)4 He reaction at
14.4 MoT, a) in the laboratory system and for different
sets of angles under coplanar condition, and b) in the
oentre-of-maes system.

-3 + fB2_4O

2A
where

1A[ 1

B co[.. e -pon 

= 1 1 21] + 2a0k 28aa i 2x 2m% mk

s it the angle between the directions of the two parti-
cits, given by

eJ= coo eioose.+ainei .inejcoa(%-r.)

and the other symbols are selfexplanatory.
Some examples of the kinematical loci for the

i(n, tn)4He reaction at 14.4 MeV are shown in fig. 6a.
In the centre-of-iass system the energy and momentum

balance are expressed by

e a +Q e + e + e k ,

O= + p + , 

where ea is the total energy of the system (a+A) given by
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mABA/(a,+mA). Sine®
2 2 22pp 0c

Pk -= Pt + * iP 0e 8 isj '

the elimination of the variables of particle k yields

e+Q = e. [1 + + [+ i 3 + r e / CJ08
a sic mk "k

(4.1.1)
where

CmIB cm cm em m
coB ei. cos + 0am e si oos e cost(.-m) ,

(4.1.2)
Fig. 6b shows the e versus e plot for the

Li(n,nt)4He reaction in the centra-of-mas aystem at
14.4 MeT. All kinematically available events are constrain-
ed within the curves given by (41.1l) when cos e takes
extreme values 

coo ±e 1 . (4.1.3)
4 -

It can be seen that in the centre-of-mass system the e
versus c dependence is expressed by a single parameter
ea,. 1

4.2. Analysis and Representation of Data
To perform the analysis of nuclear reactions involv-

ung a multptipricle final state, a multidimensional-
parameter space is required. The problem of displaying
data encountered difficulties even for three exit particles
and hence different isometric plots, i.e., parametric re-
presentations were usually used to present the data. This
was found to be the most direct way of handling the data
collected at discrete pairs of angles, as measured in a
two-counter experiment. However, this proeedure was not
found convenient for representing a distribution of events
randomly oriented in space, which was the case in visual
detectors*

To make the analysis of the three-body break-up data
more straightforward, 0. Zupani6 stated [ 183 already 10
years ago: "... it would probably be desirable to trans-
form the data to a set of more "basic" independent va-
riables instead of T 3 , e39 e4, and '. example are va-
riables of the form ) which have oile
physical meaning. If both particles i and j are outgoing,

(1/2) (i j)2 (p=mim/(mi+mn) being the reduced mass) is
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the internal energy of the two-body system formed by them.
If i is an incoming particle2 and j an outgoing particle of
the saame mass ami mI(i-_ ) is the square of momentum
transfer between themi; n he latter case the term particle
should include constituents of composite incoming or out-
going particle. It is possible to ohoose such variables
or some simple functions of them in such a way that a ge-
neralized Dalitz plot with simple boundaries and a con-
stant phase-space density arises. ... While it may in the
future become possible to proceed in this way with the aim
of experimentally finding the most salient characteristio
of a three-particle reaction this procedure is certainly
prohibitively time consuming at present."

The procedure recommended by C. Zupandi6 has already
been used in high-energy physics. Nowadays, however, it
also find its application in low-energy physios, because
the statement about prohibitively time-consuming experi-
ments does not hold any longer. It is obvious that the Da-
lits-diagram representation is meanngful only when a
large portion of the available momentum space is explored
in the experiment. However, the latter condition is met
by large arrays of counters developed recently, but
especially by different kinds of visual detectors which
explore the whole phase space.

The Dalitz-plot representation of data seems to be the
most appropriate one, since the dynamics of some processes
involoed in multiparticle reactions, as seenn chapter 2,
favours either the particular values of internal energies
of the two particles in the exit channel (P8I), or the
particular values of the momentum transfer (QJ3). In both
cases the events cluster along bands, parallel to the axis,
indicating the presence of the relevant interaction.

4.3. Generalized Dalits Diagra
The density distribution of the Dalitz plot will ex-

hibit dynamical features of specific reaction mechanisms
if appropriate kinematical variables are used.
i) 8EQUENTIAL SCAY. In the study of the sequential-decay
mechanism the two-body relative energies are used as
kinematioal variables.

With the reduced mass of the system i+j defined by

j 3 " o/(Ki^Zj)
and its relative momentum

Pij (' P ,)P/(j ^)

the relative energy of partiles i and j is given re

It is, however, easy to see that the ei versus j re
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presentation given in the centre-of-aass system (fig. 6b)
already represents one kind of a Dalitz plot. Since in the
first step of the sequential decay an intermediate state
of excitation -e is formed, the energy balance can also
be expressed by 

e + Q-k ek + " + 1. j

Since m:

the excitation energy E3. (B3 = E±3-5 i) is given by

3 ea + CQ±j-k - +m - l eI 

The -excitation energy, as well as the relative energy, are
linear functions of the centre-of-mass energy of the first
emitted particle, i.e., the particle not participatin in
the PI.e The kinematically available area is therefore
defined by the expression 4.1.1 and the condition 4.1.3.

It is obvious that e is fixed for a given e· ana en .
Prom equation 4.1.2 one defines eO.' Each point on the 
Dalitz plot thus corresponds to a §112-defined and unique
configuration in the final state. The contour of the Da-
litz diagram represents the configuration where particles
i and j are parallel or antiparallel (see fig. 7a).

k

Ai 1kP - »PA-'

1 r ^ k PiPch r

J

1k

\ , (Eik)-MeV

Fig.7. Schematic Dalitz plot a) in a rectangular coordinate
system with a band indicating a locus of a particular in-
termediate state .E.. and b) a triangular Dalitz plot. Por
further explanatio0 see the text.
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In the singularities A, B and C the energy of one particle
is zero and the other two have equal energies but opposite
directions.

The outstanding feature of the Dalitz diagram is a
constant phase-space distribution

P.S.Do - Aepe .
It should, however, be mentioned that a Dalitz plot con-
taina no information about the direction of the incoming
beam.

The analysis of the n+7 1i - a *t+n reaction at 14.4 MeV
in the frame of the Dalitz diagram [193 shows that this
reaction exhibits enhamcenents of data (see fig. 8) which
would be expected if the reaction proceeded via different
sequential-deoay processes. From the projected spectra it
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Pig.8. The experimental density distribution of the
7 ti(n,nt)4He reaction in the Dalitz plot. The lower and
right spectra are projections of data onto the E0c asd Et
axes, respectively, with arrows indicating the known levels
of the 7Li and 5He systems.
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is visible that transitions via the 4.63-MeV and 6,54i-MV
intermediate states of 7Li and the ground state of 5He are
involved in the reaction chain, The data are compared with
the Phillips-Griffy-Biedenharn theory [6] (solid line on
the projected spectra)*

In the case of three equal-mass products the use of
triangular Dalits diagrams (fig. 7b) is more appropriate,
since they adequately reflect all symmetries of auch
systems. This representation is based on the fact that
from any point inside an equilateral triangle the sum of
distances to the sides, eji+Cee, is equal to the height of
the triangle. The energy axes form aagles of 120°, and the
momentum conservation restricts events within the circle
inscribed in the triangle. Owing to the equivalence of the
three final-state particles the loci of the two-body inter-
mediate states appear at three symmetrical positions in
the Dalitz plot, as seen in fig. Tb,

Fig, 9 shows the experimental density distribution in
a triangle Dalitz representation for the -O 3 a decay
of the 11.83-MeV state of 120 formed in the reaction chain
120(ln,)1 2 0(ac) 8 Be(2a) [ 20. The comparison of the experi-
mental density distribution with the schematic diagram,
which shows the positiogs of the loci of the ground aad
first excited state in Be, clearly reveals the destruct-
ive inteereence effects (see chapter 2.1) at the inter-
ceptions of the 0Be(2.9 MeV) loci. The calculation of the
theoretical density distribution is very sensitive to the
spin assignment of the decaying system [21]. The beet fit
has been obtained with spin and parity value 71 assigned
to the 11.83-NeV level of 12 , which is shown in the form
of an isometric plot in fig. 10,
ii) QUASIFREB SOATTERG. In order to analyse the quasi-
free-scattering contribution to the total cross section,
the data have to be displayed in the Dalitz plot in which
at least one of the variables is ihe particle momentum.
In the Pi versus EBk representation the contour of the
kinematically available space is determined by the relation

2

EJ. + pi - e (P22-2P 2 Pcooa )) aE+Q ,

when cos elab takes extreme values +i.Ik
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12C - 3aaC (,-3a
Ec. (11.83- 0.3 )MeV

Pig. 9. Triangle Dalitz plot of the three-alpha break-up
of the 12C nucleus in the 11.83-MeV state. The schematic
diagram indicates the loci of the 8Be ground and 2.9-MeV
states.

Pig. 10. Isometric plot of the theoretical density distri-
bution for the three-alpha break-up of the 12C nucleus in
the 11.83-MeV state.
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ig . 11, The experimental density distribution for the
7 Li(n,na)t reaction, displayed in the 3 versus P dia-
gram. For further explanation see the text.

Fig. 11 represents the P. versus E Dalits plo$ for
the 7Li(nna)t reaction at 14.4 MeV [19t. This analysis
was performed with the same data tape as formerly used
in the study of the oequential-decay mechanism (aee fig.
8). However, to avoid the overlap with the sequential-
decay process, those data were omitted from the diagram
which proceed via the 7Li states. The lower and right dia-
grams are projections of data onto the Pt and E axes,
respectively (thick lines). The thin lines in te triton-
momentum distribution for-P^ > 60 MeV/c represent the
spectrum after the subtraction of the data populating the
kinematioal locus of the 5Heg at En = 0.95 MeV. The
triton-momeatum distribution ccrected for the elastic
differential cross section and the phase-space distribu-
tion gives the Fourier transform of the radial part of
the relative wave function of 71i, which is shown in fig.
12. The experimental data were fitted by the PWIA [19]
using a harmonic-oscillator wave function and a Hanlkel-
function with a cut-off radiue for the wave function of
the -- t relative motion.

4.4. _our-Body Break-U Trian le Di ram
Data from the reactions leading to-four particles in

the final state cannot be displayed in a representation
that would be as satisfactory as the Dalits plot for a
three-particle break-up. However, particles can be grouped
in pairs, as shown on the insert of fig. 13 to give a two-
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3Fi.12. The momentum distribution [(P) of tritonp in
7Li. The dashed line is the momentum distribution cal-
culated with the harmonic-oscillator wave function and
the dotted line corresponds to a Hankel function with a
cut-off radius.

E,

Fig.13. Schematic triangle diagram with bands indicating
the loci of the particular intermediate states Ei . and
£- The insert shows the corresponding way of grouping
final-state particles.
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dimensional triangle plot, fig, 13, The relative energies
of the two-body systems are related by the equation

e+ Q ei + c + E + E 

eij = mi+^mS k and hence

E l + <EL K e 4+ Q: O i e. e.e
:ial + %ij-kl m *kl . e3

Bince ekl can take all values from zero up to some maximum,
the kinematically available area is constrainted within
the right triangle. The two-body resonances will produce
clustering of experimental data in the bands perpendicular
to the relative-energy axis of the corresponding two-body
resonances. In spite of the fact that in these diagrams
the choice of pairing is arbitrary and the density, in
contrast to that in the Dalits plot, is not uniform, such
a representation enables one to identify two-body resonances
in the four-body final stateo Once we thehe two-body inter-
mediate state is confirmed by the triangle plot, the four-
body final state may be reduced to a three-body final state
i+J+(kl) , with one particle being composite. This may then
be displayed in a two-dimensional Dalitz plot.

2i

5

. ..

3 t-. .

-1, ~- -%------ --.- ,·

:;;*. . .. .

~... .. ... . .

6 ::. .

_ , : *s. .: :

E~,(MeV)

i14, The dernsity distr~ibution of the :n+12 a+a +a n

reaction at 14.4 IV in the .:.( 5'e) versus . ... Be) tri-

Fig.14. The density distribution of the n+2 0 a+a+a:+ n
reaction at 14.4 Me¥ in the E~(SHe) versus ~(°Be) tri-
angle plot.
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12 Pig. 14 shows the experimental correlation of the
n + e C a+a+a+n reaction at 14.4 MeV, displayed in the
E( 5 SHe) versus t(Be) triangle plot [20]. The 4ensity
distribution shows a strong enhancement of the Be(g.s.)
locus and a broad structure corresponding to the
8Be(2.9 MeV) level of 1,4-MeY width. There is, however, no
visible clustering of data around the 5He(g.s) locus. It
can thus be assumed that h Be is a particle formed in the
reaction, and the n+ 2 0 reaction can be treated as a three-
body decay n+12 0 - Ua++Be.

5. CONCLUSION
In concluding this review on the nuclear-emulsion

technique in the study of neutron-induced multiparticle
break-up reactions it is important as well as necessary to
compare this technique with the other ones moat frequently
used, as to the character of data they yield and the coats
they impose.
i) COLSTARISON OF DIFFESRT MEASURING TECHNIQUES. (In the
foliw'ing discussion we shall confine ourselves to counter
detectors, since they are by far more widely used than
other measuring syst~s ) 

It ia3 woellb k4 ov that an immense body of valuable data
on multiparticle .breask-p reactions has been collected by
the coUtnter-detector teehnique. With the aid of highly de-
veloped eieetr'nic circuits and application of computers,
both, off- aid on-line, counter detectors allow the high
qualaty of data and promptness of their collecting. This
holds f;or. charged-partilce induced reactions. However,
dBf~iciAtuiea arising in, the atudy of neutron-induced reac-
tions are associated with the low counting rate and consider-
able- backrground. ,As disEcussed in chapter 2, particular three-
body break-up processese (involviig finmal-state interaction
or quasifree scattering show)a tendency to reveal pronounced
intensity maxima in small regions of the three-body momentum
space. Counter experiments are, threefore, usually performed
in the kinematical region (i.e., at a particular set of
angles of the two counters) to favour one of the processes
in question. While charged-particle measurements can be ac-
complished at several aets of angles in a reaaonable time,
neutron experiments are restricted to one or at best to a
few sets of angles. Although kinematically complete, such
neutron experiments are incomplete in the sense of the mo-
mentum space explored, and hence may lead to screening of
some reaction processes and/or to overestimating the one
under investigation. At least, the piece of information such
measurements yield ist ohla a partial one,

It has been shown and several examples have already been
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given in chapter 4, that the visual.-detector technique
provides aimultaneous information on all aspects of multi-
particle break-up reactions. In fact, visual detectors
explore the whole momentum space, and the data thus obtain-
ed have a "stored experiment" character, offering the
possibility of sorting and histrogramming the same body
of data in successive and different ways, adequate for
testing different reaction processes. Moreover, visual de-
tectors also offer the possibility of investigating effects
of three- and many-body reactions, which are beyond the
scope of the usually anticipated and studied final-state
interaction and quasifree-scattering reactions.

Some facts, not less important, should be pointed out
concerning different kinematical conditions found in the
visual- and counter-detector techniques. Many of the dif-
ficulties involved in measurements with counters, such as
non-linear change of the mapping unit in the transformation
from one reference frame to another and complicated efficien-
cy- cglulations, are not encountered in the nuclear-emulsion
technique. The event-wise lab.-c.m. transformation of the
emulsion data retains continuous character of all c.m. va-
riables that may then be mapped in the desired way. On the
contrary, once the data from the counter have passed
the analysing system, they are mapped equidistantly in
energy in the lab. system and this does not hold any longer
after the transformation to the c.m. system. However, while
such difficulties may be overcome by straightforward calcu-
lations, the lab.-om. transformation of angular variables
involves even more serious problems. There is no unique
angle setting in the c.m. system that would correspond to a
particular set of counter angles in the lab, system. The
angles in the c.m. system vary continuously with particle
energy, and this should be kept in mind in interpreting the
data.

ii) COMPARISON OF COSTS. In a group exploting nuclear emul-
sions the number of microscopists eaeed that of physicists,
the ratio being roughly 1:2 in favour of the former. The
situation is quite opposite in a group using the counter
technique, in which there are more physicists than tech-
nicians. The estimated costs for nuclear-physics research
using either technique are given in table IV. The following
assumptions ane made: a) manpower costs per year: physicist
12-18 k,, technician 10-12 KE, and microscopist 7-10 EK,
b) the minimum reasonable number of microscopists is 4,
while the minimum reasonable number of technicians is 2,
c) the costs of the accelerator (Cockeroft-Walton type)
amount to 40 ES per year, and d) the counter techniq.ue-
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requires at least 50% of the accelerator time, while the
emulsion technique takes an insignificant time,

TABLE IV

Costs per year in E
Nuel. emulsion Counter detect,

Accelerator 1 20

Physicist 30 (2) 60 (4)

Technician 34 (4 microscopista) 22 (2 techni-
cians)

Off-line computer 1 1

Material and equip- 4 4
ment (electronics
excluded)

Electronics 15

70 I/year 122 K/year

Basic investment in 10-30 4K 30-50 KO
laboratory establish-
ment

Because of the very limited needs for the machine
time and other supplies, the expenses connected with the
emulsion work are much less than those required for
counter type of experiments. The basic equipment is also
inexpensive (e.g., the high-precision track microscope
costs about 8 KO).

Although the data on the costs involved in the inve-
stigations with emulsions seem attractive, the. correct ap-
plication of emulsions as detectors requires a precise
knowledge of all its advantages as well as disadvantages,
Table V shows a comparison of the most important features
of emulsions compared with counter detectors, viewed from
some wider aspects than the costs themselves.

The emulsion technique is certainly applicable only
to a limited number of nuclear studies - to interactions
with nuclei present or loaded in the emulsion. However,
the flexibility of its use make nuclear emulsions an ideal
tool in organizing .the users group programme. An institu-
tion with small research funds can thus perform significant
nuclear research work without entering into a large in-
vestment (see tables IV-VI) in founding its own accelerator
basis.

It should also be pointed out that with the subject
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TABLE V

NUCOL EWULSION COUNTER DETECT.

TRAINING REQUIRED

LEVEL OF TEICHICAL SUPPORT

MEDIUM

LOW

HIGH

HIGH

USER CAPABILITY POSSIBLE IMPOSSIBLE

EDUCATION VALUE HIGH HIGH AND
MULTIFACED

VERSATILITY RESTRICTED GENERAL

IMbEDIATEDATA DEDUCTION _BELAYED

DEPENDENCE ON SPARE PARTS Low HIGH

TABLE VI

NUOL. EMUTS.

DECISION

I 3 years 
ORGANIZAION O0 LABO-
RATORY (USSE GROUP)

DECISION

12 years

BUY ACCEILRATOR

3 years

TRAIN PEOPLE

I vears

COUNTER

10 years

t v- ---- V
ACBIEVE ADEQUATE IEVEL
OF SOPHISTICATION

presented in this review, the number of various investiga-
tion with nuclear emulsions is far from being exhausted.
Neutron spectroscopy, high-energy physics, already mention-
ed in this review, radioactive measurements and autoradio-
graphy [22], are only some of them, showing a very wide
field of application of nuclear emulsions.
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PANEL ON UTILIZATION OF LOW-E~EGY ACCELERATORS

Zagreb, 30 Septo - 4 Oct. 1974

Schedule

Monday.

10.00

10.30

13.30

14.45

16.15

16.45

18.00

Tuesday.

9.30

10.45

11.15

13.30

14.45
16.00

16.30

Wednesda

9.30

11.00

11.30

12.30

13.30

30 September

Opening session

S. Bashkin, Univ. of Arizona: Practical and research aspects
of beam foil spectroscopy

Lunch

G. Deconninck, L.AoR.N., Namur, Belgium: Theory and applications

of charged particle X-ray fluorescence

Break

J. Cookson, AMRE Harwells Micro beam analysis using X-ray detection

Cocktail

1 October

D.W.Palmer, University of Sussexs Ion channeling and implantation

Break

J.L. Hmmerich. Julichs Radiation damage in metals

Lunch

D. Seyboth. Erlangen :Mossbauer effect studies using accelerators

Break

E. Recknavel, Hahn-Meitner-Institute, Berlin: Perturbed gamma ray
angular correlations with accelerators

.y. 2 October

C. Enselman. CEN Saclay: Charged particle and photon activation
analysis (Survey)

Break

D. Brune, A.B. Atomenergie Studsviks Surface analysis and depth

distribution studies of light elements
in metal surfaces by means of charged
particle activation technique

J. Cookson, A EE Harwell: Micro beam analysis (using nuclear reactions)

Lunch

Afternoon free
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Thursday.

9.30

10.45

11.15

13.30

14.45
16.00

16.30

17.30

3 October

J. Laverlochire, CEN Grenoble: Past neutron activation analysis

Break

J. Csikai, Kossuth University, Debrecen: Fast neutron reactions

Lunch

F. Cvellar, Institute Jozef Steifn, Ljubljana: Fast neutron capture

Break

B. Antolkovic, Institute Rudjer Boskovic: Study of neutron induced
multiparticle reactions with
nuclear emulsions

Panel discussion: Mlinimum and recommended requirements for low energy

accelerators and accessories for work
on each topic

Friday

9.30

10.45
11.15. 

11.45

13.30

14.45

4 October

Van der Leun. University of Utrecht : Charged particle capture

Break

J. Cookson, ABEE Harwell : Proton radiography

D. PalmerUniv. of Sussex: Proton channelography

Lunch

Summary of the Panel.
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